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Feasibility Study of a PLC System for Avionic Safety-Critical Systems
Thomas Larhzaoui, Fabienne Nouvel, Jean-Yves
Baudais
IETR
Rennes, France
thomas.larhzaoui@insa-rennes.fr, fabienne.nouvel@insarennes.fr, jean-yves.baudais@insa-rennes.fr

Abstract— To increase the flexibility of the aircraft
equipments and to reduce the possession and operating costs
of the aircrafts, the main aircraft manufacturers want to
change fluidic systems by electrical systems. However, this
evolution induces a high increase of the number of wires.
Reducing the amount of wiring also allows decreasing the
construction and the maintenance costs, and the polluting
emissions. Another interest is improving the reliability of
aircraft equipment such as allowing monitoring of power
cables. To limit the number wires, we proposed to use power
line communication (PLC) for flight control systems (FCS)
on the high voltage direct current network (HVDC), between
a calculator unit and a power inverter for medium-haul
aircrafts. PLC technology has proven its reliability for
indoor network with the Homeplug Av standard. Nowadays,
many studies deal with the possibility to use PLC for
embedded systems. However, PLC for safety-critical avionic
systems are not often studied. This paper attempts to define
the physical layer for such application. The proposed
transmission technique used is orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), which is widely used with success in
many telecommunication systems. In this paper, we present
throughput measurement with Homeplug Av modems to
prove the feasibility of PLC in aircraft environment.
However, the Homeplug Av parameters are not adapted to
the aeronautic constraints. Based on channel transfer
function measurements and analysis, we proposed to adapt
the OFDM parameters to comply with the FCS real-time
constraints.
Keywords-PLC; OFDM; coherence bandwidth; delay
spread; insertion gain; channel impulse response; aircraft;
avionic; bit rate; safety critical systems; HVDC network.

I.
1

INTRODUCTION

In future aircrafts, hydraulic flight control systems
(FCS) will be replaced by electric ones. The main
interests are a better flexibility and a decrease in
maintenance costs. However, the major problem is the
increasing of wires length. Since the actuators for the FCS
are electrical actuators, it is possible to change the
medium to improve the speed of the transmissions, the
reliability or to decrease the complexity of the electrical
network. To reduce the electrical network complexity and
propose a reliable transmission in the medium-haul
aircrafts, PLC technology seems to be a good candidate.

Virginie Degardin, Pierre Laly
IEMN, TELICE
Lille, France
virginie.degardin@univ-lille1.fr, pierre.laly@univ-lille1.fr

Reducing the mass of wiring also has the benefit of
reducing not only the maintenance and the construction
costs, but also the polluting emissions. In addition, the
PLC technology could improve the reliability of the
aircraft equipment through the monitoring of the power
wires. In previous work [1], we proposed to define OFDM
parameters for such kind of transmission in order to
comply with the real-time constraints. It is also possible to
use optical fibers for the FCS, which is called fly-by-light
[2]. They allow high data rates and fast transmissions.
However, it does not solve the problems of the network
complexity, and aircraft manufacturers remain reluctant to
use them for avionics critical systems due to the
maintenance constraints. Another possibility is to use
wireless communication which is called fly-by-wireless
[3]. The main advantage of this technology is that it
removes the wired medium. However, this technology is
vulnerable from the electromagnetic point of view, in
terms of safety and reliability.
PLC technology has proven its reliability in in-home
network with HomePlug Av [4]. This standard allows to
transmit data with a bit rate of about 200 Mbit/s in the
[1;30] MHz bandwidth. In addition, there are numerous
studies concerning PLC in different kinds of vehicles like
cars [5][6][7][8], ships [10][11], and trains [12][13]. PLC
technology is also investigated in aircraft cabin lighting
system for multimedia application in the European project
TAUPE [14][15]. However, even if the cabin lighting
system network is representative of one part of the aircraft
electrical network, it is not appropriate for safety-critical
systems like FCS. A first study, which proposed to use
PLC for a critical system, has been done in [16]. The
authors studied the feasibility of using PLC technology
between the power inverter and the actuator for landing
gears. In this case, the wire length between the power
inverter and the actuator is about five meters and the
network is a non-filtered low voltage AC network.
Nevertheless, in this paper, we focus on a new high
voltage direct current (HVDC) network, which is longer
(until thirty two meters long) and filtered.The HVDC
network is a new ± 270 VDC power supply network,
which will replace the AC 115 V, 400 Hz network.

2015, © Copyright by authors, Published under agreement with IARIA - www.iaria.org
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Figure 1. PLC system on aircraft wing

The interest for the aircraft manufacturers to use a
HVDC network is to allow the simplification of the power
networks (alternators, power conversion, circuit breakers,
etc.). It becomes possible to use the reversibility of the
electrical actuators for the FCS to produce electrical
power. As the HVDC network is still in design, we can
influence the design of the power network in order to
improve the quality of the propagation channel for the
proposed PLC transmissions.
FCS do not require a high bit rate link, few Mbit/s
being enough. Nevertheless, the communication must be
highly reliable, deterministic, real time and must comply
with theDO-160 [17]. The DO-160 specifies test
conditions for the design of avionics electronic hardware
in airborne systems. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider the
link between the calculator unit and the power inverter
located near the actuators used for flight control. In this
illustration, the PLC master near the calculator unit
transmits data to the PLC slave near the power inverter. It
corresponds to a point-to-point topology. It is also
possible to use point-to-multipoint topology, where one
PLC node transmits data to two PLC nodes. Moreover,
one of the major challenges of the command of the FCS is
the real time constraints. The FCS operates at frequency
about 1 kHz, which is called the fast control loop.
According to the common practice for the aeronautic
equipment, command systems must work six times faster
than the equipment that they command. It represents a
6 kHz frequency system or a 167 µs period in this
scheme. However, there are several calculators in this fast
control loop, which require time processing. It seems
reasonable to consider that the PLC system time
processing of the must not exceed from 10 % to 20 % of
the 167 µs period. In our case, it varies from 17 µs to
34 µs.
The proposed PLC data transmissions are based on the
OFDM technique [18], which has been used with success
in many wireless and wired line communication systems
like DVB, indoor PLC standards or 3GPP-LTE. This
technology is interesting for the PLC transmission
because it is flexible and robust in frequency selective
channels.

In this paper, we measure and analyze the propagation
channel in order to define an OFDM symbol duration in
compliance with the real-time constraints. Bit rate
measurements are also performed to prove the feasibility
of the PLC on the HVDC network for the FCS.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
describe the channel and the test bench, while results on
the insertion gain are presented in Section III. Section IV
describes the channel analysis and the optimization of the
OFDM parameters is presented in Section V. In Section
VI, simulations are performed in order to check the
parameters proposed in the previous section. The bit rate
measurements of the PLC link are given in Section VII. A
synthesis of the main results and a conclusion are given in
Section VIII.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST BENCH AND OF THE
MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION

In the test bench, the channel is composed of a harness
and two couplers that allow to connect the communication
system over the HVDC network. Two kinds of couplers
are used: capacitive couplers or inductive couplers.
A. Harnesses Configuration
During the measurement campaign, three architectures
were studied:
- the point-to-point architecture, with two capacitive
couplers: architecture 1 (Fig. 2),
- the point-to-point architecture, with two inductive
couplers: architecture 2 (Fig. 3),
- the point-to-multipoint architecture with one master
and two slaves, architecture 3 (Fig. 4).
The tests have been performed on a test bench with active
loads which are representative of actual avionic loads and
with a ± 270 DC power supply. A fan has also been used.
For this experiment, a harness of 32 meters long is used. It
is representative of one possible wire length of the power
network of the FCS in aircrafts. It includes one twisted
pair, one twisted quadrifilar cable, and one single wire.
In Fig. 2, the architecture 1 is represented. Capacitive
couplers are used to transmit on one twisted pair over
+270 V and -270 V. Capacitive couplers are composed by
a transformer for the galvanic isolation and two
capacitors. The harness is composed by one twisted pair.
We have also considered another possibility, i.e., to use a
twisted quadrifilar for two different transmissions on the
two polarities for the same load. In this case, the
quadrifilar is short circuited at both ends of each polarity
and inductive couplers can be used as illustrated in the
architecture 2 in Fig. 3. In this figure, one signal is
transmitted on the pair on the + 270 V and one other
signal is transmitted on the other pair on the - 270 V. It
must be emphasized that, for the same DC power, the
diameter of each wire of the quadrifilar can be reduced to
avoid an increase of the copper weight.

2015, © Copyright by authors, Published under agreement with IARIA - www.iaria.org
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Figure 2. Point-to-point architecture with capacitive coupler

Figure 4. Point-to-multipoint architecture with inductive coupler

Figure 3. Point-to-point architecture with inductive coupler

There are two main interests to use this architecture.
First, due to the short circuits at both ends, the
communications are less disturbed by the noise produced
by the power supply and the load. The other one is the
possibility to use the avionics full duplex (AFDX) twisted
quadrifilar already used in aircrafts for the transmissions
[19]. These quadrifilars are light and their conception is
mature. It means that the physical characteristics of the
wires and the connectors are well known, which is the
major asset for the implantation in the aircrafts. In
addition, this architecture allows different possibilities of
transmission. For example, it is possible to use the second
polarity for redundancy or use the four couplers for a full
duplex transmission.
The architecture 3 is presented in Fig. 4. In this case,
three couplers are used on the +270 V. Thus, the harness
is composed of one quadrifilar and one wire for the
-270 V polarity. Such architecture allows to test the case
where one effector as an aileron is driven by two actuators
(loads). For the architecture 3, only the transmission on
the +270 V polarity has been tested. It is necessary to test
the point-to-multipoint topology because the transfer
function cannot be deduced from the point-to-point
architecture due to the multipath and crosstalk. But,
similarly to the architecture 2, it is possible to consider a
transmission on both polarities for two loads for the
explorations of different possibilities of transmissions.

B. Channel Measurements
Transfer function measurements have been carried out
with a network analyser in the [1;100] MHz bandwidth
with a 5 kHz resolution bandwidth. To do this, we used
the frequency scanning method. This technique involves
scanning the channel using a network analyser with a
constant step ∆f on a frequency bandwidth equal to
f0+N∆f, where f0 is the minimum frequency, ∆f is the
frequency step, and N is the number of measurement
points. For each configuration, the transfer functions have
been measured between the input and the output V1, V2,
V3 and V4. Since there are more than two couplers on the
architectures 2 and 3, 50 Ω loads are connected on the non
used couplers during the transfer function measurements.
III.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In order to prove the PLC feasibility and measure the
throughput on the test bench, Homeplug Av modems have
been plugged on the architectures 1 and 2 through the
couplers. The power supply of the modems comes from
the HVDC network via a DC/DC converter. Data
transmissions between couplers and modems are done by
a twisted pair. In this preliminary study, we just focus on
the experimental aspects to obtain a first result on link
capabilities using product on the shelf.
The throughput measurements are shown in Fig. 5 and
have been performed with the Jperf software. When the
network is turned off, the throughput achieved 40 Mbit/s
for both architectures. The tests with the active loads
show a small decrease of the throughput. The tests with
the fan, which is noisy, show the interest of the inductive
coupler compared with the capacitive coupler. Indeed, the
throughput does not change a lot with the inductive
coupler but is divided by two with the capacitive coupler.

2015, © Copyright by authors, Published under agreement with IARIA - www.iaria.org
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A. Tested configurations
In Table I, the tested configurations are presented.
“OFF” means that the power supply and the loads are
connected to the network and they are turned off. “ON”
means that the power supply and the loads are turned on.
Transfer functions are measured between the two
couplers. “P-to-p” means point-to-point and “P-to-m”
means point-to-multipoint.

Architecture 1
Architecture 2

40

Throughput (M bit/s)

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Network OFF

Fan

Active loads

Figure 5. Throughput measurement

The minimum bit rate measured is about 15 Mbit/s. As
specified
in
the
communication
buses
like
ARINC 429 [20], MIL-STD-1553 [21] and ARINC 825
[22], the required throughput for the FCS is about
1 Mbit/s. Thus, the results presented in Fig. 5 confirm the
feasibility of the PLC technology in such application and
thus it is possible to use PLC technology to convey such
buses for FCS.
IV.

INSERTION GAIN AND CHANNEL IMPULSE
RESPONSE

In Section III, throughput is measured for the
architectures 1 and 2. Even if this throughput is sufficient
for FCS, the Homeplug Av standard is not adapted for the
aircraft communication. In fact, the OFDM symbol
duration is equal to 46.52 µs, which is not in accordance
with the real time constraints. Thus, we measured the
channel transfer function to define new physical layer
parameters adapted to this channel for a safety-critical
aeronautical system.

B. Channel measurement results
In this paragraph, we only show the transfer function
with the network “ON” because there are no major
differences between the transfer function with the network
“OFF”. In addition, we do not represent the transfer
function on the-270 V with the architecture 2 because,
due to the symmetry of the network, transfer functions are
similar on both polarities.
Fig. 6 represents the insertion gain (IG) for the pointto-point topology, namely, the architectures 1 and 2. For
the architecture 1, which corresponds to the
configurations C2 and C4, the IG decreases over the
entire bandwidth with several resonances. For the
architecture 2, which corresponds to the configuration C8,
the IG first decreases linearly (in dB) with the frequency
up to 40 MHz, and varies from -5 to -25 dB. Then, the IG
remains nearly constant between 40 MHz and 80 MHz
and, beyond 80 MHz, decreases very rapidly. Fig. 7
shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
IG for the architectures 1 and 2. For the configuration C2
the insertion gain is higher than -23 dB over 50 % of the
bandwidth and higher than -32 dB over 90 % of the entire
bandwidth. For the configuration C4 the insertion gain is
higher than -28 dB over 50 % of the bandwidth and higher
than -35 dB over 90 % of the entire bandwidth

TABLE I. TESTED CONFIGURATIONS

Architecture 1

Architecture 2

Architecture 3

Configuration
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Topology

Coupler

Polarity
±

Capacitive
P-to-p

+
Inductive

P-to-m

+

Power
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
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Figure 6. Insertion gain for the architectures 1 and 2
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Fig. 8 represents the IG for the point-to-multipoint
topology, namely, the architecture 3. The IG is quite similar
for the two configurations. There is a resonance at about
39 MHz for configuration C12. The IG of the architecture 3
is few dB lower than the IG of the architecture 2. Finally,
Fig. 9 shows the CDF for the architecture 3. For the
configuration C2 the insertion gain is higher than -25 dB
over 50 % of the bandwidth and higher than -39 dB over
90 % of the entire bandwidth.
The channel may be studied also in the time domain in
order to get the impulse response The channel impulse
response has been obtained from the measurements of the
complex transfer function by applying a 20000 points
inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) in the [1;100] MHz
bandwidth. The results of the channel responses for the
architectures 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 8. Insertion gain for the architecture 3
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Finally, the coherence bandwidth is calculated from the
transfer function and the delay spread is calculated from the
channel impulse response. The coherence bandwidth and the
delay spread allow to define the subcarrier spacing and the
cyclic prefix duration, respectively.
V.

COHERENCE BANDWIDTH AND DELAY SPREAD

The coherence bandwidth is deduced from the absolute
value of the autocorrelation of the complex transfer function
[23]. The values of both coherence bandwidth and delay
spread are calculated for 8 different frequency bandwidths
for each configuration, from the [0;20] MHz bandwidth to
the [0;100] MHz bandwidth with a step of 10 MHz. In the
following, the coherence bandwidth is calculated for a
correlation coefficient of 0.9. The delay spread is calculated
from the channel impulse responses according to [24]. It
appears that the values of the values of the coherence
bandwidth and delay spread are quite independent of the
frequency bandwidth analysis. Fig. 11 represents the
coherence bandwidth versus the inverse of the delay spread
for all the cases (bandwidths and configurations).
Conventionally, the coherence bandwidth is proportional to
the inverse of the delay spread. In our case, the linear
regression leads to a correlation coefficient of 0.75. This
result has been also noticed for indoor networks [25].
It appears that the architectures and the kind of coupler
do not have a strong impact on the channel characteristics,
the coherence bandwidth being of the order 700–1200 kHz,
as the delay spread varies from 60 to 110 ns. These results
are quite similar to those obtained for other embedded
systems as shown in Table II. The delay spread measured
for these channels is between 34 ns and 380 ns and the
coherence bandwidth is between 0.4 MHz and 0.9 MHz.

Cohenrence bandwidth (MHz)

1.3
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
8

10
12
14
Inverse of the delay spread (MHz)

Figure 11. Coherence bandwidth versus of the inverse of delay spread

16

TABLE II. COHERENCE BANDWIDTH AND DELAY SPREAD FOR DIFFERENT
VEHICLES
Vehicles
References

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Delay spread
(ns)

Coherence
bandwidth (MHz)

Car [15]

[1;50]

34-200

0.4-4.8

Aircraft [16]

[1;30]

100

0.6-0.9

Car[25]

[0.3;100]

130

0.48

Car [26]

[1;70]

380

0.4-0.7

VI.

OPTIMIZATION OF OFDM PARAMETERS

Taking into account the obtained results, the next step is
to adapt the OFDM symbol duration to the real time
constraint. The real time constraint is defined by the
duration between the moment when a bit enter in the
transmitter and the moment when the same is available at
the output of the receiver. We assume that all the
information contained in an OFDM symbol must be
completely received to be considered usable. As a result, the
duration of the OFDM symbol is considered as an
incompressible latency time. Thus, it is necessary to ensure
that the OFDM symbol duration is lower than the real time
constraints. It leads to an OFDM symbol duration between
17 µs and 34 µs, as explained in Section I. The OFDM
symbol duration

TOFDM is given by the equation:

1
+ cyclic prefix duration (1)
sub carrier spacing
Thus, we need to adapt the sub-carrier spacing and the
cyclic prefix duration (CP).
TOFDM =

A. OFDM Sub-carrier Spacing
In order to meet the real time constraints, it is necessary
to minimize the processing time for in the physical layer.
Since fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a time consuming
process proportional to the number of sub-carriers, one can
try to decrease the number of carriers and choose, as in
common practice, a sub-carrier spacing less than 10 % of
the coherence bandwidth. Taking into account the values in
Fig. 10, this leads to a 70 kHz sub-carrier spacing, which is
about three times the value given in Homeplug Av
specifications (24.414 kHz). To decrease the time
processing, it is better to use a FFT size of power of 2.
Finally, it is possible to switch off sub-carriers to transmit
data on the proper frequency bandwidth. In our case, it leads
to 428 or 1428 useful sub-carriers for a transmission
bandwidth over 30 MHz or 100 MHz respectively.
B. Interference Characterization
Using the channel impulse response values, it is also
possible to compute the inter symbol interference (ISI) and
the inter carrier interference (ICI) according to the cyclic
prefix CP length.
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Then, it becomes possible to choose the optimal CP
length because the increase of the CP length decreases the
power spectral density of ISI and ICI but also reduces
spectral efficiency and data rate. The power spectral density
of ISI and ICI can be computed by the equation [27]:

CP=0
CP=5
CP=10
CP=20
CP=30

Interference ISI+ICI (dBm/Hz)

-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
-60
-70
100

150 200 250 300
Carrier number

CP
Insertion

AWGN

Demapping

350

400

Figure 12. Interference in the [1-30] MHz bandwidth

C. Simulation Results
To show the influence of the CP length on the bit error
rate (BER), an OFDM transmission chain has been
simulated using Matlab. The simulated transmission chain is
presented in Fig. 13. The first block of the transmitter is a
random binary data generator. The generated data are
mapped using binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation
and an IFFT is then applied. The CP is then added to the
OFDM symbol in the time domain. The channel includes
both the complex channel impulse response and the additive
withe Gaussian noise (AWGN). At the receiver, the inverse
process is realized and an equalization is used to
compensate the distortion effect introduced by the channel.
For theses simulations, the channel estimation is assumed to
be ideal and the zero forcing equalization is applied [28].

Equalization

CP
Remove

FFT

Figure 13. simulated OFDM transmission and reception chain
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0

50

IFFT

Measured
Channel

BER

Lc −1

2
x

-80

Mapping

2

2π  (2)

I ISI + ICI (n ) = 2σ ∑ ∑ h(u ) exp − j
un 
N


l = Lcp +1 u = l
where
is the variance of modulated signal, ℎ is the
channel impulse response, the channel length expressed
in number of samples,
being also expressed in terms of
number of samples, the number of sub-carriers, and the
frequency sample index.
Fig. 12 gives the normalized PSD interferences,
expressed in dBm/Hz for configuration C11, which presents
the highest delay spread, and calculated in the [1;30] MHz
bandwidth. The PSD of the interferences has been plotted
versus the sub-carrier index and for various lengths of the
CP. As expected, the interference PSD decreases rapidly
with the length of the cyclic prefix but, beyond 20 samples,
it does not vary appreciably. Thus, it is not necessary to use
a Lcp value higher than 20 samples.
Lc −1

Random
Input

0

CP=0
CP=5
CP=10
CP=20
CP=30

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

0

5

10

15
SNR [dB]

20

25

30

Figure 14. BER for different cyclic prefix length

The time and frequency synchronization are assumed to
be perfect. Each useful sub-carrier transmits one bit
corresponding to a BPSK symbol. In the following
simulations, the configuration C11 is tested over the
[0;36] MHz bandwidth and all the sub-carriers in the
[30;36] MHz bandwidth are turned off. The SNR is defined
as the ratio between the received power and the noise
power. Fig. 14 shows the influence of the CP length (in
number of samples) on the BER. In this configuration, the
sub-carrier spacing is equal to 70 kHz. The degradation of
the BER increases when the CP length decreases. One can
observe that a CP length of 20 samples allows to absorb the
interference due to the multipaths, as expressed in the
Section VI.B. Taking into account the interferences and the
BER calculations, we propose a CP duration of 20 samples,
which correspond to 666 ns on the [1;30] MHz bandwidth.
As a comparison, if the cyclic duration was chosen equal to
2 to 4 times the delay spread, as suggested in [29], we
would obtain a CP duration between 220 and 440 ns, which
is not sufficient in our case as observed in Fig.14.
VII. SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the feasibility of PLC
transmissions for avionic safety critical systems.
Throughput measurements with Homeplug Av modems
have been done and show a sufficient throughput for the
FCS. In addition, the channel measurements prove that it is
possible to reduce the duration of an OFDM symbol,
compared to the Homeplug Av standard, by both increasing
the sub-carrier spacing and decreasing the cyclic prefix
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duration. In fact, in the Homeplug Av standard, the subcarrier spacing is 24.414 kHz, the minimum cyclic prefix
duration is 5.56 µs, and the OFDM symbol duration is
46.52 µs. In this PLC application, we propose to increase
the sub-carrier spacing up to 70 kHz and to decrease the CP
duration to 666 ns. Consequently, the OFDM symbol
duration is 14.94 µs. These results will help us to define the
physical layer parameters for a PLC avionics system in
accordance with real-time constraints of a fast control loop.
This study can be applied to other critical avionic systems
running on a HVDC network like landing gear. It is also
possible to use this study for a slow control loop on HVDC
network like thrust reversal.
In the next steps, we will continue to define the OFDM
parameters (constellation and frequency bandwidth) and the
channel coding to ensure a sufficient quality of the service
for the FCS. In addition of the real time constraint, the
quality of service that is defined by the useful bitrate
(10 Mbit/s), the bit error rate (10-12 as on the AFDX), and
the respect of the DO-160 gauge in conducted emissions
may be taken into account in the parameters of the physical
layer.
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Abstract—Textual didactics, used in museums and galleries
provide access to historical, socio-political, technical, and
biographic information about the artworks and artists. These
types of didactics are considered to be cost-effective. However,
they do not enable the use of audio, video, and Web interface
that allows for multiple forms of usage for the museum
visitors. We have developed a smartphone application, called
Musing, for interaction of museum visitors with informational
content and enhancement of their museum experience. Musing
is an augmented reality (AR) application that enables the
visitor to capture an artwork with a smartphone camera. Using
image processing, the application recognizes the artwork and
places graphical user interface objects in the form of Points of
Interest (POIs) onto the image of the artwork displayed onscreen. These POIs provide the visitor with additional didactic
information in the form of text overlays, audio, video, and Web
sites. The Musing application and administrator Web site,
described in this paper, is designed with several performance
and efficiency goals, including high reliability and recognition
rate, high usability, and significant flexibility. The application
is designed to be adaptable to a variety of museums and
galleries without requiring special hardware or software.
Furthermore, the administrative interface enables museum
staff to provide content for the didactics without requiring
software development skills.
Keywords—interactive didactic; museum didactic; virtual
museum; image recognition; augmented reality

I.

INTRODUCTION

Museums have historically been tasked with providing
access to, and educating visitors about artworks. Museum
didactics attempt to clarify artworks’ meanings by
addressing concepts of art, history, politics, construction
techniques, as well as the lives of artists. For many visitors,
however, museum and gallery exhibitions may lack the
proper context to allow access points for exhibited works and
can leave the “uninitiated viewer” intimidated, “particularly
when it comes to interpretation” [1][2].
In many ways, mobile technologies, such as responsive
Web sites and AR, present an ideal opportunity to make
those personal connections with the visitor, as well as help
the visitor make connections to the exhibited objects and/or
works of art. As such, the context for the artwork is
broadened via interviews, videos, Web sites, source material,
art historical influences, and other artworks with shared
conceptual frameworks, all of which can be integrated into a

mobile application for the museum. Such a personalization
of experience through narrative is a highly effective way to
expand the context for the work and deepen viewers’
connections as they process and integrate the information
into their existing world-view [3].
Nevertheless, under the current paradigm, in order to add
audio and video to exhibits, museums must rely on
proprietary hardware and software. The hardware must be
provided by the institution at significant cost both in capital
investment and in maintenance. The software used on these
devices is often proprietary for the exhibition, reliant on
external hardware installed in the gallery, and must be
reprogrammed for new exhibitions. While large museums
have the resources to purchase and maintain these systems,
small community-based museums often do not.
Pedagogical shifts away from passive museum
participation to active participation are occurring in higher
education, as well as in museological practices, and reflect
the changing needs of the visitor [4]. An enriched learning
environment requires incorporating diverse learning styles,
which include visual/print, visual/picture, auditory,
kinesthetic, and verbal/kinesthetic modalities [4].
A. Problem Statement
In order for museums and galleries to fully meet the
needs of their visitors, they must incorporate didactic
information that embraces diverse learning styles and present
multiple types of didactic information.
An interactive didactic system should be designed to
reach the highest number of museums and their visitors,
which does not rely on proprietary hardware, the installation
of external devices in the gallery, or the need to reprogram
the system when exhibits are modified or added.
In order to create a system that does not require
proprietary hardware, the system should be developed on
mobile hardware that many of the museum visitors already
possess. This hardware would include classes of
smartphones and tablets running on iOS or Android
operating systems.
To minimize the technical burden on institutions, the
system should not rely on extra hardware such as Bluetooth
or Near Field Communication (NFC) devices.
An administrator panel should be designed to facilitate
ease of editing—addition and deletion of content in such a
way as to give museologists these abilities without the
requirement of software development skills.
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Finally, image processing and image recognition
algorithms should be used in order to provide the opportunity
for the viewers to deepen their connections to artworks by
scanning artworks directly, removing the need for external
tokens such as Quick Response codes (QR) or number codes
to be entered by users.
B. Hypothesis
By using a combination of off-the-shelf image
recognition algorithms and unmodified consumer-level
hardware, the research team will be able to create a client
application that is fast and accurate enough to be usable in a
museum, without the need for proprietary hardware, or
external tokens. In addition, retrieving exhibition data via a
database will allow for a client program that is sufficiently
flexible and does not require reprogramming when
exhibitions are added or modified.
The proposed interactive didactic system will be
designed with a client-server architecture. A database,
administered by a Web site, will provide the client
application with access to didactic information without the
need to permanently store that information on the device.
The client application will be programmed for current
popular hardware such as a smartphone or a tablet, either
owned by the museum visitor or provided in the form of
loaners.
Providing museologists with an efficient and usable
software tool that facilitates generating new AR exhibitions
and editing / modifying existing AR exhibitions (i.e., editing
the Musing server) without requiring software development
skills will enable widespread usage of the client part of
Musing.
In order to test the relative success of the application and
its acceptance by museum visitors, Musing will be deployed
in three exhibitions at The University Galleries at Texas
State University, a three thousand square foot, universitybased, contemporary art exhibition venue. Benchmark
testing of the application will be conducted in order to
determine recognition accuracy rate and speed. Post-exhibit,
exit questionnaires will be given to visitors in order to
determine their acceptance of the client application and
perceptions of system performance and usability.
C. Proposed Solution
The research team has developed Musing, a mobile,
image recognition and AR application that runs on
consumer-based iOS systems, requires no external tokens or
hardware, and does not require reprogramming between
exhibits. The application has passed the Apple approval
process and is available at [5].
The main contributions of this research is the design,
development, and deployment of an end-to-end reliable,
usable, and effective AR system that provides a museum
visitor with virtual information and provides museum staff
with adaptable, cost effective, and easy to maintain virtual
museum utility. To date and to the best of our knowledge,
this is the only fully functional system that integrates
custom-hardware agnostic and custom-software agnostic
virtual museum content delivery and administrative support,

which does not require hardware to be installed in the
exhibition space, and is freely available to consumers.
This paper, which is an expanded version of [1], is
organized in the following way: Section II provides
background in the form of relevant past research performed
by this team, with Section III containing a Literature review.
The application deployment of the Musing client application,
as well as its associated administration back-end is outlined
in Section IV, followed by deployment results showcased in
Section V. Section VI explains the evaluation of results from
both benchmark testing and exit questionnaires given to the
museum visitors. Lastly, Section VII outlines the conclusions
and future research objectives for Musing.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Previous Research
In 2012, the research team developed a series of
responsive Web pages triggered by QR codes used in an
exhibition at The University Galleries at the Texas State
University [6].
In this pilot program, QR codes were included in the
tombstone wall labels placed next to artworks in the gallery.
These codes, when scanned with reader software on the
user’s smartphone, presented the visitor with a custom-built
Web responsive page for each artwork (Figure 1). These
pages provided supplemental didactic information via news
articles that pertained to the artwork’s subject matter, full
artist biographies, video interviews with the artist, photos of
the artist’s workspace, and links to external Web sites.

Figure 1. Example QR-triggered Web page with artist interview
(http://www.txstgalleries.org/michael-henderson)

During the pilot exhibition, the gallery Web site recorded
23 unique visitors per day with an average time on-page of 3
minutes and 37 seconds. The Web pages that were only
accessible by the QR codes were responsible for 16 of the 23
unique daily visitors (69%) and the majority of the time onpage (3 minutes and 33 seconds). For comparison, exhibits
installed after the pilot test did not include QR codes. The
subsequent exhibit showed a decline in both the number of
online visitors (-26%) and the amount of time visitors spent
on the gallery Web site (-42.5%). This data indicates that
when QR codes and their associated didactic information are
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included with the artworks in the gallery, there is an increase
in online interaction with the visitor.
The experiment with QR codes in the gallery indicated
that visitors would use interactive technologies in the gallery
and that they would spend the time necessary to consume the
extra content. However, a major drawback of the QR codes
was the inability for the museum professional to contextually
place information within an artwork’s representation. The
newer AR technology would allow the administrator to place
content exactly where it would be most pertinent to the
visitor’s view of the artwork. For example, a POI could be
placed over a specific person or place in an artwork to
provide information about the historical or social
significance. Lastly, QR code reader software is not created
specifically for the needs of museums and galleries, as they
are designed to work for a wide variety of applications, from
advertising to stock keeping.
Following the positive response to the QR code project, it
was decided that the next step in the research should be to
create an AR system allowing for information placement
within an artwork, and which could be designed specifically
for the needs of museums and galleries.
Several aspects of the Musing system, such as the
pedagogical and art design characteristics are covered in
[7][8]. The current paper, as well as [1], concentrate on the
user experience and the technological innovation which
enables this experience.
III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review is addressing two areas of interest:
1) The relevance and potential for a positive influence of
technology in an exhibition setting on the visitor experience,
and 2) current use and applications of AR and mobile
applications within an exhibition setting.
In his article, “Designing Mobile Digital Experiences,”
Tallon talks about the “potential of digital technology” as it
surpasses its own hype to become a source of enrichment
for visitors’ learning [9]. This positions the visitor as a
collaborator in the process of making meaning by gathering
information and connecting them through their personal
frame of reference.
Stephen Weil, author of Making Museums Matter,
advocates for museums to “be more than merely a
communicator or a stimulant” [10]. Moving from the
traditional (and outmoded) linear model of communication
that provides didactic information in an institutional voice
via wall labels and gallery talks, to a circular model that
promotes—by incorporating technology into the exhibition
materials—an enriched environment in which the visitors
can partner in the making of meaning by aggregating a
variety of information types as well as voices within the
information dissemination. Learning environments that
qualify as enriched are reflective of a variety of learning
modalities: visual, auditory, and kinesthetic [11], which are
comprised of seeing, hearing, and interaction. This is
imperative if museums visitors are to move toward relating
to art in a non-linear manner.

Another influential theory can be found in John Falk’s
book, “Identity and the Museum Visitor Experience” [12],
wherein Falk identifies five key types of visitors who attend
museums while also defining visitor motivation. These five
key user types fall within the definitions of human need,
rather than that of demographics and are characterized in the
following ways relative to basic human needs. They are: 1)
Explorers–motivated by personal curiosity (i.e., browsers);
2) Facilitators–motivated by other people and their needs
(i.e., a parent bringing a child); 3) Experience-Seekers–
motivated by the desire to see and experience a place (i.e.,
tourists); 4) Professional/Hobbyists–motivated by specific
knowledge-related goals (i.e., a scholar researching a
specific topic); 5) Rechargers–motivated by a desire for a
contemplative or restorative experience.
It is through this research and literature review that the
research team gained a clearer picture as to the need for, as
well as potential ways to make connections and meaning, in
assessing audiences based on their desired experience rather
than outmoded demographic considerations. As such,
learning typologies, alongside Falk’s research on the five
types of user experiences seen in museums, provides an
emerging picture of the important role that technology can
play in facilitating a variety of learning styles, as well as, the
diversity of user types are found in exhibition settings.
Addressing the second area of interest, a review of
existing literature showed a number of teams researching
the possibility of using AR to augment the information
provided by museum didactics. In most of the cases,
however, these didactics rely on proprietary hardware,
require reprogramming between exhibitions, or installation
of external tokens (e.g., Bluetooth, RFID, and QR) within
the museum space. Some work has been done with respect
to the challenges of image recognition, but little attention
has been paid with regard to integrating customhardware/software agnostic image based picture recognition
with content delivery.
Bimber et al. have developed a mobile system, named,
PhoneGuide allowing museum visitors to use mobile
phones to detect artworks in a physical museum space [13].
Their method includes image recognition, using the phone’s
camera, as well as pervasive tracking techniques using a
grid of Bluetooth emitters distributed in the space [13]. The
reliance on external tokens (e.g., Bluetooth) to assist in the
object recognition would require the museum to install new
hardware and provide for updates in each gallery space.
Hatala et al. describe a prototype system, called Ec(h)o,
developed to provide “spatialized soundscapes” for museum
visitors [14]. That is, specialized audio is played for the
listeners depending on their position within the museum.
The supplied audio is meant to augment the overall
experience of the exhibit rather than providing information
about artwork.
Jing et al. have developed a mobile augmented reality
prototype system which uses image recognition running on
specialized hardware to provide additional information on
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physical images displayed in museums for Personal
Museum Tour Guide Applications [15]. The system uses the
SIFT recognition algorithm that employs “coarse to fine”
recognition to improve the speed of the process [16].
Nevertheless, some users complained of slow processing
speed.
Blockner et al. developed a prototype system which
allows users to create virtual museum tours on a mobile app.
The mobile device uses NFC to transmit these tours to
projectors positioned within the gallery which display the
desired information [17].
Miyashitat et al. have developed an interactive device at
the Dai Nippon Printing (DNP) Museum Lab at the Louvre
Museum (Paris) for use with an exhibition on Islamic Art.
This device used a neural network based system to map
content of exhibits and was able to recognize three
dimensional objects from a single viewpoint, but also relies
on purpose specific hardware which is not available outside
the Louvre and requires that Bluetooth enabled hardware be
installed in the gallery [18].
Klopfer et al. proposed a “location aware field guide”
which operated in a manner similar to Musing but it was not
adapted to use in a museum [19].
Lee et al. used an ultra-mobile PC, inertia tracker and
camera for object recognition [20]. This system did not rely
on external devices; instead, it relied on template matching.
In this case, a translucent image of the next artwork is
placed on the screen, guiding the user to the next artwork to
be matched and used to locate the user within the museum
space, attempting to estimate the user’s location by the last
artwork scanned. However, this approach does not provide
for an accurate location estimate. Furthermore, this project
relied on proprietary hardware supplied by the institution.
Another system that used specialized hardware to
provide an augmented reality experience is described in
[21]. The system overlays the picture of a physical image
displayed on a custom hardware with pertinent information
in real-time. The detection of the artwork is accomplished
using ultrasound sensors and gyros for pose tracking. The
information is then matched to the image using an edgedetection algorithm.
Explora-Museum-EXMU ([22]) is a tablet application
that shares several features with Musing. It has a similar
look and feel and similar client/server design approach 1 .
Nevertheless, two key features distinguish the EXMU app
from Musing. First, the app is currently available only on
tablets. Second, and more important, the app requires
special hardware in the form of blue tooth transmitters.
This might impose limitations on the flexibility of
placement of artwork and rearrangement of the app upon
changes in gallery / museum content.

1

The application has been recently announced and there is no much
information about it except for the information available in [22].

In addition to the previously discussed systems, there are
a number of consumer-level museum applications that do
not require proprietary hardware.
The Smithsonian Institution and Arcade Sunshine Media
have developed The Peacock Room Comes to America app.
The iOS application was built specifically to explore artist
James McNeill Whistler’s Peacock Room in the
Smithsonian Freer Gallery [23]. The application allows for a
virtual exploration of the space by presenting a scrolling
image of the room with tapable artworks in the scene. When
tapped, these artworks offer expanded textual and audio
information. Peacock Room does not require the visitor to
be physically located within the museum to view content,
meaning that it does not actively drive visitors to the
exhibit. The entirety of information (text, audio, and video)
is locally stored on the user’s device. As such, the
application must be reprogrammed and downloaded again
by the user, if information is edited or new information is
created, which may result in the user missing updates and/or
corrections/additions. Musing includes a setting referred to
as the “Permanent Exhibition,” which allows museums to
create sampler exhibits to advertise new exhibitions.
However, in addition to this option, Musing’s “AR” optio
enables augmented reality and real-time/on-location user
interaction with the artworks on exhibition within the
galleries.
The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York has
developed the MoMA application, containing a large amount
of information about the museum, including a calendar,
ability to purchase tickets, and the ability to browse the
MoMA’s extensive collections, either by physically visiting
the museum or browsing at home [24]. MoMA’s primary
interface involves typing-in reference numbers (located next
to artworks in the gallery) to allow visitors to listen to audio
descriptions of artworks and view large photos. Much of the
information is not locally stored on the device and is
downloaded from an online database. Although there are
reference numbers posted next to artworks in the physical
gallery, the visitor is not required to visit the museum in
order to consume the information. Additionally, content is
not relayed contextually within the picture-plane which does
not allow for direct connections to be made.
Reality Check, created by the McNay Museum of San
Antonio, allows visitors to use their own device’s
(smartphone, tablet, etc.) camera (or that of a loaner device)
to scan artworks in the physical gallery to initiate image
recognition [25]. The application is designed to be gamelike, allowing the visitor to recognize an artwork by first
selecting a “clue.” These clues are unique shapes of objects
present in the artwork. Once the chosen shape is recognized
in the artwork by the device’s camera, the visitor is
presented with supplemental textual, audio, and video
information. Reality Check stores all of the information
locally on the hardware, thus, a new build of the application
is required as information is edited or created.
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While the aforementioned systems show promise, they
suffer from a variety of potentially problematic issues. Of
the systems that require proprietary hardware, museums
must use financial resources to purchase and maintain
loaner devices. Systems that rely on external devices, such
as Bluetooth emitters, increase workload of museum staff
who must install them within the space. Most importantly,
the majority of these systems require reprogramming when
content is created and edited.
IV.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT

Musing was developed by an interdisciplinary team that
included
researchers
within
computer
science,
communication design, and museology. The client
application, built on iOS, was initially deployed from
October 8th, 2013 through November 14th, 2013, in The
University Galleries at Texas State University, for the
exhibition, Eric Zimmerman: West of the Hudson (Figure 2)
(additional example images, scanable by Musing, are
available in [26]). During the 38-day run of the exhibit, 242
visitors downloaded Musing. In addition, 11 visitors
checked-out iPod Touch devices provided by the galleries,
indicating a high number of visitors used their personal
devices. Gallery guest book logs showed that a minimum of
962 visitors attended the exhibit, denoting that about 25% of
visitors had chosen to use Musing. This indicates a relatively
strong initial acceptance rate of the concept. However, these
figures do not account for repeat visitors, visitors who did
not sign-in at the front desk, or visitors who shared devices.

A second deployment was designed to test the entire
system, including the museum professional’s ability to add,
edit, and delete exhibit content with the Web-based Musing
Administrator Panel (MAP). In addition, new artworks were
chosen, which created unique challenges for the image
recognition algorithm and were used in order to test its
robustness.
In order to test for a greater variety of artwork media, the
second trial utilized two concurrent exhibitions, which ran in
two separate rooms of the gallery from March 17 through
April 11, 2014. The first was an exhibition of photographs
by artist, Lauren E. Simonutti titled, The Devil’s Alphabet.
The second was an exhibition of paintings by artist Richard
Martinez titled, ¡PAINTINGSFORNOW!, This exhibit was
chosen explicitly because of the artworks’ strong silhouettes,
large areas of solid color, and limited visible surface detail.
Before exhibition installation and during content
development, the museologist was able to input data into the
database via the MAP for both exhibitions. This allowed the
user to add, edit, and delete information, which included the
uploading of reference photos, adding and rearranging POIs,
populating content for the added POIs, and adding artists’
biographical information. Additionally, this trial allowed the
development team to discover any programmatic issues and
resolve them during the data entry process.
Testing in the gallery indicated that the imagery in The
Devil’s Alphabet was satisfactorily recognizable by Musing
(Figure 3). As these artworks were photographic prints
behind glass, there were some adjustments needed for
lighting within the exhibition space in order to minimize
environmental reflections, which circumstantially interfered
with image recognition.

Figure 2. Head of State by Eric Zimmerman, 2013. Example artwork
from exhibit, West of the Hudson

The first deployment of the Musing client indicated
promising results. However, data for the exhibit was
manually input into the database by developers. In order to
fully test a system that could be deployed in a functioning
museum, the Web-based administrator panel would need to
be tested as well.

Figure 3. The Devil's Alphabet: A by Lauren E. Simonutti, 2007. Example
artwork from exhibit, The Devil’s Alphabet
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Musing’s
recognition
rate
of
artworks
in
¡PAINTINGSFORNOW! was not satisfactory. As the
paintings in this exhibit displayed strong silhouettes, but very
little surface variation in tone or texture, it is theorized that
the flat color and limited amount of detail in the artworks
were the cause of the recognition failure (Figure 4). As an
alternative, this exhibit was offered as a “Permanent Exhibit”
within the Musing library so that the visitor could still access
and view the information without utilizing image
recognition. This points to a need to improve the image
recognition capabilities of Musing for artworks of this kind.
During the second trial, additional 58 users downloaded
Musing. This number is influenced by the fact that the
second trial took place during the same exhibition schedule
as well as the same exhibition venue. Visitor attendance logs
establish the fact that because the venue is within an
academic setting, many of the visitors are the same for each
exhibition. As a result, it is thought that the majority of users
may have already downloaded Musing for the prior usage.

Figure 4. BEALDARC by Richard Martinez, 2012. From exhibit,
¡PAINTINGSFORNOW!

A. Pedagogical Design
Making associations is essential to deepening
understanding and the pedagogical shifts that are occurring
within museology reflect the changing needs of the museum
visitor. In addition, art museums may have difficulties in
identifying effective ways to provide the proper context for
the art they exhibit, something that may result in a lack of
connection to their visitors. As such, the use of Musing can
result in an enriched aesthetic and educational experience
for the visitor and provide a large context for exhibited
artwork to encourage and deepen personal connections to
the exhibition objects and expand the visitors’ knowledge
and understanding of the artwork, itself. These connections
can be made by broadening the context for the novice
viewer while adding to the experience of the initiated
viewer. Further results can be a bridging of gallery
programming within the daily life of the visitor via their ingallery experience and connections. The use of Musing
within an exhibition setting can provide an interpretive
framework, which allows access to supplemental didactic
information about the exhibitions while offering opportunity
for interactivity.

At the heart of the concept of the ideal 21st century
museum/gallery experience is what educator and innovator
John Dewey referred to over a century ago when he spoke
of the importance of interactivity to provide for an enriched
learning environment [4]. Such interactivity, and the
resulting enrichment, requires providing for diverse learning
styles by including visual/print, visual/picture, auditory, and
verbal/kinesthetic modalities, as well as a variety of user
types [12]. These enriched learning environments are
comprised of seeing, hearing, and interaction by moving
beyond the traditional linear model of communication that
provides didactic information via textual labels and gallery
talks, to a non-linear model of communication through the
provision of individual POIs, associated with each scanned
artwork. Through the visitor’s ability to access the POIs,
which reflect a variety of types of didactic content contained
within Musing, the application provides for an enriched
environment in which the visitors can participate in creating
a large context for the works exhibited. The provision of
additional information about each work via POIs positions
the visitor as a collaborator in the process of making
meaning and serves to engage the visitor with the provided
information which solidifies the content knowledge [4].
Meaning is made by the viewer in a variety of ways, which
can begin by looking at art through several different filters.
The individual POI provides an opportunity to show the
viewer the works within an art historical, biographical,
conceptual, or technical framework. As museums and
galleries continue to seek ways in which the visitor’s
experience can be augmented, these POIs are an effective
way to provide access for visitors to contextual information
for the exhibited works, broadening the exhibitions’ theses
for the novice viewer as well as augmenting the meaning for
the initiated viewer. This extends the application’s ability to
meet the needs of a variety of visitors who learn in different
ways and access works on a multitude of levels, as well as
John Falk’s five types of user experiences [12]. As such, the
broadening of the exhibited works’ context via interviews,
videos, Web sites, source material, art historical influences,
and other art with shared conceptual frameworks allows for
a personalization for the visitor through the implied
narratives. This is thought to be the most effective way to
expand the context for the work and deepen viewers’
connections through the exercise and action of gathering the
information [2]. The resulting associations within the
gallery setting, moving into the viewers’ world, are essential
to deepening the understanding of subject matter—a result
of the user transferring what he or she already knows and
reflecting upon it [4].
For the novice viewer, whose frame of reference may
be lacking in depth to fully make these associations, the POI
format is ideal to expand reference points. As these
associations and connections deepen, the experience begins
to look familiar, something that can also make looking at art
more comfortable. As Marjorie Schwarzer writes, “Today,
when the meaning of art is more contested than ever,
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[technologies] offer visitors the possibility of diverse
interpretations” [27]. Schwarzer adds, “The branches of
information available on these devices are close in spirit to
the multiple ways in which we engage art” [27]. The ability
to allow for different levels and a wide range of information,
as well as a seemingly endless number of interpretive
applications, reflects the diversity of the museum audience,
itself [27].
Marjorie Schwarzer also notes, “As society is
bombarded with rapidly changing multimedia messages, our
ways of deciphering and understanding information have
changed. We increasingly rely on a combination of sound,
moving image, and text. Like it or not, new technologies
outside of a museum’s four walls alter the way that people
process information inside the museum” [27]. Musing’s
effectiveness comes from the immediacy with which the
user can access the POI content and making information
available on demand allows for visitors to move freely
within the space, not having to rely upon the preconceived
schedule of their guide or any predetermined path.
Within the preferred postmodern approach to
museology, the ability of the visitor to gain information and
knowledge in an interactive capacity reflects several of the
key tenets of the New Museology—value, meaning, and
access—while allowing for greater meaning and relevance
of the content in contemporary society [28]. An undesirable
level of institutional authority can be implied or inferred
through exhibitions that are authoritative in their approach
to didactic display and interpretation, seen in limited
interpretive labels and language wherein the curator’s voice
is solely represented. Without the constructed intellectual
space needed to create meaning, the visitor may fail to foster
an individual relationship with exhibition objects [28].
This, in turn, can determine whether the visitor’s experience
is enriched, aggregated, and circular in nature—comprised
of many small connections formed between objects and the
visitor’s personal connections—or an isolated, linearoriented experience—formed from objects considered in
isolation via limited interactivity. As such, the visitor’s
relationship and connections to exhibition objects depends
heavily on subjective and experiential aspects such as
interactivity and consumption of information with which
they make their own meaning [29]. We can see the ways in
which visitors’ relationships to objects are defined by how
active/passive they are allowed to be; the more restrained
the institutional authority associated with the experience is,
the closer the relationship may be that the visitor can
develop with the object [28][29].
The effects of this enriched experience build on each
other. Providing a large narrative context for the exhibition
objects allows the visitor to make greater connections with
the individual works of art within an exhibition and make
connections between the works contained within the
exhibition and a large relationship between exhibitions
offered through Musing. In this way, the artworks
themselves become an interpretive tool, which allows for a

familiar relationship on the part of the visitor and a greater
connection to them. This focus on communication of
content and provision of context for the object is what
Stephen Weil refers to as “The Poetics and Politics of
Representation” [28]. In so doing, the visitor looks at the
featured works and sees, understands, and connects through
them.
B.

Client User Interface Design
Musing was designed to employ a client-server
architecture that allows museum administrators to upload,
remove, and alter content, post-deployment. This is
accomplished through an administrative Web interface
(MAP) which feeds the shared database. The application
retrieves this content as requested by the user. This
approach allows the material provided to the user to be as
current as possible. Hence, the application is flexible and
not limited to “on board” data, allowing any museum to
closely serve the needs of its visitors. The application relies
on an open source library called OpenCV for the processing
and recognition of images which have been captured by the
user.
The User Interface was designed in such a way as to
adhere to the Apple Human Interface Guidelines for a tabbar navigation style application: Consisting of the
Exhibitions Screen, Scan Artwork Screen, Artwork View
Screen, and Favorites Screen.
C. The Exhibitions Screen and the Artwork View Screen
The Exhibitions Screen, depicted in Figure 5a, consists of
a list-view of exhibits that a visitor can visit, organized by
“Permanent Exhibits” and “Augmented Reality Exhibits”.
Permanent Exhibits are previews of the experience that
visitors can expect when using the application in-gallery.
These exhibits contain artworks that can be viewed outside
of the gallery setting (e.g., residence, dorm, etc.). This type
of exhibit is included to advertise the application’s features,
to familiarize the user with the way that the application
works, and encourage users to attend a live exhibition. The
AR exhibition section includes exhibits that must be attended
in person to view the didactic information for the artworks.
This view provides information such as the name of the
exhibit, in which museum the exhibit is located (provided
more than one organization uses Musing), and a
representative image to advertise the exhibition. Figure 5b
shows a portion of the “Art View” screen: a captured and
identified image along with the overlaid POIs.
POIs—tapable buttons that represent the types of content
available to the user—are able to provide the user with a
variety of didactic information. The individual POIs are as
follows: 1) Factoids: Small pieces of text that can be attached
to a feature in an artwork (Figure 6a); 2) Web site: Links
provide information about the artist, or historically pertinent
information (Figure 6b); 3) Video: Takes the user to an
established internet video site such as YouTube and Vimeo
or a locally hosted video within the application (Figure 7a).
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These individual POIs can be tied directly to the
aforementioned learning types (visual, auditory, and
kinesthetic) written about by Pashleret et al. [11]. Through
the diversity of information dissemination methods such as

technology, itself. Through the exploration of the elements
that comprise the experience provided by Musing, each of
the learning types can be stimulated in ways that allow for
their access to the content.

Figure 5. (a-top) Exhibitions Screen, including exhibition selection, and
primary navigation; (b-bottom) A captured and identified image along with
the overlaid POIs.

Figure 6. (a-top) Factoid POI; (b-bottom) External Web site

video, web based content, and text, as well as image based
content, the visual learner’s needs are met, while the
auditory learner is stimulated as well by video and audio files
and the kinesthetic learner enjoys the interactivity with the

D. The Favorites Screen
Many museum visitors wish to retain information in
order to consume or refer to at a later date. Musing allows
the visitor, to favorite any of the artworks they scanned while
visiting the museum. These favorites are saved in the
Favorites Screen in a list view for later retrieval (Figure 7b).
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MAP includes four pages for data entry: Exhibits,
Artworks, Edit POIs, and Artists.
The Exhibits page allows the user to create/add
exhibits, edit, and delete existing exhibits (Figure 8). From
this page, the user is able to select existing exhibits for
editing as well as create new ones.

Figure 8. Exhibits page, showing existing exhibits

When a new exhibition is created, MAP initiates the
Edit Exhibition page (Figure 9). This interface allows the
user to browse their local machine for an exhibition image
(automatically resized by the system), choose a beginning
and end date for the exhibit, enter the museum or gallery
name, and set the exhibit type to Permanent or Augmented
Reality. This information is displayed in the client on
Musing’s Home Screen (Figure 5a).

Figure 9. Adding a new exhibit (detail)

Figure 7. (a-top) YouTube video, created and uploaded by the musing
professional; (b-bottom) Favourites Screen with list-view of saved artworks

E.

Server User Interface Design
In order for Musing to be used in a wide variety of
museums and galleries, the MAP Web site was created to
provide museologists with the ability to easily create,
retrieve, update and delete content in the system. As all
consumable content for the client application is provided
from a database, without MAP, the Musing system would
require expensive upkeep by software developers.

After a new exhibit is created, the user is taken to the
Artworks page. This page allows the user to add new
artwork images to the exhibition, delete artworks, or edit
artworks within the exhibition (Figure 10).
When adding a new artwork to an exhibition, the
artwork editing page allows the user to upload and crop a
reference photo of the artwork (used for image recognition
by the client application) and enter information about the
artwork. This information includes the artwork’s title,
dimensions, materials, year created, and artist (maintained
separately by the Artist page). The entirety of this
information is displayed in the Musing client after image
recognition has taken place (Figures 5b and 6a).
From the selected artwork’s page, the user is able to
edit the POIs (Figure 11). The user has the ability to add
new POIs, placing them by clicking and dragging.
Additionally, the user is able to assign content to each POI,
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and assign a category: History, Technique, Information,
Web, or Video. The POIs are assigned (𝑥, 𝑦) coordinates
and appear in the Musing client in the same locations on the
artworks (Figures 5b and 6a).

Figure 10. Managing artworks within an exhibit

Artist information is kept separate from the exhibits and
the individual artworks to avoid duplication of data entry.
The Artist section of MAP allows the user to add new artists
or edit existing ones (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Editing POIs on the artwork (detail)

The Edit artist page allows the user to upload and crop
a photo of the artist, input names, birth/death dates, and
links to artist biographies, as well as bibliographic
references. This biographic information is displayed in the
Musing client at the bottom of the View Artworks Screen
(Figure 5b).

Figure 12. Editing Artist information (detail)

After selecting an exhibit, the authenticated user is
presented with a thumbnail for all of the artworks currently
associated with that exhibit. In addition, the user is given the
option of adding a new artwork to the exhibit. When a new
work is added, the user selects an image of the art from local
storage on their machine. The image is expected to be
cropped such that only the artwork itself and its frame are

shown. This greatly improves the recognition performance
of Musing and creates a better experience for users of the
application.
When an image has been selected for a new artwork, the
user is directed to a page where information regarding the
particular artwork can be entered or edited. This same
screen is reached when an existing work of art is selected
from the exhibit listing. The user is able to enter the
artwork’s title, size, year of creation, medium, and the
artist’s name. Artists are stored and catalogued in the
database and information such as year of birth, year of death
if applicable, and a link to a biography, can be entered and
stored as a unique entry to the artwork in the database to
avoid duplication of entries.
Next, the administrative support utility enables the
administrator to define and edit POIs for an artwork. This is
done using a graphical interface designed with JQuery. The
user selects a position on a displayed image of the artwork,
chooses the media type that the POIs references—along
with its associated icon—and the text or URL as
appropriate. In addition, users can alter the position of
existing POIs by dragging and dropping them. The user can
add and modify exhibits, as well as artists in a manner
similar to that described for artworks.
F. Hardware/Software Architecture
The Musing server, or MAP, UI is constructed with
HTML and CSS, reading from and writing to a MySQL
database hosted on a Linux Web server. Currently, the
Musing client runs on iOS based hardware, such as iPhone,
iPod Touch, and iPad. An Android version is under design.
1) Back-end Processing
The back-end (server) application provides two main
functionalities. First, it supplies information in the form of
reference images and relevant didactics to the user, enabling
its operation inside the gallery or with a permanent
exhibition. Second, the back-end is designed to provide an
administrator (e.g., a museum staff member) with the
capability to edit the contents of an exhibition within the
system. The server, which is shared by the application and
the administrative support back-end utility, is used by the
gallery administrators to load content into Musing.
The back-end, administered by MAP, is written in PHP
and uses standard web-technologies (including HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, AJAX, jQuery, and several Open-Source
JavaScript libraries) to deliver a user-centric experience. It is
designed to allow users unfamiliar with database systems to
create, read, update, and delete entries for exhibits from a
database stored within the web application’s framework. The
entries include artworks contained within a chosen exhibit,
the associated artists, and curated POIs.
The primary vehicle for data entry into MAP is via Web
forms depicted in Figures 8-12. These forms, when
submitted, write data into the appropriate fields in the
database. The database for the entire system is comprised of
eight tables. One table is responsible for user authentication,
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along with another which records failed login attempts. Two
tables are responsible for tracking permissions of the exhibits
and the artists. These tables separate exhibits and artists by
user, so that administrators may only view their own
information. The remainder of the tables are responsible for
holding artworks, exhibits (Figures 9-10), POI
placement/content (Figure 11) and data for artists (Figure
12).
When a new image is uploaded via a Web form, either
for an artist headshot or an artwork reference image, the
image is saved into a folder on the server and a pointer is
saved to the appropriate database table for later retrieval.
JQuery and JavaScript are used to facilitate the
placement of POIs (Figure 11), by allowing the museologist
to drag and drop POIs wherever they wish in the picture
plane. The (𝑥, 𝑦) coordinates of the POIs are saved to the
database in the POI table, along with the Artwork’s ID, icon
type, media type (e.g., text, video, audio) and URL for that
content.
Musing was developed with the intention of packaging
within the application as little data as possible. When the
user activates Musing, it requests an XML document
containing a list of available exhibits from the back-end data
server. The application parses the XML document and
extracts the information into an Exhibit object within the
application. Along with the XML document, which contains
the names of the exhibits, locations, and id values which the
application can use to retrieve data about specific exhibits,
the application retrieves a “banner image” for each exhibit,
which is displayed in a list for the user to browse.
When the user selects an exhibit from the list on Musing’s
Home screen (Figure 5a), the application passes its id value
to a PHP script hosted on the data server. This process is
referred to as ‘synching’. During synching, the server
compiles the pertinent information and returns information
in the form of XML file and a set of JPEG images of the
gallery artworks to the app. The XML document contains
information about each artwork, along with the set of POIs
related to the information. The user can tap on POIs to
display additional information about the artwork or artist.
The images retrieved along with this document are used
both for displaying POIs on the Artwork View screen and as
references by the image recognition.
As in the case of the exhibit list, the XML document
provided by the data server when the application is synched
to a particular exhibit is parsed. The extracted information is
used to populate painting and POIs within the application
for each painting and POIs listed in the database. The
images are also incorporated into these objects. Testing has
shown that this process of synchronization typically takes
approximately 20 seconds, during which time the user is
shown a modal progress graphic.
2) Front-end Processing
Musing supports two types of exhibits— permanent and
AR. The synching process is the same for both. If the
database indicates that an exhibit is permanent, the user is

shown a list of artworks available in an exhibit and each may
be selected by tapping. This displays the artwork’s image
with the proper set of overlaid POIs. The second type of
exhibit is the AR variety. In this case, the user is given an
image detection view rather than a list, which displays a realtime feed from the devices camera over which is laid a
graphic of an empty painting frame, along with a button
which the user can use to capture a photograph.
During image detection, the users are instructed to
position themselves so that a Musing enabled artwork fully
fills the frame displayed (this is not mandatory, yet it can
improve the recognition rate) on the device’s screen and to
take a picture of the artwork. When this is done and an image
is captured, the application compares the captured image to
each reference image currently synchronized for the exhibit.
If a match can be made, the application proceeds to the
Artwork View screen, exactly as it does when the user
selects an image in a permanent exhibit. Otherwise, an error
message is displayed in a modal dialog. To save in storage
space, the captured image is discarded after being matched or
rejected.
From the Artwork View screen, the user has the option of
capturing the artwork and its information by making the
artwork one of their “Favorites.” This is the only condition
under which Musing locally stores the artwork and its
information. This is done by passing the image, POIs data,
and artist information to a Favorites Database object that
incorporates those values into an array of artwork objects.
The data is then written into Musing’s internal database. The
information stored in the favorites array is accessible by the
user regardless of whether or not the device is connected to
the internet.
3) Image Processing and Recognition
Musing relies on the Oriented FAST and Rotated
BRIEF (ORB) image detection algorithm [30]. The ORB
procedure combines the “FAST” key-point detection and
“BRIEF” determination of descriptors. Key-points are
clusters of pixels within an image which are unusual enough
to stand out and to help distinguish a particular image from
other images. After identifying a set of key-points within an
image, a set of descriptors is calculated for each key-point
using BRIEF [30]. This functionality is provided by the
OpenCV open source computer vision library which is
available for use in iOS and Android devices.
Key-point detectors frequently rely on finding
“corners” and “edges” within images since image
boundaries often create distinguishable pairings of shade
and color [30]. ORB is translation invariant. Additional
operations are performed to compensate for rotation and
scaling [30].
In the training stage, BRIEF employs binary
comparisons between pixels in a smoothed image [30]. This
algorithm takes a relatively large set of key-points—often as
many as 500—and builds a classification tree for the set.
The tree serves as an image “signature” used to measure
similarities between images. Alternatively, under the
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approach used in this research, one can employ the results of
the BRIEF stage using the 𝑘 nearest neighbors (kNN) and
one-to-one and onto mapping (bijection) test approach.
Following the synching process, users can point their
device camera at an artwork in the gallery and capture its
image. This image is processed using ORB and then
compared to each of the reference images which were
downloaded at sync time. Each reference image is processed
to determine its key-points / descriptors at the time of
comparison and this information is recalculated for each
comparison. Musing employs the kNN and bijection
approach to the key-points. Each key-point in a captured
image is compared to each other in the reference image. A
small set of matching key-points in the reference image is
found for each key-point in the captured image. The goal is
to find a maximal, high reliability, bijection between a
subset of the key-points in a reference image and a subset of
the key-points in the captured image. Hence, if any keypoint in the reference image matches more than one keypoint in the captured image with equal reliability, then
Musing dismisses that match. The literature has suggested
0.65 as a reliability threshold and as the best threshold ratio
for selecting one match as superior to the other [31]. Musing
image recognition procedure uses this (0.65) threshold. The
kNN is done twice, creating a set of directional matches that
compares the reference image to the photograph taken and
vice-versa. Then both sets are compared, dismissing any
match that is not bidirectional. If a significant number of
bidirectional matches is identified, the images are
considered a match. Musing currently uses a threshold of 4
bidirectional matches as the minimum subset size.
When Musing has determined that a captured image
matches a reference image, the reference image is displayed
on screen along with an overlay of POIs.
The following is a description of the applied image
recognition algorithm, starting with the captured image and
the first reference image.
Step One: Captured Image Key-point Calculation - Find
the key-points for the captured image using the FAST
method [30]. This method checks a ring around each pixel
and compares their intensities. It returns the point as a key-

point if the gray level of a number of pixels within the ring
is sufficiently higher or lower than the nucleus pixel itself.
Step Two: Captured Image Descriptor Calculation BRIEF is used to take a patch of pixels surrounding a keypoint and uses binary intensity thresholds to create a 256-bit
binary vector describing the area around the key-point [30].
Steps Three & Four: Reference Key-points and
Descriptors - Steps one and two are repeated for the
reference image.
Step Five-A: Descriptor Matching (Captured to
Reference) - A kNN matching of the Hamming Distances
of each descriptor in the captured image to its K nearest
neighbors in the reference image is performed. The two best
matches for each key-point are retained.
Step Five-B: Descriptor Matching (Reference to
Captured) - Step Five-A is applied with the roles of the
captured and reference image reversed.
Step Six-A: Ratio-Test (Captured to Reference) - This
step discards every match identified for the captured image
where the best match and second-best match have similar
Hamming distances. This produces a one-to-one match.
Step Six-B: Ratio-Test (Reference to Captured) Weeding, using the same criteria as in step Six-A is
performed on any match from the set of matches identified
in the reference image.
Step Seven: Symmetry Cross-Check Test - The
Symmetry cross-check test returns only the pairs of matches
that are found from the captured image to the reference
image and from reference image to the captured image. This
process enables keeping only the strongest symmetric
correspondences and maintaining a bijection.
Figure 13 illustrates the process performed in steps 5 to 7.

Figure 13. (A) and (B) kNN matching (𝑘 = 2); (C) and (D) Descriptor matching - the process discards matches with similar quality (Hamming distance)
and retains the best match for distinctive matches; (E) Symmetry cross checking – only bidirectional matches are retained.
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Step Eight: Output if Found - If four or more matches
remain after the weeding performed by the ratio tests and
symmetry test, the procedure retains the identity of the
reference image and returns to step three for the next
reference image (if such an image is available). The
procedure keeps track of the identity of the image that
produced the largest number of matches and outputs its id.
If all reference images have been tested and no match has
been found, then a message “Image Not Found” along with
instructions to the user on ways for improving the
possibility of match are displayed.
G. Design of Testing Instruments
Although this project seeks to augment the viewers’
experience, while traditional didactics and tours remain in
place, it is not simply an “add-on” to the material that the
galleries already provide. It is a model for directional
movement in museum practices, so to assure its success,
proper analysis must be done. Utilizing Scott Sayre’s model
of evaluation—Pre-production Surveys, Formative Testing,
Summative Evaluation, Audience Focus Groups, and
Computer-collected data – we can get a thorough evaluation
before, during, and after production that provides a myriad
of benefits relative to the assurance of effectiveness [2].
Testing instruments consisted of quantitative benchmark
testing and a qualitative user perception exit questionnaire.
As a part of the quantitative testing, each reference and
captured image has been processed to generate 500
identifying key-points in each of 60 total images. The 60
images consist of: ten reference images (𝑅1 − 𝑅10 ) and ten
images that served as captured images(𝑃1 − 𝑃10 ). Each of
the captured images was captured four additional times for a
total of five capturing per image. The first one used
maximum alignment to the reference images the rest of the
four were taken with increasing rotation translation and
scaling (due to different distance). The maximal rotation was
40 degrees.
The procedure described above was applied to the ten
reference images and fifty captured images. A threshold of
0.3% over the percent of matching key-points, which was
empirically identified as the most suitable threshold was used
by the program and applied to the matching results.
For the qualitative testing we have used a 23-question
exit questionnaire designed to capture feedback from ingallery users. The questions were written to determine the
user’s acceptance of the application, their perceptions of
application performance, enjoyment of the application, as
well as pedagogical concerns.
V.

DEPLOYMENT RESULTS

A. Technical Results (Internal Testing)
Figure 14 shows a heat-map of the results of this
experiment in the form of a confusion matrix. The figure
shows a recognition rate of 96.4% with 0% error of type-1
(false positive) and 3.3% error of type-2 (false negative)
obtained with 𝑃(1,4) and 𝑃(1,5) . We have found however, that

with rotation of more than 45 degrees there were numerous
false negatives; but, still 0% of false positive error.
The testing has shown that Musing recognizes images
with near perfect reliability under ideal conditions, that is,
when a user is directly in front of the artwork, has positioned
the artwork correctly within the image capture frame, and is
not holding the device at an angle. Nevertheless, excessive
rotation of the camera while capturing an image diminishes
reliability. Our testing indicates that Musing recognizes
images at a 45 degree rotation with 90% reliability and a 90
degree rotation with 84% reliability. The application
performance degrades when the user stands off of the center
line when photographing a piece of art, producing a skewed
image. A slight deviation from the center (approximately 15
degrees) produced no noticeable change in testing but at
greater values (approximately 45 degrees) the system
produces 40% true positives and 60% false negatives. As far
as can be determined, in the field-deployment testing, the
system did not generate false positive results. Furthermore,
the user surveys have not indicated that the application has
produced a false positive error in use. Additionally, if the
user stands too far from the artwork to properly fill the
capture frame the reliability has suffered as well, with the
reliability rate dropping to 48% at approximately twice the
recommended distance.
Testing indicated that the image recognition algorithm
failed when artworks were behind glass, causing heavy
reflections, as well as those artworks with little tonal
variation or surface detail. Artworks behind glass can often
create reflections of the user as they are standing in front of
the artwork. These reflections interfere with the image
recognition by creating an image that falls outside the
tolerance range of the algorithm. Artworks that exhibited
little tonal variation (i.e., large patches of solid color) or little
surface detail also created challenges for the image
recognition algorithm, as there were not enough unique
identifier points for the algorithm to affect recognition.
Testing performed to evaluate the processing time
revealed that with 10 reference images, the application was
able to compare and either display or reject an image in
approximately 3.3 seconds on a stock iPod Touch-5. Again,
user surveys indicate that this was sufficient to produce a
positive experience for most users.
Finally, User surveys conducted during the trials indicate
that the application’s reliability was sufficient to produce a
positive experience for most users.
B. Exit Questionnaire Results with Live Users
Of the pertinent questions, 83.6% responded that Musing
was able to recognize the artwork “every time” or “most of
the time.” 77.5% considered Musing to be quick and
responsive. 87.7% considered Musing enjoyable to use and
93.8% wishing to see Musing in a future exhibit.
VI.

RESULTS EVALUATION

The deployment results show high recognition accuracy
and relatively short synching/recognition delay time,
therefore the functionality of the entire system has been
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verified. The application has passed the Apple approval
process and is available for download [5].
Formal user feedback obtained via questionnaire was
consistent with our evaluation of the system and with
informal feedback. The visitors that have responded to the
survey have found the application as informative and usable.
Their perception of precision and timing was favorable and
overall they have commended the system and expressed
interest in its further use. Informal feedback from users,
including several staff members of other galleries, was
overwhelmingly positive.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We have designed, implemented, and deployed a usable
mobile application that facilitates an enriched museum
visitor experience via AR using interactive didactics. Per
our assessment, the application has achieved its stated goals
and has shown that the research hypothesis is valid.
Although tried and true wall labels, pamphlets, and
gallery talks are sufficient for conveying information and
serve to extend interpretive opportunities [32], they carry
with them constraints that do not adapt in the ways that
mobile media can. Mobile media technology provides the
ability to allow for different levels and a wide range of
information, as well as a seemingly endless number of
interpretive applications and these interpretive strategies can
reflect the diversity of the museum audience, itself [27].
These diverse and changing multimedia messages are
reflected in the ways that Musing can be used.
Ultimately, the knowledge and deepened understanding
that Musing can facilitate is filtered through the learning and
innovation skills of the 21st Century – that of creativity and
innovation, communication and collaboration, and crossdisciplinary thinking [32].
The field testing via the exhibition shows that Musing
can be used on non-proprietary smartphone hardware and
provide visitors with didactic information, without the need
for external tokens and reprogramming for information
changes. This enables reduced reliance on loaner hardware.
In addition, the implementation of MAP allowed for the
museologist to curate an exhibition within a simple to use
Web application, without the need for software development
abilities. This ability allows musing to be deployed in
external museums and galleries as a complete, turn-key
solution.
A. Future Research
Future enhancements to the Musing smartphone
application (client) will include abilities for users to share
images and didactics via social media such as Facebook and
Twitter, as well as the ability to comment on artworks

within the application so users can “join in the
conversation.” Additionally, there are plans to complete a
port of the current iOS-based implementation to the Android
environment.
It was determined that number of user downloads did not
provide sufficient information about the way that users were
interacting with the client. The addition of data analytics
within the client, including collecting the number of times a
user accessed the client, the number of times that an
artworks scanned, the number of POIs accessed, and
additional information could provide insight into the relative
success of the client.
Future research with regard to MAP includes a
redesigned GUI and improved user experience, as well as
user testing with multiple users in order to provide the
research team with a plan for feature enhancements.
Other plans for future activities include expanding the
image processing capabilities by further improving
recognition accuracy, resilience, and time performance. We
plan to investigate the integration of algorithms for
recognition of 3-D objects using the smartphone/tablet
camera.
Lastly, in the Fall of 2014 and Spring of 2015 the
research team has tested the Musing system (client and
server) in external galleries, not directly attached to this
project. The Bluestar Gallery in San Antonio, Texas and the
Wittliff Collection Gallery in the Texas State University has
tested an exhibit with Musing. Both galleries provided
important positive feedback concerning the experience of
visitors that used the app and the ease of use for gallery
stuff. Additionally, the feedback provided helped improving
some of Musing features. We plan to continue testing
Musing in external galleries. It is hoped that more
information can be gleaned from implementing Musing
from these exhibits and in a large variety of gallery spaces.
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Figure 14. A heat-map of the results of the image matching experiment.
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Abstract—Millimeter wave links are an attractive solution for
mobile network backhaul. In order to cope with the requirements
of future networks, these millimeter wave links should achieve
Gigabit data rates. These data rates can be achieved by using
wide-band and high order modulations in E-Band. Heterodyne
architectures are good candidates for integrated transceivers, but,
the design of integrated transceivers at these frequencies is a
challenging issue. An important source of degradation is I/Q
imbalance, which can signiﬁcantly reduce the performance of a
communication system with zero-second-IF transceivers if it is
not appropriately compensated. The article analyzes the source
of this IQ imbalance and proposes the use of different digital
processing techniques, including a linear adaptive equalizer
scheme. The performance of the transceiver is analyzed at system
level by means of simulations. The results presented in the article
suggest that the use of those techniques is able to mitigate the
impact of the IQ imbalance effects, in order to allow the use of
a high-order modulation such as 64QAM.
Index Terms—Mobile backhaul; millimeter-wave; transceivers;
RF impairments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The growing demand for ubiquitous broadband communication, e.g., fourth-generation (4G) wireless, has motivated the
deployment of ultra high-speed communication systems. Particularly in backhauling networks, optical ﬁber is required to
transport very high data rates. However, optical ﬁber exhibits
important drawbacks, such as high costs, long deployment
times, and low ﬂexibility. Recently, point-to-point wireless
communication systems have been proposed as an attractive
alternative to optical ﬁber. In order to achieve data rates that
are comparable to optical ﬁber, these communication systems
demand very high bandwidth in order to transport enough data.
Although the frequency spectrum is congested, the regulation of the E-band, which is around 80 GHz, facilitates the
deployment of high-speed communication systems in which
a huge amount of data can be transmitted. The European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is carrying out
a standardization process for this frequency band [1], [2], [3].
Commercial off-the-shelf communication systems operating
in the E-band support data rates of up to 2.5 Gbit/s. However,
new applications demand even higher data rates (around 10

Gbits/s), which necessitates both wide-band and high-order
modulations to utilize the spectrum efﬁciently. High bandwidths and higher-order modulation waveforms pose special
challenges for communication systems offering reliable links
at very high data rates. The digital base-band must be able
to encode/decode and modulate/demodulate a huge amount
of information while employing high efﬁciency algorithms
to guarantee reliable communications. In addition, analogto-digital converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters
(DACs) must work at very high sampling rates. Furthermore,
higher order modulations are desirable to boost up the data
rate, requiring higher carrier-to-interference (C/I) ratios at the
receiver. This involves carefully analyzing the degradation
effects introduced by the analog RF impairments and evaluating the corresponding compensation algorithms in the digital
baseband processing [4].
In this article we focus on the IQ imbalance impairment,
which is one of the performance-critical effects of interest
in zero-second-IF transceiver architectures. This impairment,
caused by mismatches in the amplitude and phase responses
of the I and Q signal paths, entails a degradation in the Image
Rejection Ratio (IRR), which is theoretically inﬁnite and
causes interfering images at mirror frequencies. IQ imbalance
encountered in narrow-band systems can be regarded as nonfrequency-selective (NFS), and it is mainly caused by the local
oscillators used for quadrature modulation or demodulation.
However, IQ imbalance in wide-band systems may also exhibit
frequency-dependent or frequency-selective (FS) behavior due
to mismatches between the analog ﬁltering paths of the I and
Q components caused by ﬁnite tolerances [5] [6].
The article analyzes the impact of both non-frequencyselective and frequency-selective imbalances in the transmitted
and received signal. In addition, different options for mitigating the NFS and FS IQ imbalance are described. These
techniques, based on digital signal processing, are evaluated
in a 64-QAM transceiver operating with a signal bandwidth
of 2GHz.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
Section II provides a description of the system architecture.
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Section III introduces the NFS IQ imbalance issue, identifying
and modeling the source of this impairment. The mitigation
of the IQ imbalance impairment by digital signal processing
at the receiver is also described in this section. In Section IV,
a simulation model for the transceiver system, including the
proposed mechanisms for reducing NFS IQ imbalance, is presented and analyzed. In Section V, the FS IQ imbalance issue
is addressed and in Section VI the simulation results regarding
this impairment are presented. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section VII.

III. N ON -F REQUENCY- SELECTIVE IQ I MBALANCE
A. Imbalance analysis
The goal of the IQ modulator in Fig. 1 is to perform a
frequency translation of the signal. That is, if the base-band
input signal to the IQ modulator is

II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE

ltx (t) = ejωtx t = cos(ωtx t) + j sin(ωtx t)

In order to address new applications for the future backhauling networks, a point-to-point microwave link in the E-Band
using a 64-QAM modulation with a signal bandwidth of 2GHz
is considered. Fig. 1 shows the proposed transceiver (TRx)
architecture for a point-to-point microwave link in the E-Band.
As shown, the transmitter (Tx) front-end consists of an IQ upconverting modulator that up-converts the baseband I and Q
channels to an intermediate frequency (IF). After combining
the I and Q channels, the IF signal is up-converted by means
of the millimeter-wave (mmW) mixer. Finally, the wideband
mmW power ampliﬁer (PA) is used to amplify and transmit
the mmW signal. The receiver (Rx) front-end consists of a
wideband Low Noise Ampliﬁer (LNA), which receives and
ampliﬁes the signal at the E-Band. After the LNA, a ﬁrst mixer
down-converts the mmW signal to the same IF as in the Tx.
This way, the same PLL can be re-used for the Tx and the
Rx. Finally, an IQ demodulator down-converts the IF signal
to 0-Hz.
This architecture presents a good balance between different
design aspects, and it enables the minimization of the sampling
frequency of the digital-to-analog (DAC) and analog-to-digital
(ADC) converters. Nowadays, we can ﬁnd commercial DACs
and ADCs able to provide sampling rates close to 3Gsps,
which is enough for practical implementation of the zerosecond-IF architecture.
Due to the high channel bandwidth (higher than 2 GHz),
the architecture depicted in Fig. 1 presents a good balance
between the DAC and the ADC requirements and complexity
on the transceiver. The use of other architectures, such as nonzero-second-IF would require very high performance ADCs
or DACs, with sampling rates well above 4 Gsps to achieve
a practical implementation of base-band and image rejection
ﬁlters in the analog front-end. Other IF architectures, for
example [7], relax the performance of the ADCs and DACs by
using several sub-bands, but it is at the expense of increasing
the complexity of the baseband and IF sections of the frontend of the transceiver.
However, the use of a zero-second-IF architecture presents
well-known issues that should be addressed in order not to
degrade the performance of the transceiver. This architecture is
subject to corruption due to IQ imbalances at both the transmitter quadrature modulator and at the receiver demodulator . The
resulting system performance degradation can be signiﬁcant,
especially for high-order modulation schemes [8].

s̃(t) = sI (t) + jsQ (t),

(1)

where sI (t) is the signal in the I-datapath and sQ (t) is the
signal in the Q-datapath, a perfect IQ modulation mixes the
base-band input signal with
(2)

producing an output signal
s(t) = Re [s̃(t)ltx (t)] = sI (t) cos(ωtx t) − sQ (t) sin(ωtx t).
(3)
However, when implementing an IQ modulator with actual
electronic circuits, the signals produced by the local oscillator
(LO) will present some difference in their amplitudes and
will not have a phase difference of π/2. The effect of this
imbalance can be modeled as the mixing of the base-band
input signal with
ltx (t) = cos(ωtx t) + jgtx sin(ωtx t + φtx )

(4)

to yield the output signal
s(t) = (sI (t) − gtx sin(φtx )sQ (t)) cos(ωtx t)
− sQ (t)gtx cos(φtx ) sin(ωtx t).

(5a)
(5b)

In IQ imbalance analyses, it is common to rewrite the signal
produced at the transmitter LO with the imbalance from
equation (4) in the form of [9]
ltx (t) = C1 ejωtx t + C2 e−jωtx t ,

(6)

with
1 + gtx ejφtx
2
1 − gtx e−jφtx
C2 =
2
and the transmitted signal is



s(t) = Re s̃(t) C1 ejωtx t + C2 e−jωtx t .
C1 =

(7a)
(7b)

(8)

In (8), the desired term is the one multiplied by ejωtx t and the
term multiplied by e−jωtx t is considered an undesired image.
Equation (8) can be rewritten as

1
C1 s̃(t)ejωtx t + C1∗ s̃∗ (t)e−jωtx t
(9a)
s(t) =
2

1 ∗ ∗
+
C s̃ (t)ejωtx t + C2 s̃(t)e−jωtx t , (9b)
2 2
where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
Let X(ω) denote the Fourier Transform of a signal x(t),
then from (9) we have
1
(10a)
S(ω) =
C1 S̃(ω − ωtx ) + C1∗ S̃ ∗ (ω + ωtx )
2
∗ ∗
+ C2 S̃ (ω − ωtx ) + C2 S̃(ω + ωtx ) ). (10b)
Fig. 2 illustrates the spectrum of s(t). The ﬁrst line in (10)
is the desired term and the second line is an image that is an
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the transceiver.

with
S( f )

1 + grx e−jφrx
(15a)
2
jφrx
1 − grx e
.
(15b)
K2 =
2
In this case, the ﬁrst term in the sum of (14) is the desired
term and the second one is the image that aliases on the desired
signal. The IRR for the IQ demodulator is deﬁned as
K1 =

1 * *
C1 S ( f )
2
1 ~
C2 S ( f )
2

1 ~
C1S ( f )
2
1 *~
C2 S ( f )
2

f

IRRrx =

Fig. 2. Spectrum of s(t) with imbalance.

alias of the desired signal. A measure of performance of the
IQ modulator is the image rejection factor (IRR)
IRRtx =

|C1 |

2

=

2
+ 2gtx cos(φtx )
1 + gtx
2 − 2g cos(φ ) .
1 + gtx
tx
tx

(11)
|C2 |
Similarly, the task of the Rx IQ demodulator in Fig. 1 is to
mix the input signal with
2

lrx (t) = e−jωrx t = cos(ωrx t) − j sin(ωrx t),

(12)

so that after low-pass ﬁltering, the base-band equivalent of the
signal in the frequency band of interest z̃(t) = zI (t) + jzQ (t)
is obtained. Note that z̃(t) is the base-band equivalent that is
referred to a carrier frequency ωrx . The current implementation
of the IQ demodulator will introduce similar imbalances to
the actual implementation of the IQ modulator, which can be
modeled as the mixing of r(t) with
lrx (t) = cos(ωrx t) − jgrx sin(ωrx t + φrx ).

(13)

The signal at the output of the IQ demodulator after low-pass
ﬁltering can be written as [9]
r̃(t) = rI (t) + jrQ (t) = K1 z̃(t) + K2 z̃ ∗ (t)

(14)

|K1 |

2

=

2
+ 2grx cos(φrx )
1 + grx
.
2 − 2g cos(φ )
1 + grx
rx
rx

(16)
2
|K2 |
Note that the above model for impairment affects to the
whole information bearing signal in the same way. Although
the model has been developed from the point of view of the
local oscillators of the IQ modulator and demodulator, it can
also be used to include the mean imbalances between the inphase and quadrature datapaths.
In order to gain some insight, we assume enough linearity
and proper ﬁltering in the remaining stages of the transmitter
and receiver analog chain and noise-less operation. Using (9),
it can be seen that
z̃(t) = (C1 s̃(t) + C2∗ s̃∗ (t)) ej(Δωt+θ)

(17)

where Δω and θ account for the overall carrier frequency and
phase offset between the transmitter and the receiver. Thus,
we have
r̃(t) = K1 C1 s̃(t)ej(Δωt+θ)
+
+
+

K1 C2∗ s̃∗ (t)ej(Δωt+θ)
K2 C1∗ s̃∗ (t)e−j(Δωt+θ)
K2 C2 s̃(t)e−j(Δωt+θ)

(18a)
(18b)
(18c)
(18d)

The desired term in (18) is the one in the ﬁrst line and the
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terms in the second to fourth lines represent undesired images
at the receiver due to transmitter and receiver IQ imbalances.
When Δω = 0, (18) simpliﬁes to
r̃(t) = J1 s̃(t) + J2 s̃∗ (t)

(19)

where J1 and J2 are constants given by
J1 = K1 C1 ejθ + K2 C2 e−jθ
J2 =

K1 C2∗ ejθ

+

K2 C1∗ e−jθ .

(20a)
(20b)

Comparing (19) with (14), it can be concluded that when
Δω = 0, the effect observed at the output of the receiver’s IQ
demodulator due to the IQ imbalance introduced at the transmitter is the same as the one due to an IQ imbalance introduced
by the IQ demodulator. In a real transmission system there will
be some carrier frequency offset between the transmitter and
the receiver. However, the former observation suggests that the
IQ imbalance introduced at the transmitter may be addressed
after carrier frequency recovery using approaches designed to
address the IQ imbalance introduced at the receiver.
B. Imbalance compensation
1) Tx IQ Imbalance Compensation: Using (1) and (3) with
s̃ (t) = sI (t)+jsQ (t) denoting the equivalent baseband signal
of the Tx IQ distorted signal s(t) with respect to the transmitter
carrier frequency ωtx , we can derive the following matrix
equation for Tx IQ imbalance distortion:


   
sI (t)
1 −gtx sin(φtx ) sI (t)
.
(21)
=
sQ (t)
0 gtx cos(φtx )
sQ (t)
If the matrix in (21) is invertible (gtx = 0 and φtx =
±π/2), which is the case in practical cases, the Tx NFS
IQ compensation can ideally be achieved by performing a
digital predistortion based on the inverse operation. In this
case, we feed the IQ modulator with the predistorted signal
ς(t) = ςI (t) + jςQ (t), which is obtained as
 



1
tan(φtx )
sI (t)
ςI (t)
=
.
(22)
ςQ (t)
0 1/(gtx cos(φtx )) sQ (t)
Compensation by inverse transformation requires knowledge
of the gain and phase imbalance values, gtx and φrx .
Techniques for compensating the IQ imbalance at the transmitter that have been proposed in the literature use tones
as test signals (e.g., [10], [11], [12], [13]) or even from
random data (e.g., [11], [14]). Compensating by using test
tones is very powerful and can be used for initial calibration.
During normal full-duplex operation of the transceiver, IQ
imbalance compensation from the random transmitted data
would be preferred. All these techniques of compensation
require additional circuitry (including an extra ADC) at the
transmitter to feed back measurements performed in the analog
front-end.
Under certain conditions the Tx IQ imbalance can also
be compensated in the receiver (see [9]). For this to be
possible, the spectral images caused by the Tx IQ imbalance
have to be emitted and a carrier frequency offset between
transmitter and receiver is required to be able to decouple
the Tx and Rx IQ imbalance effects in the receiver [15],

[16]. As these conditions are fulﬁlled in the analyzed system,
receiver-based compensation for both frequency-independent
and frequency-selective Tx IQ imbalance is the approach
investigated in this article, because it does not require any
additional circuitry in the analog front-end of the transceiver
and all the compensation can be performed by digital signal
processing.
2) Rx IQ Imbalance Compensation: The down-converted
complex-valued base-band signal r̃(t) can be written as a
function of z̃(t) using the following matrix equation
 



1
0
zI (t)
rI (t)
=
. (23)
−grx sin(φrx ) grx cos(φrx ) zQ (t)
rQ (t)
In case the matrix in (23) is invertible (grx = 0 and
φrx = ±π/2), which is the case in practical cases, the Rx
IQ imbalance can be ideally compensated by performing the
inverse operation
 
  

zI (t)
1
0
αI (t)
=
, (24)

(t)
tan(φrx ) 1/(grx cos(φrx )) zQ
αQ (t)
where α(t) = αI (t) + jαQ (t) is the output of the Rx IQ
imbalance compensator and ideally would yield the desired
baseband signal z̃(t). Compensation by inverse transformation
requires knowledge of the gain and phase imbalance values
grx and φrx , which can be derived by using statistics and the
correlation properties of the I and Q signals as proposed in
[17].
IV. NFS IQ I MBALANCE S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. System Model
The system model depicted in Fig. 3 constitutes the basis
for the simulations of the impact of Tx and Rx IQ imbalance
impairments and their respective compensation algorithms on
the performance of the E-band transceiver.
Random data information is generated as a sequence of IQ
symbols, D, by using a 64QAM mapper. D is then ﬁltered
through an appropriate root-raised-cosine (RRC) ﬁlter to create
a pulse-shaped base-band signal, x(t). The Tx Baseband
Filtering and Mixing models the data processing as shown in
Fig. 1. There is the option of employing Tx IQ predistortion
to mitigate the NFS Tx IQ imbalance, but for the purposes of
this paper, this block will be deactivated.
Considering an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel, the signal z̃ at the output of the channel model is
given by:
z̃(t) = s̃(t) · ej2πf t + n(t),

(25)

where z̃(t) is the low-pass equivalent of the transmitted signal,
s̃(t) is the transmitted signal and ej2πf t represents the carrier
frequency offset (CFO), with f as the frequency offset. This
CFO is produced by the difference between the oscillators
of the transmitter and receiver. Finally, n(t) corresponds to a
complex-valued white Gaussian noise process.
On the receiver side, the Rx Baseband Filtering and Mixing
models the receiver analog front-end structure shown in Fig. 1,
including Rx IQ imbalance. NFS IQ Imbalance Compensation
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Fig. 3. System Model for IQ Imbalance Simulations.
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is performed prior to matched ﬁltering by following a multistage approach that compensates for both Tx and Rx IQ
Imbalance:
1) The ﬁrst stage compensates for the Rx NFS IQ imbalance
based on the algorithms in Section III-B.
2) A CFO correction stage ideally compensates the CFO introduced by the difference of the transmitter and receiver,
using the relation β(t) = α(t) · e−i2πf t
3) A third stage performs Tx NFS IQ imbalance compensation prior to the matched ltering by re-applying the
algorithms in Section III-B .
After NFS IQ Imbalance Compensation the signal is ﬁltered
with a matched RRC ﬁlter. The equalizer used to compensate
the FS IQ imbalance is ignored in this section (i.e., D = C).
The received symbols D’ are compared with the transmitted
symbols D to quantify the performance of the whole system.
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Fig. 4(a) illustrates the effect of NFS IQ imbalance. For
illustration purposes, a noiseless transmission is considered.
Crosses correspond to the constellation where perfect transmission takes places, and the dots correspond to a transmission
with IQ imbalances both at transmitter and receiver, assuming
zero carrier frequency offset. The IQ imbalances considered
were 0.5 dB and 3 degrees in gain and phase, respectively, in
the transmitter and 1 dB and 3 degrees in gain and phase,
respectively, in the receiver. The signs of the imbalances
were selected in the transmitter and the receiver so that they
combine in the worst possible distortion. Fig. 4(b) shows the
constellation at the receiver when the NFS IQ imbalance compensation is active. It can be seen that the NFS IQ imbalance
compensation approach is able to remove the distortion effect
on the constellation.
Fig. 5 shows the impact of the NFS IQ imbalance in the
performance of the transceiver. The curve labeled ‘without
NFS IQ’ is the performance of the transceiver when there is no
IQ imbalance. The curve labeled ‘NFS IQ’ is the performance
of the transceiver with IQ imbalance at both transmitter
and receiver. The curve labeled ‘NFS IQ with comp’ is the
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Fig. 4. NFS IQ imbalance
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V. F REQUENCY- SELECTIVE IQ I MBALANCE
A. Imbalance analysis and models
The above analysis considers that the imbalance is constant
with frequency, and thus we talk about non-frequency-selective
IQ imbalance. Nevertheless, the elements placed in the Idatapath and Q-datapath present dispersion in their parameters.
Therefore, there will always be a difference between the
performance of the components placed in the I-datapath and
the components placed in the Q-datapath. These dispersions
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Fig. 5. System performance in the presence of NFS IQ imbalance.
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performance when the IQ imbalance compensation is active.
The NFS IQ imbalance compensation is able to reduce the
losses to a few tenths of a dB.
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the effect of NFS IQ imbalance when
there is a residual carrier frequency offset equal to Δω =
2π · 5 · 10−6 /T after the CFO correction in Fig. 3, where T
is the symbol period. For proper symbol detection and Bit
Error Rate(BER) estimation, the residual carrier frequency
offset was compensated in the simulations at the input of
the receiver’s matched-ﬁlter. The ﬁgure shows the corrected
constellations after the ﬁnal residual carrier frequency offset
compensation. The transmitter’s IQ imbalance manifests itself
as rotations of the constellation around the distorted constellation due to the receiver’s IQ imbalance.
Fig. 6(b) shows the constellation when the IQ compensation
algorithms are active for the same residual carrier frequency
offset. It can be seen that the distortion of the constellation has
been reduced despite some residual carrier frequency offset.
Fig. 7 shows the impact of the residual carrier frequency
offset on the performance of the NFS IQ imbalance compensation approach presented in Section III-B. The different curves
correspond to different values of the normalized residual
carrier frequency offset ΔωT /(2π). It can be seen that a
very accurate carrier frequency offset correction is needed
for proper compensation of the transmitter IQ imbalance with
residual CFO below ΔωT /(2π) = 5 · 10−6 , which can be
achieved via application of state of the art coarse and ﬁne
frequency synchronization algorithms [18].
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(b) With compensation
Fig. 6. NFS IQ imbalance with normalized residual carrier frequency offset
ΔωT /(2π) = 5 · 10−6 .

can contribute to non-frequency-selective distortion, and likewise to impairment due to the LOs, or to frequency-selective
distortion. For instance, Fig. 8 compares the frequency responses (magnitude and phase) of the designed passive baseband ﬁlters by considering typical values for the fabrication
tolerances of their components. L0C0 is the nominal case.
LpCp is the corner where inductors and capacitances have
their maximum value. LmCm is the corner where inductors
and capacitors have their minimum value. Fig. 9 shows the
difference between the two extreme corners. This kind of
mismatch between the components in the I and Q datapaths
is a frequency-selective IQ imbalance.
Fig. 10 shows the BER performance of the system obtained
from the model that compensates the non-frequency-selective
IQ imbalance, but does not correct the frequency-selective
mismatch. The FS IQ imbalance is considered at both the
transmitter and the receiver sides of the transceiver. The curve
labeled ‘IbbﬁltL0C0, QbbﬁltL0C0’ represents the nominal
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Fig. 7. Performance of NFS IQ imbalance compensation approach for
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case, i.e., the case without FS IQ imbalance. The curve labeled
‘IbbﬁltLpCp, QbbﬁltLmCm’ is the case in which an LpCp
base-band ﬁlter has been considered in the I-datapath and an
LmCm base-band ﬁlter has been chosen for the Q-datapath in
the transmitter and the receiver. From the BER performance
it can be concluded that the loss due to FS IQ imbalance
signiﬁcantly degrades the performance of the system, since
for a BER of 10−6 in the case of uncoded 64QAM, a loss of
more than 2dB is shown.
In the literature more articles focusing on the modeling
and compensation of non-frequency-selective IQ imbalance
can be found. However, this approach has become insufﬁcient
as the use of wider bandwidth signals has become more
prevalent. Therefore, as we can conclude from Fig. 10, for
wide bandwidth signals the above technique for compensating
for the non-frequency-selective IQ imbalance is generally
insufﬁcient, as the IQ imbalance is likely to be frequencydependent.
The frequency-dependent imbalances of the quadrature mixing front-end may include contributions from the DAC/ADC,
low-pass ﬁlters, as well as the signal paths themselves. To formally analyze the detrimental effect of these IQ mismatches,
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the combined effect can simply be modeled as a pair of two
imbalanced base-band ﬁlters. The models depicted in Fig. 11
and Fig. 12 have been devised as a basis for the development
of algorithms for Tx and Rx IQ imbalance compensation.
For Tx IQ imbalance in Fig. 11 the ﬁlters Hnom,tx (f ) are
assumed to be ideal low-pass ﬁlters with Hnom,tx (f ) = 1
for |f | ≤ Btx /2 and Hnom,tx (f ) = 0 for |f | > Btx /2,
where Btx is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal of
interest. In analyzing NFS IQ imbalance, these ﬁlters are
assumed to be virtually ineffective. The ﬁlters HI,tx (f ) and
HQ,tx (f ) are modeling frequency-dependent or frequencyselective mismatches between the I and Q path, as shown in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
The corresponding model for Rx IQ imbalance is depicted
in Fig. 12 (see also [19], [6]). The ﬁlters Hnom,rx (f ) are
assumed to be ideal low-pass ﬁlters with Hnom,rx (f ) = 1
for |f | ≤ Brx /2 and Hnom,rx (f ) = 0 for |f | > Brx /2,
where Brx is the bandwidth of the received signal of interest.
Similar to the TX IQ imbalance model in Fig. 11, the ﬁlters
HI,rx (f ) and HQ,rx (f ) are modeling frequency-dependent or
frequency-selective mismatches between the I and Q paths.

Methods for compensating Rx FS IQ imbalance are reported
in [6], [5]. In [6], an adaptive ﬁlter is employed to perform
interference cancellation. In [5], a simpliﬁed compensation
method, based on mean values of the FS IQ imbalance, is
presented. However, this method assumes prior knowledge of
the mean values over frequency for the frequency-selective
part of the amplitude and phase imbalances.
In this article, a linear adaptive equalizer (LAE) is deployed
for the FS IQ imbalance compensation as shown in the system
model in Fig. 3. In addition to NFS IQ Imbalance compensation analyzed in Section IV-B, the LAE is activated as the
ﬁnal stage in performing compensation of FS IQ imbalance
after matched ﬁltering. The LAE performs linear ﬁltering
of the Matched Filter output as deﬁned by (26). The LAE
facilitates FS IQ compensation without prior knowledge of
the frequency responses of frequency-selective amplitude and
phase imbalances. The L coefﬁcients wi in (26) are calculated
and adapted based on known symbol sequences in the data
stream using the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm. For
the following simulations an equalizer length of L = 15 is
used.
D [k] =

L−1

wi C[k − i].

(26)

i=0

The system performance in terms of FS IQ Imbalance
distortion is evaluated in terms of residual carrier-to-distortion
ratio after the LAE is deﬁned by the relation
2

E |D|
C
=
,
2
ISI
E |D − D |
where E |D|

2

(27)

is the energy of the transmitted signal
2

D and E |D − D |
denotes the energy of the received
signal error, i.e., distortion caused by residual inter-symbolinterference (ISI) and image interference. Simulation results
are provided in Section VI.
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TABLE I
FS IQ I MB . P ERFORMANCE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

HI,tx (f )
L0C0
LpCp
LmCm
LpCp
LmCm
LpCp
L0C0
LmCm
L0C0

HQ,tx (f )
L0C0
LpCp
LmCm
LmCm
LpCp
L0C0
LpCp
L0C0
LmCm

HI,rx (f )
L0C0
LpCp
LmCm
LpCp
LmCm
LpCp
L0C0
LmCm
L0C0

HQ,rx (f )
L0C0
LpCp
LmCm
LmCm
LpCp
L0C0
LpCp
L0C0
LmCm

C/ISI [dB]
38.5
38.4
37.8
27.1
29.0
31.9
34.6
34.7
34.6

VII. C ONCLUSION
(a) Without equalizer

(b) With equalizer
Fig. 13. Signal Constellations (64QAM)

VI. FS IQ I MBALANCE S IMULATION R ESULTS

Fig. 13 shows the constellation diagrams for 64QAM after
the RRC matched ﬁlter and the equalizer, respectively. The
circles in the diagrams correspond to the ideal constellation
points. When comparing Fig. 13(a) with Fig. 13(b) the reduction in residual distortion achieved by the equalizer can be
observed.
For a BER of 10−6 in the case of uncoded 64QAM a
C/(I +ISI) = 26.54 dB is required at the input to the demapper, which corresponds to the output of equalizer D’. Table I
summarizes the performance for different transmit and receive
ﬁlter pairs based on the frequency responses shown in Fig. 8
and Fig. 9. Simulations 1 to 3 have been run with identical
ﬁlters for both quadrature components in the transmitter and
receiver. The residual ISI is in the range of 38 dB. Simulations
4 to 9 have been run with imbalanced quadrature ﬁlters.
The FS IQ imbalance, i.e., the difference between frequency
responses, is most severe in simulations 4 and 5, where the
corner cases LpCp and LmCm for the tolerances concerning
the frequency responses have been used. The residual ISI after
the equalizer is reduced below levels where 64QAM can be
decoded. For less severe ﬁlter imbalances, as in simulations 6
to 9, the residual ISI is about 4 to 5 dB better.

In this article, a theoretical analysis of the IQ imbalance
in a heterodyne transceiver with zero-second-IF has been
presented. Digital signal processing at the receiver has been
evaluated based on a multi-stage approach for the compensation of both transmitter and receiver IQ imbalance, as well as
carrier frequency offset.
Simulation results were presented for a zero-second-IF
transceiver using 64-QAM with a signal bandwidth of 2GHz.
For NFS IQ imbalance, the simulation results show that
receiver-based Tx IQ imbalance compensation can be achieved
with negligible degradation in overall system performance.
This is achieved when accurate frequency synchronization
is performed in the receiver such that the residual carrier
frequency offset is reduced below speciﬁed limits. For FS IQ
imbalance, simulation results have demonstrated that FS IQ
imbalance can be mitigated by a receiver-based compensation
concept based on linear equalization.
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Abstract— This paper presents an overall design path towards
our fully monolithic envelope-tracking (ET) power amplifier
(PA) in a 0.35 µm SiGe BiCMOS technology. First, a discrete
hybrid switching supply modulator (SM) is designed to study
the effects of its switching frequency and bandwidth limitation
to the linearity and efficiency of an overall ET-PA. Next, the
same circuit configuration is used for our CMOS SM which
modulates our self-biased cascode SiGe PA with the proposed
envelope shaping function. By analyzing the power losses of the
CMSO SM under our special ET operation, we show the SM
can still achieve high efficiency with a relatively low switching
frequency, which helps to improve the system linearity. At 1.9
GHz, our BiCMOS cascode ET-PA delivers the maximum
linear output power (Pout) of 24/23.4 dBm with the overall
power-added-efficiency (PAE) of 41%/38% for the long-term
evolution (LTE) 16QAM 5/10 MHz signals, respectively.
Meanwhile, good linearity and low spurious emission are
achieved without the need of digital predistortion (DPD).
Keywords- Broadband; envelope-tracking (ET); hybrid
switching supply modulator (SM); long-term evolution (LTE);
SiGe; power amplifier (PA); WiMAX

I.

INTRODUCTION

Broadband 3G/4G/WLAN wireless standards utilize
highly spectral-efficient modulation schemes with inherent
non-constant envelope signals having high peak-to-average
power ratios (PARs). In a typical mobile transmitter (TX),
the radio frequency (RF) power amplifier (PA) tends to be
the most power-hungry block. Although high efficiency can
be achieved by the PA at the saturated output power (Psat) for
GSM handset systems, its high distortion at Psat violates the
linearity specs for non-constant envelope signals (e.g., in the
case of long-term evolution (LTE)). Therefore, the PA is
usually required to be backed off from its Psat for nonconstant envelope signals, resulting in poor efficiency.
The envelope tracking (ET) technique is a promising
solution to improve the PA efficiency for broadband
applications [1]-[12]. In ET-PA systems, the envelope signal
from a supply modulator (SM) dynamically modulates the
PA collector or drain voltage in response to the instantaneous
output power (Pout). In practical implementation, a hybrid
switching SM (also called as a linear-assisted switching SM)
is often used to achieve a good balance between the
efficiency and the wideband envelope tracking [1]-[16].
Although many articles have reported excellent efficiency by

using this hybrid switching SM, its design details still need
to be studied and optimized with a specific PA to achieve the
best trade-off between the efficiency and linearity for the
overall ET-PA. In ET systems, both the PA and SM are the
distortion sources, thus if the SM can be tuned for better
linearity without suffering a great efficiency reduction, the
PA can be pushed into deeper compression, leading to higher
overall efficiency. Moreover, a hybrid switching SM is
typically designed with a high average switching frequency
(e.g., ≥ 2 MHz in [9]-[11]), creating out-of-band spurs which
may violate the spectral mask of interest and spurious
emission specs. To sufficiently suppress the high frequency
switching ripples, the linear stage of the hybrid switching
SM must have an ultra-wide bandwidth, inevitably
increasing the design complexity [17]. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to understand how much the average switching
frequency can be lowered without hurting much on the SM
efficiency. To address the concerns mentioned above, in this
paper, we will present our complete design path towards a
fully monolithic ET-PA in a silicon based technology.
In Section II, a discrete hybrid switching SM is designed
to study the effects of the bandwidth limitation and switching
frequency to the linearity and efficiency of the overall ETPA system. The discrete SM is paired with a SiGe PA in
Section III to compare the performances between the standalone PA (i.e., the fixed supply PA) and the ET-PA. The
measurement data verifies that our design approach of the
SM is suitable for high PAR wideband applications.
As the expansion to the work [1], we will present our
fully monolithic BiCMOS ET-PA in Section IV. A CMOS
SM will be integrated with the cascode SiGe PA in a 0.35
µm SiGe BiCMOS technology to form a fully monolithic
ET-PA system. In contrast to the discrete solution described
in Section II, the single-chip ET-PA integration solution has
several benefits: (1) it reduces cost; (2) it has an integrated
signal path providing better signal integrity [11], and (3)
from the design perspective, the PA and the SM can be
optimized together to achieve better linearity and overall
efficiency. Unlike common emitter PAs, our cascode PA
structure relieves the voltage stress on the power transistor,
while also requires some special envelope shaping function
to improve its linearity at the ET operation. In Section IV,
we will first highlight the self-biasing structure of our
cascode PA design and our proposed envelope shaping
method based on [3]. Moreover, we will analyze the power
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overall efficiency of the entire SM (ηSM) is a combination of
the switching stage efficiency (ηSW) and the linear stage
efficiency (ηlin), as expressed by:
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Fig. 3. Simulated envelope spectra of WiMAX 8.75/20 MHz signals

Fig. 4. Schematic of the discrete hybrid switching SM designed by using
COTS components

considerably, which often defeats the purpose of using
switching regulators for any supply-modulated PAs.
Many recent reports on the wideband SM design for ETPA have combined the advantages of a wideband linear
regulator and a high efficiency switching converter in
various ways [1]-[17]. Fig. 3 shows the simulated envelope
spectra of WiMAX 8.75 MHz and 20 MHz signals (PAR of
~10.2 dB). An important characteristic of the envelope
spectrum is that ~80% of envelope power resides from DC
to several kHz, while over 99% of the envelope power
resides within DC to 8MHz for the 8.75 MHz signal, and
within DC to 20 MHz for the 20 MHz signal, respectively.
Such a characteristic of the envelope spectrum implies that a
hybrid switching structure can achieve a good balance
between efficiency and bandwidth tracking for an ET-PA
system. The hybrid switching SM consists of a wideband
but low efficiency linear stage and a high efficiency
narrowband switching stage. The hybrid structure lessens
the requirements of the switching stage, since the fast
transients of the envelope signal are taken care of by the
wideband linear stage, while the switching stage handles the
DC and slow moving signals with high efficiency. The

2) Discrete Supply Modulator Design
The hybrid switching SM is implemented by using
commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) components to investigate
the overall efficiency and linearity trade-off for an ET-PA
system. Fig. 4 shows the circuit implementation of the
discrete SM using an operational amplifier (Op-Amp) as the
linear stage, and a buck converter as the switching stage.
The buck converter supplies the slow slew-rate load current
(ISW) that contributes to the majority of the load current
(Iload) to ensure high efficiency, while the wideband linear
Op-Amp stage operates in a feedback mode to track the high
slew-rate current (Ilin). Additionally, the ripples caused by
the buck converter will be attenuated and/or filtered by the
linear Op-Amp. The smooth transition between the linear
stage and the switching stage is realized by a hysteretic
current feedback control. The hysteretic current feedback
control consists of a current sensing resistor Rsense that
senses the output current of the linear stage and a hysteresis
comparator to control the buck converter. The value of the
sensing resistor Rsense is chosen to be 1 Ω in this case, as it
needs to be much smaller than Rload (i.e., the load impedance
presented by the PA) to achieve high efficiency.
C. Efficient and Linearity of the Hybrid Switching SM
Although there are many reports on the efficiency of the
SM in the literature [7]-[13], the effects of its bandwidth and
switching frequency have not been studied as rigorously.
Since the switching ripples (generated by high switching
frequencies) and the bandwidth limitation are two major
factors that cause distortions at the SM output, understanding
their effects helps to optimize both efficiency and linearity of
an overall ET-PA system. In this section, the nonlinearities
of a discrete hybrid switching SM will be discussed.
1) Bandwidth of the Hybrid Switching SM
The linear stage (i.e., the Op-Amp) should have sufficient
bandwidth not only to track the high frequency contents of
the envelope signal with high fidelity as suggested by
previous works [7]-[13], but also to suppress the switching
ripples/noise generated from the switch converter. The
switching ripples beyond the bandwidth of the linear stage
can distort the envelope signal, and also be mixed with the
modulated carrier in the PA to cause large spurious noise at
the PA output, potentially degrading the system linearity.
To investigate the effect of the bandwidth, an Op-Amp
behavior model provided by Agilent’s ADS is used to
replace the realistic Op-Amp model in the simulation, so that
its bandwidth can be changed manually. The realistic SPICE
models are still used for other blocks of the SM. Fig. 5 shows
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the simulated current and voltage waveforms of the SM
using different 1-dB bandwidths of the Op-Amp at an input
wave of 1.25+sin(2π·200kHz·t) V. Note we found the 1-dB
bandwidth of the Op-Amp is more sensitive and correlates
considerably better to the output signal fidelity of the ET-PA
than the more conventional 3-dB bandwidth. As shown in
Fig. 5(A), (C) and (E), the output current of the switching
stage (ISW) has large ripples on the waveforms, which need
to be suppressed or cancelled by the output current of the
linear stage (Ilin) to reproduce an accurate load current
waveform (Iload). When the 1-dB bandwidth of the Op-Amp
is set as 0.2 MHz, the output voltage (Vout) of the SM
exhibits not only the switching ripples but also with some
attenuation (Fig. 5(B)). When the 1-dB bandwidth is
increased to 2 MHz, the Vout follows the input voltage (Vin)
without attenuation, but the switching ripples still cannot be
effectively suppressed (Fig. 5(D)). Furthermore, once the 1dB bandwidth is increased to 8 MHz, the Vout follows the Vin
with high fidelity and negligible ripples (Fig. 5(F)).
To further demonstrate the importance of having a
wideband linear stage in the SM to meet the stringent
linearity specs, the entire ET-PA using the monolithic SiGe
PA is simulated with the RF/analog/digital co-simulation
bench in ADS. The behavior model is used for the Op-Amp,
while the realistic SPICE models are used for the PA and the
other blocks of the SM. The inductor (L) of the buck
converter is chosen around 40 µH here. The effect of the
value of L on the SM design will be discussed in the next
section. The simulated output error-vector-magnitude (EVM)
of the ET-PA against different 1-dB bandwidths of the OpAmp are plotted in Fig. 6 for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75
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PA and other blocks of the SM. Pin = 6 dBm, Pout = 16 dBm.

MHz. As shown in Fig. 6, the EVM values of the ET-PA
decrease as the 1-dB bandwidth of the Op-Amp increases,
and become saturated to ~1.8% after the 1-dB bandwidth of
the Op-Amp becomes larger than 18 MHz. Fig. 7 shows the
simulated output spectra of the ET-PA with different
bandwidths of the Op-Amp. There is a large improvement on
the adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) when the 1-dB
bandwidth of the Op-Amp increases from 8 MHz to 18
MHz, enabling the output spectrum passing the stringent
WiMAX spectral mask specs. As indicated by Figs. 6-7, the
required bandwidth of the SM needs to be at least 2x of the
original signal bandwidth, while sufficiently suppressing the
switching ripples.
2) Switching Frequency of the Supply Modulator
The average switching frequency of the SM shown in
Fig. 4 is well analyzed in [7] and can be expressed as [6]:
∙

1

∙
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where Vdc and Vrms are the average and root-mean-square
voltages of the output envelope signal, respectively; h is the
hysteresis voltage of the comparator. In this design, the
comparator LMV7219 has a pre-determined internal
hysteresis h of 7-10 mV according to the data sheet and the
SPICE simulations. Therefore, according to (3) the average
switching frequency can now be mainly controlled by the
value of L. The drawback of using a rather small L is that it
usually generates more switching ripples at high frequencies,
making the design of the linear stage more challenging [17].
Fig. 8 shows the SPICE simulated waveforms and
spectra of the SM designed using two different values of L
with an input waveform of 1.25+ sin(2π·500kHz·t) V. This
time, the realistic SPICE models are used for all blocks of
the SM simulations. The switching current Isw supplies both
DC and AC components of the load current (Iload) by using
an L of 4.7 µH; a higher switching frequency and large
switching ripples on the waveform of Isw can be observed
from Fig. 8(A). Such large switching ripples need to be
largely suppressed or cancelled by the output current of the
linear Op-Amp (Ilin), which can be clearly shown by the
spectra of Isw and Iload in Figs. 8(E) and (G). On the other
hand, for the case of L= 68 µH, Isw supplies only the DC
component of Iload, while the AC component is taken care of
by the linear Op-Amp, as shown in Fig. 8(B). Also, the
spectra of Isw and Iload for the case of L= 68 µH have smaller
harmonics than those using L= 4.7 µH. These simulation
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Fig. 10. Simulated output spectra of the ET-PA using different values of L
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used for the SiGe PA and the EM. VDD= 4.2 V, Pout = 17 dBm.
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results indicate that the optimal L should be selected for not
purely the highest efficiency, but also for the sufficient ripple
suppression based on the limited bandwidth of the Op-Amp.
Fig. 9 shows the SPICE simulated efficiency of the SM
and the EVM of the ET-PA using the SiGe PA (see Fig. 1).
The realistic SPICE models are used for the SiGe PA and all
blocks of the SM. From the pure view point of efficiency, the
optimal L is 8.2 μH for the best efficiency. Smaller L results
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where Vout,DC is the output DC voltage, D is the duty cycle,
and fSW is the switching frequency determined by the PWM
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EVM (%)

in higher switching frequency and significant switching loss.
In addition, the EVM degrades with smaller L due to higher
switching ripples. On the other hand, larger L makes the
buck converter only able to supply the DC component of the
load current, and in such a case the lower efficiency Op-Amp
has to deliver the remaining AC contents (as illustrated in
Fig. 8 (B)), leading to lower SM efficiency and thus lower
overall efficiency of the ET-PA. A rather large L also causes
high parasitic resistance to decrease its efficiency. Fig. 10
shows the SPICE simulated output spectra of the ET-PA
using L of 8.2 µH and L of 27 µH, respectively. When the
larger L (27 µH) is chosen, the ACPR is 4-6 dB better at the
offset of 5-8 MHz from the center frequency with only ~2%
lower efficiency (see Fig. 9).
Figs. 9-10 indicate that a small efficiency improvement
may not be worthwhile if the linearity of the overall ET-PA
has to be sacrificed. Therefore, the L of 27 μH is chosen in
the design for our SM to achieve the best trade-off between
efficiency and linearity. Fig. 11 shows the measured SM
efficiency for different bandwidths of the WiMAX 64QAM
signals. The SM efficiency only reduces by 2.5% when the
signal bandwidth is increased from 1.5 MHz to 20 MHz.
When the output current is low, the inductor may be
completely discharged at the “OFF” state of the buck
converter before the switcher is turned on again, which is
often called as the “discontinuous mode” for DC-DC
converter design [25]. Therefore, another concern in the
selection of the inductor value is to ensure the buck converter
does not go into the discontinuous mode operation [25]. The
boundary of the discontinuous mode occurs at where the
output DC current (Io) equals to one half of the peak-to-peak
inductor ramp current ΔI (i.e., 0.5ΔI = Io). For the standalone buck converter controlled by the conventional pulsewidth modulation (PWM) scheme, the minimal L should be
determined to avoid the discontinuous mode at the minimum
DC output current (Io,min) as [25].
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WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal at 2.3 GHz. Pin = 3 dBm

control scheme. For example, if the SM were to be
implemented using the conventional PWM control scheme
for this ET-PA, one could obtain the Vout,DC = 2.3 V, Io,min =
33 mA (i.e., at Rload = 70 Ω presented by the SiGe PA as
shown in Fig. 2). Therefore, the minimal inductor value
calculated based on (4) would be ~16 µH for a PWMcontrolled buck-converter, assuming fSW =1 MHz.
For the hybrid switching SM in this work, the peak-topeak inductor ramp current ΔI is limited under 2h/Rsense,
which is not related with the inductor value [7]. This is
because once the switching current ISW is h/Rsense lower than
the load current Iload, the hysteresis comparator will
immediately sense the current difference and turn on the
switcher again, assuming the switcher can response fast
enough [7]. In the practical SM design, however, the
switcher is not ideal due to its intrinsic gate capacitance and
resistance, therefore it may not respond fast enough with a
high switching frequency, and this frequency is directly
determined by the inductor value. In addition, the hysteresis
window h increases with higher input slew rate [26]. The
SPICE simulations show that h is ~ 7 mV with the input
voltage ramp below 0.2 V/µs, but increases to ~ 43 mV with
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the input voltage ramp of 4 V/µs. According to the
simulation, the minimal L is 1.2 µH to avoid the
discontinuous mode operation for our SM. Fig. 12 shows the
SPICE simulated current waveforms of the hybrid SM at the
boundary of the discontinuous mode.

III.

COMPARISON OF ET-PA AND STAND-ALONE PA

A. Efficiency and Linearity of the Stand-Alone PA
First, the stand-alone SiGe PA with fixed-supply voltage
is tested to serve as a reference for the comparison with the
ET-PA. Fig. 13 shows the measured gain, PAE and EVM vs.
Pout for the WiMAX 64QAM 8.75 MHz signal (PAR = 10.5
dB) at 2.3 GHz. The PAE of the SiGe PA reached 39% at the
Pout of 17.8 dBm, but with a rather high output EVM of
11.7% (the EVM spec of WiMAX 64QAM is 5.0% or -26
dB). At Pout of 16 dBm, the stand-alone PA already violates
the lenient EVM spec. Increasing VCC could reduce the EVM
as shown in Fig. 14, but at the cost of lower efficiency.
B. Efficiency and Linearity of the ET-PA
The discrete SM discussed earlier is used to modulate the
supply voltage (VCC) of the PA to form an ET-PA. No DPD
is used in the measurement. The ET-PA operates at VDD of
4.2 V. Fig. 15 shows the measured EVM, gain and overall
PAE of the ET-PA. The overall PAE (or the composite PAE)
of the ET-PA includes the power consumption of the SM.
The overall PAE of the ET-PA is 30.5% at Pout of 17 dBm
with an EVM of 4.4%. Fig. 16 shows the output spectra of
the ET-PA and the stand-alone PA with a fixed supply. At
Pout of 17 dBm, the ET-PA passes the stringent WiMAX
64QAM mask, while the fixed-supply PA fails the spectral
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AM-AM and AM-PM distortions can be diminished by using
the proposed self-biased PA with the envelope shifting.
Following the same procedure as Section II, Fig. 21
shows the measured PAE against Pout of the self-biased
cascode PA at various VCC in the CW mode. As the VCC is
modulated from 1.8 V to 4.2 V, the PAE of the ET-PA varies
between 53% and 61%. The Rload presented by the selfbiased cascode PA stays constantly at ~20 Ω, when VCC is
swept from 1.8 V to 4.2 V. The value of Rload is important for
the analysis of the power losses for the SM.
B. Integrated CMOS Supply Modulator
Fig. 22 shows the simplified block diagram of the CMOS
SM integrated with the cascode SiGe PA. The SM was
designed in the TSMC 0.35 μm BiCMOS process, but no
bipolar devices were used. The SM utilizes the same hybrid
switching structure as described in Section II. Although the
same SM was presented in [3], [4], its power dissipation has
not been discussed in details. In this paper, with our special
envelope shaping function and cascode self-biasing PA, we
will discuss how our SM can achieve high efficiency with a
relatively low average switching frequency.
1) Linear Stage of the Supply Modulator
The linear stage uses a folded cascode amplifier with
gain-boosting to meet the slew-rate requirement of the LTE
and WiMAX envelope signals [3]. The output stage of the
Op-Amp has a common source structure biased at the classAB mode for a good compromise between distortion and
quiescent power dissipation [3]. The efficiency of the classAB output stage is the key for achieving high efficiency of
the linear stage. Since all the DC current is supplied by the
switching stage, the loss of the class-AB stage is almost zero
at the DC level of the output signal. When the output
transistors (M1 and M2) begin to source or sink current, the
voltage across them will cause power loss, expressed as:
∙

(5)

∙

(6)

Fig. 22. Simplified block diagram of the CMOS SM integrated with the
differential cascode SiGe PA on the same die

Fig. 23 (A-D) shows the current and voltage waveforms
of the supply modulator with and without the envelope
shifting for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal. When the load
current (Iload) is higher than ISW, the pMOS device (M1) of
the class-AB stage sources the current; and when Iload is
lower than ISW, the nMOS device (M2) of the class-AB stage
sinks the current. The instantaneous power losses from M1
and M2 against the output voltage (Vout) can be clearly seen
from Fig. 23 (E) and (F). The average power loss from M1 is
reduced from 38 mW to 17 mW by using the envelope
shifting technique, while the average power losses from M2
are very close in both cases. According to (5), the envelope
shifting mainly reduces the power loss from M1 for the
class-AB stage, because it pushes Vout closer to VDD (i.e.,
VDD–Vout becomes smaller as shown in Fig. 23 (B)). On the
other hand, even though Vout becomes higher with the
envelope shifting method, the linear stage sinks less current
than the case without envelope shifting (see the comparison
between Fig. 23 (C) and (D)). This helps to maintain the
power loss from M2 roughly the same as the case without
using envelope shifting.
2) Switching Stage of the Supply modulator
In this cascode ET-PA system, the envelope shifting
method reduces the AC magnitude of the envelope signal,
while raising its DC content (see Fig. 19). Therefore, the
switching stage supplies more current to the load than the
case without envelope shifting, and its efficiency becomes
more dominant to the overall efficiency of the supply
modulator. It is well-known that there are at least two main
mechanisms of power loss in the switching stage: (1)
conduction loss; and (2) switching loss. The MOSFET
switchers need to be sized for the minimal total power loss
(i.e., the conduction loss plus the switching loss). The
conduction loss is caused by the on-resistance of the
switching FETs when they are conducting, expressed as [11]
_

∙

∙

,

1
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(A) Voltage waveforms without envelope shifting
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Fig. 23. SPICE simulated waveforms and power losses of the CMOS SM for the LTE 16QAM 5 MHz signal before and after using the envelope shifting
method: (A, B) voltage waveforms, (C, D) current waveforms, and (E, F) instantaneous power losses from the class-AB output stage of the Op-Amp. Rload =
20 Ω

where D is the average duty cycle of the switching pulses,
ISW is the average output current of the buck converter, Ron,p
is the on-resistance of the pMOS switcher, and Ron,n is the
on-resistance of the nMOS switcher. The conduction loss is
not dependent on the switching frequency and is inversely
proportional to the device width. In the design of this
integrated CMOS supply modulator, the sizes of pMOS and
nMOS of the buck converter are chosen as 20 mm × 0.4 μm
and 7 mm × 0.4 μm, respectively. According to the SPICE
simulation, Ron,p and Ron,n are ~0.26 Ω and ~0.27 Ω,
respectively. The ISW is 140 mA when driving the Rload of 20
Ω presented by the PA. Therefore, the conduction loss of the
buck converter is ~10.5 mW according to (7).
The switching loss is caused from the simultaneous
current and voltage overlap during the device on/off time
(i.e., called crossover loss in [11]), as well as the loss due to
its input and output capacitances during switching [7], [9],

[11]. The crossover loss can be minimized by adding a delay
at the gate of the nMOS as the work in [9] (see Fig. 22).
Once the crossover loss is minimized, the switching loss can
be expressed as [11]:
_

∙

,

(8)

where Cd is the total drain capacitance, Cg is the total gate
capacitance, fSW is the average switching frequency, Vdmax is
the high level voltage at the drain (i.e., 4.2 V), and Vg is the
turn-on voltage of the MOSFET switchers (i.e., 4.2 V). The
switching loss is related to both the device width and the
switching frequency. A smaller device width can have
smaller gate and drain capacitances, but causing higher
conduction loss due to its higher on-resistance. For the
selected MOSFET switchers, the total drain capacitance and
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF OUR FULLY MONOLITHIC ET-PA AND THE COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ET/POLAR PAS

[9]

Freq.
(GHz)
2.4
1.88
1.88

VDD
(V)
3.3
3.3
3.3

Pout
(dBm)
20
29
23.9

*Overall
PAE
28%
46%
34.3%

EVM

Modulation

DPD

Technology

5%
‐‐‐
2.98%

WLAN 64QAM 20 MHz
WCDMA 3.84 MHz
WiMAX 64QAM 5

Yes
No
No

[12]

2.535

6

29

43%

1.9%

LTE 16QAM 20 MHz

Yes

[22]
[24]

2.0
1.92

3.3
2.1

19.6
15.3

22.6%
22%

2.5%
1.5%

WLAN 64QAM 20 MHz
WiMAX 64QAM 5 MHz

No
Yes

[27]

1.85

5

28.9

42.2%

2.69%

LTE 16QAM 10 MHz

No

[28]

1.88

3

24.22

38.6%

3.64%

WiBro 16QAM 5 MHz

No

[29]

2.535

3.6

25.8

32.3%

3%

LTE 16QAM 10 MHz

No

[30]
This
work

2.35

3.5
4.2

25.5
41%
38%

4.5
4.9%
4.9%

LTE 16QAM 20 MHz
LTE 16QAM 5 MHz
LTE 16QAM 10 MHz

No

1.9

24.7
24
23.4

0.18 μm SiGe BiCMOS
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs
SM: 0.13 μm CMOS
PA: GaAs HBT
SM: 0.15 μm CMOS
0.13 μm CMOS
0.13 μm SOI‐CMOS
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs
SM: 0.18 μm CMOS
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs
SM: 0.13 μm CMOS
PA: 2 μm InGaP/GaAs
SM: 0.35 μm CMOS
0.18 μm SiGe BiCMOS

No

0.35 μm SiGe BiCMOS

[10]

Note: * Overall PAE includes the efficiency of the SM

maximum linear Pout is 24 dBm with an overall PAE of 41%
for the LTE 5 MHz signal. In order to achieve the same
EVM for the LTE 10 MHz signal, the maximum linear Pout
needs to be 0.6 dB lower than the case of LTE 5 MHz,
resulting in an overall PAE of 38% at Pout of 23.4 dBm.
When the ET-PA is backed off 0.5 dB from the maximum
linear Pout levels, better EVMs of 3.6% and 3.7% can be
achieved with overall PAEs of 39% and 37% for the LTE
16QAM 5 MHz and 10 MHz signals, respectively.
The output spectra of the ET-PA and the stand-alone
fixed supply PA (VCC = 4.2 V) are plotted in Fig. 26. The
ET-PA successfully passes the LTE spectral mask at Pout of
24 dBm. However, at the same Pout of 24 dBm, the standalone fixed-supply PA fails the LTE spectral mask, forcing it
to be backed off by at least 4 dB. The maximum linear Pout of
the stand-alone PA is, therefore, only 20 dBm with a PAE of
29%. The linear Pout and PAE are thus 4 dB and 12% lower
than those achieved by the ET-PA, respectively. Fig. 27 plots
the far-out output spectra of the ET-PA and the stand-alone
PA measured without any external filtering. Compared with
the stand-alone PA, the ET-PA has little spectral regrowth at
the offset of 20-30 MHz from the center frequency, but no
strong spur appears at the offset frequency above 50 MHz.
Such a spurious emission performance was achieved due to
the low average switching frequency of the SM. To further
demonstrate the advantages of the ET-PA, Fig. 28 compares
the measured EVM of the ET-PA and the stand-alone PA
against the PAE values. The ET-PA has a better EVM with
the same PAE. Table I provides the performance summary of
our fully monolithic ET-PA together with the state-of-the-art
results.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The complete design path towards our fully monolithic
BiCMOS ET-PA has been presented. A discrete hybrid
switching SM was first implemented to study the effects of
its switching frequency and bandwidth limitation to the

overall ET performance. The same circuit configuration was
used to design our CMOS SM integrated with the selfbiased cascode SiGe PA under our proposed envelope
shaping function. By analyzing the power losses of the
CMOS SM for our special ET operation, we showed that
high efficiency can still be achieved with a relatively low
average switching frequency, which helped to improve the
overall ET linearity. At 1.9 GHz, our BiCMOS ET-PA
achieved 24/23.4 dBm with the overall PAE of 41%/38%
for the LTE 16QAM 5/10 MHz signals, respectively. The
EVM below 5% and the LTE spectral mask were both
satisfied without any need of DPD techniques. The literature
survey indicates that our design achieved one of the highest
efficiency for Si-based ET PAs, approaching those III-V
semiconductor PAs for broadband mobile applications.
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Abstract—Wireless Car-to-X communication is about to enter
the mass market in upcoming years. The non-licensed, but
reserved bandwidth for such communications is relatively narrow
in terms of the few usable channels and the expected number
of communicating entities. Among other communication aspects,
data serialization schemes that allow compact encoding as well as
fast encoding and decoding are required. Compact representation
of data helps in keeping a minimal bandwidth overhead in
the wireless channel. Moreover, since delay is an important
performance parameter in Car-to-X communication, the processing time of the serialization/deserialization schemes shall be
kept to a minimum. So far, no detailed analysis of different
data serialization schemes for Car-to-X communication regarding
important properties such as runtime, memory consumption
and encoded output length has been published. In this work,
we provide a performance comparison analysis between the
standardized ASN.1 , the binary representations, Google Protocol
Buffers and Efficient XML Interchange format (EXI), all of them
as alternative strategies for data serialization. Standardized data
content for CAM, DENM and the security envelope are used in
the conducted study. We conclude that ASN.1 encoding on the
facility layer shows the best performance, outperforming Google
Protocol Buffers and EXI. However, for the case of encoding the
security envelope, ASN.1 is outperformed by a binary encoding
scheme in most cases, while EXI encoding outperforms all other
schemes. This implies that standardization efforts for the security
envelope should reconsider the recent shift from binary encoding
towards usage of ASN.1. Instead, the Efficient XML Interchange
format should be considered for this purpose.
Keywords-ETSI ITS; data serialization; ASN.1; Google Protocol
Buffers; Efficient XML Interchange format.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Car-to-X (C2X) communication systems, often called Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs), are gaining increased
attention in the awake of their upcoming deployment. Considering the high number of vehicles that are to be interconnected
and the narrow radio spectrum being a limited resource for
communication, efficient data representation is an important
aspect, which has not received much attention prior to our
work in [1].
However, the kind of data representation used for sending
content over the wireless channel significantly influences the
overall network performance. One of the key impacts is the
one on the availability of the channel, since a longer packet
implies a longer usage of the spectrum at a given transmission
rate. Since the ITS-G5 and WAVE systems both use a carrier

sense collision avoidance mechanism (CSMA-CA) for multiuser channel access, longer packets imply longer transmission
times and hence a higher channel busy ratio. This means that
nodes near a transmitter, which are willing to transmit as well,
must wait longer until the channel is free to use. Moreover,
the wireless channel has a limited capacity allowing only a
limited number of transmitted bits per unit of time. The lower
the number of transmitted messages, the higher the number of
users that could use the given frequency spectrum in parallel.
The data serialization schemes also influence processing
power requirements in both ETSI Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in Europe [2] and Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) in the United States [3].
Like most modern communication systems, C2X communication happens digitally. The latter implies that messages
between the involved nodes are represented as a series of bits,
i.e., as bit streams, in a platform independent way. As in any
software implementation of a communication system, the format of the messages exchanged between two communication
end points must be well known by them. That means that nodes
should be able to represent messages as bit streams and to
interpret them as the original messages as well. The generation
of a bit stream from a message is defined as encoding. Hence,
we refer to an encoded message as the bit stream representation
of such a message. Following the same logic, decoding is
defined as the (re-)generation of the original message from
its bit stream representation.
Several encoding schemes exist nowadays, and some of
them are used extensively in everyday data communications.
Depending on the application requirements, one scheme may
be suited better than another. The requirements for these
encoding schemes range from human readability (e.g., XML
[4], JSON [5]) or the space the bit stream takes up in memory
(e.g., ASN.1 PER encoding, binary encoding), up to system
performance, i.e., encoding/decoding processing delay (e.g.,
binary encoding, ASN.1 OER encoding).
In the C2X realm, it is significantly relevant to use a
bandwidth efficient encoding scheme since C2X communications operate under quite strict bandwidth constraints. As an
example, in Europe only one 10 MHz channel is available for
safety critical applications [6]. Therefore, an encoding scheme
that generates short bit streams out of messages is favored.
Moreover, safety related C2X applications have strict end-toend delay requirements. Therefore, encoding/decoding delays
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should be minimal such that their contribution to the end-toend delay may be considered negligible.
In this work, we focus on the comparison of the performance metrics of three coding schemes, namely Abstract
Syntax Notation 1 (ASN.1) encoding rules, Google Protocol
Buffers (protobuf) and the Efficient XML Interchange format
(EXI). We apply the mentioned data serialization schemes to
the two most common C2X message types in ETSI ITS systems, which are Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) and
Decentralized Environmental Notification Message (DENM).
Furthermore, four different encoding schemes for the ETSI ITS
security envelope are compared, which are binary encoding,
ASN.1 encoding rules, protobuf and EXI.
The remaining part of this work is organized as follows.
An overview of related work is given in Section II. Afterwards,
performance requirements and the applied measurement mechanisms are described in detail in Section III. The target platforms’ description is summarized in Section IV. The obtained
results of the extensive performance study are described in
Section V. Finally, Section VI provides a conclusion about the
achieved results.
II.

BACKGROUND

The background of this work regarding platform independent data encoding, especially in the area of ETSI ITS, is
provided in this section. Additionally, a comparison to the
limited number of other published performance studies in the
area of this work is given.
A. Data Encoding Rules
Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) and Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs) are the
two most important standardized ETSI ITS messages defined
in [7] and [8], respectively. A CAM contains basic information
about the transmitting vehicle, for example position and speed.
Depending on the purpose of the C2X application, received
CAMs are processed in specific ways. One example of an
application consuming the information contained in CAMs, is
the use case of a C2X based collision risk warning. Here, the
receiver nodes asses the risk of a collision with the transmitter
given the speed, position and heading information of the
sender, which is included in the CAM. The CAM generation
period is defined in the standard to be between 1 and 10 Hz,
being able to adapt depending on several parameters, such as
vehicle velocity and channel busy ratio [7].
In contrast to CAMs, DENMs are event-triggered messages. As its name suggest, a DENM contains information
about an event in the vicinity of the originating ITS-Station
(ITS-S). One example of an event could be a stationary vehicle
on the road. In this case, the stationary vehicle generates a
DENM and depending on the configuration might broadcast
this message periodically afterwards. The contents of the
DENM include, among other information, the position and
type of the event [8].
According to ETSI ITS standards, the encoding of CAM
and DENM is done using ASN.1 UPER (Unaligned Packed
Encoding Rules) encoding rules. There are several encoding
rules specified for ASN.1, including Basic Encoding Rules

(BER), Packed Encoding Rules (PER), Canonical Encoding
Rules (CER), Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER), Octet Encoding Rules (OER) and XML Encoding Rules (XER) among
many other flavors. Each of them is providing advantages and
disadvantages from the point of view of a specific application.
Since PER provides a more compact encoded message than
the older BER and its subsets DER and CER, it is often
used in systems where bandwidth conservation is important
[9]. This might be the reason why the CAM and DENM
standards specify that the encoding rules to be used should
be Unaligned PER (UPER). In aligned PER fields are aligned
to 8-bit octet boundaries by inserting padding bits, whereas in
UPER padding bits are never inserted between fields, hence
allowing a higher bit stream size reduction.
A widely used alternative to ASN.1 encoding rules are
the so called Google Protocol Buffers (protobuf), which are
used by Google extensively in their production environment
[10], [11]. Therefore, they can be regarded as a stable and
reliable mechanism. Protobuf offers a more simplistic approach
to the platform independent data encoding, making it easier
to manipulate and implement [10]. Additionally, they can be
configured to do encoding optimized for either fast processing
or small memory footprint. The latter is also a common feature
provided by standard ASN.1 implementations. For example,
the software provided by OSS Nokalva provides this feature
[9]. Therefore, protobuf can be seen a well comparable alternative to ASN.1 for data representation. Hence, the performance
study provided in Section V includes usage of protobuf.
Another data representation technology, which is wellknown in the automotive domain, is the so called binary
Extensible Markup Language (XML) via the Efficient XML
Interchange (EXI) standard [12]. EXI is used for the communication between electric vehicles and charging stations during
the charging process as defined in the new ISO 15118 standard
[13]. EXI is a machine-to-machine protocol, which aims in
removing all overhead coming along with XML, to enable
human readability such as indentation, whitespace and even
byte alignment (like for ASN.1 UPER). In schema less mode,
EXI tries to minimize overhead by the use of string tables,
thus reduces encoding size very rapidly for repetitive message
structures.
Moreover, EXI also allows the usage of XML schemes on
the sender and the receiver, which allows to share common
knowledge about the structure of the transferred messages in
a convenient and flexible way. EXI encoding and decoding
happens in a linear way, so that decoding can already start
when only a first part of the full message has been received.
Thus, EXI can be regarded a proper alternative to ASN.1
UPER and is therefore included in our performance study.
For the ETSI ITS security envelope two different sets of
encoding rules have been proposed so far. At first, binary encoding with explicit definition of all data fields was proposed in
[14]. Additionally, encoding using ASN.1 UPER was proposed
recently in [15]. However, no in detail comparison of these
two proposals is available, except of our prior work in [1]. As
further reference schemes, protobuf and EXI are also used for
the security envelope in the performance study, presented in
Section V.
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There are important differences to consider when comparing different data representation schemes. Some of the most
relevant are,
•

how are optional fields within messages handled, i.e.,
how is a field’s presence or absence represented,

•

possibility of future backward compatibility when
extending a message, i.e., adding of new mandatory
or optional data fields,

•

byte alignment,

•

providing the functionality of data compression, for
example variable length representation of integers.

These differences allow many different combinations which
could be used and are actually to be found in various practically used mechanisms. An overview of this set of basic
properties for the data representation schemes used later in
this work is provided in Table I.
TABLE I.

OVERVIEW OF BASIC PROPERTIES FOR DIFFERENT SCHEMES
OF PLATFORM INDEPENDENT DATA REPRESENTATION .

presence of
optional fields
extendability
byte alignment
compression

binary [14]

ASN.1 UPER

protobuf [16]

EXI

not encoded
no
yes
normally no
only one type

encoded
no
no
yes

encoded
yes
yes
yes
byte blocks

encoded
yes
no
yes
byte blocks

As a comparison example, the standardized binary encoding for the ETSI ITS security envelope uses no explicit
encoding of optional fields [14], allowing no possibility of a
backward compatible extension. It also uses data compression
only for one specific data type (IntX [14]), which is a variable
length integer type. This type is almost exclusively used to
encode the length of data fields and not for encoding real data
content. Protobuf and EXI both use variable length encoding
for integers, but the size of an integer still has to be an integer
multiple of one byte.
In regard to extendability, protobuf provides a backward
compatibility property, which allows to add message structures
without any change to the encoding and decoding code. EXI
has a similar feature when using schema files for message
specification. Here the schema file might be updated in a way
that the old message specification is still valid (e.g., by adding
an optional element). In this case, no change in the encoding
and decoding code is necessary either.
Alternative publicly available data serialization tools for
converting arbitrary data into a platform independent binary
representation include systems like Apache Avro, Apache
Thrift or Message Pack [17]–[19]. These systems are either less
mature or deployed to a much smaller extent in professional
environments compared to ASN.1 and protobuf (e.g., see [20]
for protobuf vs. Thrift). Therefore, they are not studied in detail
in this work. Additionally, serialization technologies like XML
or JSON, which aim to achieve a human readable and easy to
parse data representation at the price of increased encoding
length are out of the scope of this work. Such systems are not
appropriate to be used in bandwidth constrained communication systems.

B. State of the Art and Contribution of this Work
There are several publications comparing other encoding
schemes, such as XML with ASN.1. For example, the authors
in [21] compare the performance between binary encoded
XML and ASN.1 by running the tests on PC machines. In
[22], the authors compare the performance of XML against
ASN.1 BER on digitally signed data. They conclude that for
applications where high performance is required, ASN.1 BER
may be a better choice.
In [23] authors compare the performance of XML, JSON
and protobuf in terms of data size and coding speed. The
authors conclude that protobuf requires less bytes for the
message representation in comparison with XML or JSON.
The authors also explore the possibility of compressing XML
and JSON messages using gzip [24]. In the latter case, both
compressed text formats perform better than protobuf in terms
of data size. In terms of speed, the authors show that protobuf
performs better than both text schemes.
In [25], authors perform a similar study to the one in
[23] and expand it for performance in energy consumption,
relevant for a smartphone use case. They also show that
gzip-compressed protobuf, a variant not explored in [23],
performs better in terms of encoded data size in comparison
with compressed XML, but worse than compressed JSON.
When the authors measure performance in respect to encoding
time, they conclude that for the data set they used protobuf
performs better. On the parsing process on the receiver side,
i.e., decoding, JSON performs slightly better than the other
two schemes.
A performance comparison between gzip-XML as well as
ASN.1 PER against EXI is provided in [26], where it is shown
that EXI greatly outperforms both other schemes for the used
test data set. In [27] Peintner et al. highlight the advantages of
schema-enabled EXI in the domain of multimedia applications
for embedded systems over the use of plain XML in respect of
encoding and decoding performance as well as compression.
They especially focus on the encoding of SVG vector graphics
and introduce an approach for a more efficient data type
representation in combination with EXI in this domain.
To the understanding of the authors at the time of writing
this work, there are no previous studies focusing on a quantitative comparison of performance measurements between ASN.1
UPER, protobuf and EXI, specifically on the field of C2X
communications. Although, ETSI ITS standards for the facility
layer define the encoding mechanisms as ASN.1, this work
should provide some insight for the viability of an alternative
based on an open source development (i.e., protobuf) or on
EXI.
An alternative suggestion to binary encoding of the security
envelope using ASN.1 encoding has been proposed in a recent
ETSI ITS draft standard [15]. However, there are currently
no performance studies available providing insights on which
alternative should be selected. Moreover, EXI encoding has
not been considered for ETSI ITS data representation so
far. Another contribution of this work is to provide some
information on the performance comparison of these encoding
schemes on different computing platforms such as embedded
systems.
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III.

P ERFORMANCE R EQUIREMENTS AND
M EASUREMENTS

The performance metrics considered in the evaluation of
the different encoding schemes are
1)
2)
3)

computation time,
memory footprint on computation and
encoded data length.

Aspects 1 and 2 clearly focus on the required computing
power for the encoding and decoding process. As ETSI ITS
technology shall be implemented in embedded systems, e.g.,
in vehicles, these criteria are quite important due to the
limited resources typically available in such systems. The used
tools and methodology to measure these kind of metrics are
described in Section IV-B.
The length of the encoded data is a criteria which mostly
influences the required communication bandwidth on the wireless channel. It directly determines how long it takes to
communicate a data packet over the air. Given that a communication channel has a limited capacity, the length of the
encoded messages directly influences the number of possible
transmissions over the air in a specific time span. Additionally,
ETSI ITS uses only a single control channel to distribute
important CAMs and DENMs. Therefore, an increased size of
the encoded data packet directly leads to a decrease in system
performance and scalability.
IV.

TARGET P LATFORMS

In order to obtain reliable results for our performance
study, different hardware platforms with a common software
configuration have been used. Details about the used hardware
are given in Section IV-A, while the software framework is
discussed in Section IV-B.
A. Hardware
To execute our performance measurements of the data
serialization schemes in question, we have used three different
platforms. The reason is to show the influence of different
used hardware technologies as well as to exclude effects on
the overall performance study caused by a single processor
technology. Table II summarizes the main characteristics of
the three platforms used during our experiments.
TABLE II.
type
clock speed
clock res.

U SED CPU HARDWARE AND ACHIEVABLE MEASUREMENT
ACCURACY VIA L INUX CLOCK COUNTERS .
AMD Geode LX
500 MHz
2 ns

Intel Atom Z520PT
1.33 GHz
1 ns

Intel Core i7-2640M
2.8 GHz
1 ns

More details about the used processor technologies can be
found in references [28]–[30].
The clock resolution given in Table II was obtained by using the clock getres() [31] function on the individual platforms
in the software environment described in the next section.
B. Software
On all platforms, a standard Debian Linux [32] system with
kernel version 3.16.0 was used as the underlying operating

system during the performance study. Furthermore, ASN.1
related functionality was provided by the FFASN1 Compiler
[33]. Additionally, correctness of encoding as well as the
encoded data length was double checked with the ASN.1
library from OSS Nokalva [9]. Protobuf was used in version
2.5.0 as provided by the Debian distribution.
EXI related functionality was provided by the Embeddable
EXI Processor in C (exip) library [34]. A double check of
the correctness of the encoding and the preparation of the
schemes for exip have been done with the Java-based OpenEXI
software [35]. For binary encoding of the security envelope the
implementation from the ezCar2X framework [36] was used.
All used software was compiled on the target with the GCC
compiler version 4.8.2 [37]. Thereby, strong optimization was
enabled with the -O3 compiler flag.
In contrast to our prior work in [1], we focus the performance study in this work on the time optimized (TOED)
implementation variants of the regarded data (de-)serialization
schemes. This is done, as the results in [1] clearly show
that computational processing on all used target platforms is
bound by pure CPU speed. Thus, the TOED implementations
clearly outperform their space optimized (SOED) counterparts
in regard to all considered performance criteria. For more
details about this aspect the reader is referred to [1].
For timing measurements, the Linux kernel high performance counters have been used, which can be accessed
from user space by calling the clock gettime() function [31].
Thereby, CLOCK PROCESS CPUTIME ID was used as the
clock ID in order to determine only the time spent in the
process, which contains the algorithm to be measured. An
accuracy of up to 1 ns can be achieved, if the underlying
hardware permits such accurate measurements [38]. In order to
make the measurements more accurate, the suggestions from
[39] for avoiding effects of out-of-order execution have been
applied. Therefore, the CPUID instruction was executed before
and after calling the clock gettime() function.
The described methodology for time measurements is
preferred over directly reading the CPU’s time stamp counter
(TSC), which is for example used in [39]. The reason is that
while [39] uses operations only available inside the Linux
kernel, the measurements in our performance study are done in
the user space. Therefore, certain prerequisites of the approach
from [39] like disabling of interrupts or scheduling cannot be
fulfilled. Hence, we rely on the implementation of the clock
counter in the Linux kernel.
An algorithm’s main memory footprint (heap as well as
stack usage) was measured by the help of the so called
malloc count framework [40]. This framework allows arbitrary
parts of a program to be traced by inserting dedicated function
calls into it. These calls where only used during memory
measurements and were removed during timing measurements
as they would introduce overhead. Other memory tracing
tools like massiv from the valgrind framework [41] do not
allow adjustment of the measurement procedure with such fine
granularity. Therefore, malloc count was used to obtain the
results presented in Section V-C.
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V.

P ERFORMANCE S TUDY

The conducted performance study is discussed in detail in this section. Firstly, the data content to be used
for (de-)serialization is described in Section V-A. Secondly,
the procedure for generating encoding rules for serialization
schemes not present in current standards (i.e., protobuf and
EXI) is introduced in Section V-B. Finally, Section V-C provides the results obtained in the extensive performance study,
using the methodology from Section IV on content described
in Sections V-A and V-B.
A. Content for Encoding and Decoding
For this performance study, we have selected the subset of
fields that are defined as mandatory in the standards of CAM
and DENM. This implies that the results showed here provide
a lower bound of performance of all the considered encoding
schemes. For these messages, we have used real data within
the message content as far as possible, e.g., we included real
time stamps and coordinates.
The studied security envelopes consist of the message fields
as specified in [14] and [15], where all defined security profiles
(three in total) are taken into consideration. Additionally, for
the CAM security profile (security profile number 1) two cases
have to be distinguished. The corresponding envelope can hold
a signed certificate or just an eight byte hash value of the
certificate. Both cases have been included in the performance
study.
It should be noted, that the depth of nested data structures
significantly affects the performance of encoding and decoding
mechanisms. Thus, an overview of the hierarchy of data
elements (often called containers in the ETSI ITS context) is
given in Table III. Four different cases are considered for the
security envelope, which relate to the three different security
profiles from [14].
TABLE III.

OVERVIEW OF NESTING OF DATA FIELDS FOR CAM,
DENM AND SECURITY ENVELOPE .

nesting level
CAM
DENM
sec. profile 1
sec. profile 1
sec. profile 2
sec. profile 3

(CAM) w/o cert.
(CAM) w. cert.
(DENM)
(Generic)

1
2
4
5
5
5
5

2
4
8
16
22
22
22

3
4
4
4
21
23
22

4
20
0
0
11
11
11

5
10
0
0
0
0
0

The numbers in Table III give the amount of data sets
(mandatory and optional) found at the different nesting levels.
To obtain the figures in Table III, the full data sets were
represented in a tree structure. As we use only mandatory fields
in our performance study, the elements of sub-trees following
an optional element are not counted. Nesting level one means
the top level of the data packet, whereas nesting level five
relates to the data elements at the most deeply nested position
inside the data packet.
In order to separate the security component tests from
others, no real payload was used on these tests. For the case
of binary encoding, the envelope only includes the mandatory
one byte dummy payload as specified in the standard [14].

Listing 1. VerificationKey element from the security envelope as implemented
according to the standard.

< s 0 : V e r i f i c a t i o n K e y>
<s 0 : K e y>
<s 0 : E c d s a N i s t p 2 5 6 W i t h S h a 2 5 6>
<s 0 : p u b l i c K e y>
<s 0 : C o m p r e s s e d L s b Y 0>
<s 0 : x>FFFFFFFF< / s 0 : x>
< / s 0 : C o m p r e s s e d L s b Y 0>
< / s 0 : p u b l i c K e y>
< / s 0 : E c d s a N i s t p 2 5 6 W i t h S h a 2 5 6>
< / s 0 : K e y>
< / s 0 : V e r i f i c a t i o n K e y>

Listing 2.

Optimized VerificationKey element from the security envelope.

<s 0 : S u b j e c t A t t r i b u t e V e r i f i c a t i o n K e y E c d s a
N i s t p 2 5 6 W i t h S h a 2 5 6 C o m p r e s s e d L s b Y 0>FFFFFFFF
</ s 0 : S u b j e c t A t t r i b u t e V e r i f i c a t i o n K e y E c d s a
N i s t p 2 5 6 W i t h S h a 2 5 6 C o m p r e s s e d L s b Y 0>

B. Encoding Rules for Google Protocol Buffers and Efficient
XML Interchange Format
The definition files for protobuf and the XML scheme files
for EXI were derived from the ASN.1 definitions given in
standards [7], [8], [15]. Transformation from ASN.1 definitions
to protobuf and EXI is straightforward due to the low number
of available data types in both. During the transformation
process always the smallest protobuf (or EXI) data type, which
is able to hold the corresponding ASN.1 data type, was selected
to avoid introducing unnecessary overhead.
Protobuf does not provide a data element for choices, thus
all possible subjects of a choice where chosen to be optional
elements. This also means that, the protobuf library does not
provide any possibility to check whether exactly one of the to
be chosen elements was actually chosen. Thus, this check is
left to the user of the auto-generated code.
In the performance study case for EXI, two approaches
were followed. At first, a full mapping of the standard to an
EXI schema has been developed. These schema files contain
a lot of nesting levels, leading often to (informationally)
unnecessary content. On the other hand, this makes the existing
schemes easy to expand and very structured. However, in all
cases the full schema description has to be updated on both
sender and receiver when introducing fundamental changes
in the message structure. Since one of the key parameters in
this study is the size of the encoded messages, we opted for
introducing data optimized schemes. In other words, in the
schema files the unnecessary nesting levels are merged, thus
decreasing the number of options in the EXI grammars. The
difference in respect to XML structure of the elements can be
seen exemplarily in Listings 1 and 2.
As one can see from comparing Listings 1 and 2, the
number of tags required for storing the same amount of
payload is reduced from six to only one. Thus, this clearly
reduces the amount of metadata in the serialized data, which
leads to reduced encoding length.
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TABLE V.

C. Results of Performance Study
The results of the conducted performance study regarding
memory consumption and encoded output length are summarized below. At first, in Tables IV (CAM), V (DENM),
and VI (security envelope) results for encoding (i.e., data
serialization) are given. Second, results for decoding (i.e., data
deserialization) are provided in Tables VIII and IX. In the
following, individual results for these message contents are
analyzed in detail.
Memory requirements, as well as encoding length are
independent of the used CPU architecture. Therefore, just a
single result is given for these criteria in the following analysis.
Runtime performance, which is clearly processor specific, is
presented later on.
In the following analysis, all encoding lengths and memory
consumption measurement results are given in bytes. To provide a fair comparison, all memory consumption and runtime
measurements for the EXI data serialization scheme give the
results for normal, i.e., non optimized, data representation.
At first, the results for data encoding, i.e., serialization into
the data format transmitted over the network, are given in
Section V-C1. A discussion about the results for data decoding,
i.e., deserialization of data received from the network follows
in Section V-C2.
1) Data Encoding: Data encoding (i.e., serialization) is
studied in the following, as it happens at the sender side of a
communication connection.
At first, encoding performance for CAMs is studied in
detail. The achieved results are summarized in Table IV.
Thereby, the value in brackets in the EXI column gives the
achieved message size for the case of using the optimized
message definition set as introduced in Section V-B.
TABLE IV.

E NCODING PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR CAM S .

heap / stack
encoded length

protobuf
242 / 1864
165

ASN.1
66 / 3112
41

EXI
62656 / 210
64 (opt: 61)

From Table IV, one can see clearly that protobuf generates
almost four times more output bytes than ASN.1 for an
encoded CAM. Both the standard as well as the optimization
variants of EXI encoding are clearly outperformed by ASN.1,
but achieve smaller encoding size than protobuf.
The generated protobuf code uses less memory (cumulative
heap and stack) than the ASN.1 implementation. From the
measurement results, it is clear that both protobuf and ASN.1,
outperform the EXI implementation in regard to memory usage. This is because, the chosen EXI implementation does not
use any static a-priori knowledge like the auto-generated code
used for ASN.1 and protobuf. Instead, the used library builds
up all required trees for encoding on demand in memory. This
clearly leads to increased memory consumption and runtime,
as one can see from runtime measurement results given in the
following. Thus, for a production system one would choose
to use a less flexible, but more memory and runtime efficient
implementation.
We now study the encoding performance of DENMs. The
corresponding results are given in Table V.

E NCODING PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR DENM S .

enc. type
heap / stack
encoded length

protobuf
126 / 1752
114

ASN.1
75 / 2792
43

EXI
61608 / 175
52 (opt: 51)

As one can clearly see, the memory consumption is similar
to the encoding of CAMs but somewhat lower. This is in
line with the smaller size of encoded data. As less data
has to be encoded, a lower memory consumption can be
expected. Additionally, the protobuf encoding shows again the
smallest memory footprint of all of the shown four encoding
schemes. Furthermore, protobuf performs worst in encoded
length, however it only needs roughly three times as much
space as ASN.1 compared to almost four times for CAMs.
Moreover, the difference between encoding lengths for
ASN.1 and EXI in Table V is significantly smaller than for the
CAM case. From studying the different encoding rules, one can
see that protobuf introduces more overhead for deep nesting
structures than ASN.1 does. From the data analysis provided in
Table III, one can see that CAM uses much more and much
deeper nested data structures compared to their counterparts
in DENM and security envelope. Thus, the difference between
the overhead caused by protobuf for the CAM and DENM data
sets is as can be expected.
Table VI gives the performance results for main memory
consumption as well as encoding length for the ETSI ITS
security envelope.
TABLE VI.

E NCODING PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE SECURITY
ENVELOPE .

enc. type
binary

protobuf

ASN.1

EXI

profile
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3

heap/stack
240 / 12168
798 / 15800
798 / 15800
798 / 15800
1784 / 13528
3819 / 15016
4023 / 15016
3865 / 15016
1463 / 19784
2186 / 20528
2186 / 20528
2186 / 20528
61760 / 680
63313 / 680
63553 / 680
63457 / 680

enc. length
96
222
233
230
133
306
318
312
88
240
249
247
90 (opt: 87)
210 (opt: 201)
215 (opt: 206)
213 (opt: 204)

In Table VI the profile column gives the number of the
applied security profile as defined in [14]. As described above
in Section V-A, the two cases of an envelope with and without
certificate have to be distinguished for security profile number
one (used for CAMs).
Comparing the overhead introduced by protobuf encoding,
its size is between the overheads for CAM (being larger) and
the one for DENM (being smaller). Such behavior can be
expected, as the nesting of the security envelope is deeper
than the one for DENM, but no such deep as for CAM (see
also Table III).
The encoding lengths for security profiles two and three
are only different for the case of binary encoding and not
for ASN.1 encoding, as the data field called message type is
optional according to [14] but required according to the ASN.1
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One can see from the most right column of Table VI that,
in all cases binary encoding clearly outperforms protobuf in
respect to achieved encoding length. Additionally, it outperforms ASN.1 encoding in three out of four cases, the only
exception being the case of security profile number 1 without
certificate. In this case, ASN.1 encoding uses only 9 bytes less
than binary encoding. However, for the case with certificate
and security profile one, ASN.1 requires 19 more bytes than
binary encoding. Furthermore, binary encoding requires 18
bytes less for security profile number two against ASN.1 and
21 bytes less for security profile number 3, respectively.
The results from Table VI clearly show that the normal EXI
encoding scheme achieves the smallest packet size for security
profile one with certificate as well as profiles two and three.
Additionally, it outperforms binary and protobuf encoding for
the case of security profile one without certificate and is
only slightly outperformed by the ASN.1 encoding scheme.
However, the optimized variant of EXI encoding significantly
outperforms all other schemes in regard to message size.
In order to decide which encoding scheme performs best
for security profile one, the average size of the security
envelope should be considered. Due to varying CAM emission
frequency (from 1 to 10 Hz) and the different certificate
inclusion rules (see [14]), only a lower limit for the average
size of the security envelope for profile one can be given. The
average size of the security envelope ssec is to be calculated
by
ssec =

(fCAM − fcert ) · sw/o + fcert · sw
; fcert ≤ fCAM
fCAM

Thereby, the size of the security envelope without certificate is
denoted by sw/o and the one with included certificate by sw .
To calculate the metric of the lower limit of ssec , the maximum
CAM emission frequency fCAM , of 10 Hz, together with the
minimum certificate inclusion frequency fcert , of 1 Hz, is used.
The different values of this metric for the regarded encoding
schemes are given in Table VII.
TABLE VII.

M INIMUM AVERAGE SIZE OF THE SECURITY ENVELOPE
FOR CAM S ( SECURITY PROFILE ONE ).

encoding scheme
min (ssec )

binary
108.6

protobuf
150.3

ASN.1
103.2

EXI
102 (opt: 98.4)

One can see from the results provided in Table VII that EXI
encoding achieves the best minimum average encoding length.
This means, that with EXI encoding the average message
size will always be smaller than the one for other encoding schemes, whatever CAM generation rate and certificate
inclusion rates are applied. The saved message size for the
optimized variant of EXI in comparison to the normal EXI

encoding is an additional 3.53%. In comparison to the standardized binary encoding scheme, it even saves the significant
amount of 9.39% in message size.
To obtain results for the computation time we ran the
measurement procedure described in Section IV-B 10,000
times and computed the average of the measured outcome.
Corresponding results for all processor types from Table II are
shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. Please note that the vertical axis
of the graphs uses a logarithmic scale. Additionally, for binary
encoding only four runtime measurement results are provided
per processor as this scheme is not defined for encoding of
CAMs and DENMs. Therefore, only the four different kinds
of security envelope encoding have been measured.
An overview about the achieved runtime performance
measurements on an Intel Core i7 processor is provided in
Figure 1 (see also Table II).
100000

runtime in ns

definition given in [15]. As the only difference between these
two security profiles is the presence of the message type data
field, this difference vanishes in the case of ASN.1 encoding.
Therefore, memory consumption is identical for these two
cases. In order for a difference between the two security
profiles to exist, our protobuf and EXI definitions declare
the message type field as being optional. From a semantical
perspective, it makes no sense to give a message type in case of
profile number three, as this is the default profile for messages
of type Generic [14].
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Figure 1. Encoding runtime performance of ETSI ITS CAM, DENM and
security envelope encoding on an Intel Core i7 processor.

The obtained results clearly show that, for the security
envelope, binary encoding is significantly faster than the two
other encoding schemes. Additionally, ASN.1 encoding outperforms its protobuf and EXI counterparts.
A significant source of influence on runtime performance
for encoding the security envelope is the high number of small
and deeply nested data fields used for defining the security
envelope (see also Table III). The achieved results depicted in
Figure 1 indicate that binary encoding can handle this kind
of structure better than the other encoding schemes can do.
Moreover, ASN.1 and protobuf are almost on par and both
clearly outperform the EXI mechanism.
To avoid overloading the figures, the computed standard
deviation of the measured runtimes are not shown. In general
the standard deviation was quite low, e.g., a value of 152 ns
was found for binary encoding of the security envelope with security profile one without included certificate. The differences
between the obtained results of different encoding schemes
for same encoded data content are always bigger than three
times the standard deviation of the corresponding runtimes.
Therefore, the achieved measurement results can be regarded
as reliable.
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The results obtained from the runtime measurements on
an Intel Atom processor are depicted in Figure 2 (see also
Table II).
1e+06
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Sec.1w/o
Sec.1w
Sec.2
Sec.3

Given the latter statement, we conclude that the achieved
results can also be used to interpret the behavior of the studied
encoding algorithms within embedded systems using medium
speed processors, nevertheless low end, low power processors
may possibly behave differently.
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Figure 2. Encoding runtime performance of ETSI ITS CAM, DENM and
security envelope encoding on an Intel Atom processor.

Comparing Figure 2 to Figure 1, one can see that except of
a general increase in runtime (please note the different scaling
of the vertical axis of both figures), the overall results are
the same for the Atom and the Core i7 processor technology.
Due to the lower processor speed (see also Table II) such an
increase in runtime can be expected. However, the increase
is somewhat bigger than what can be calculated by just
determining the factor one obtains from dividing the respective processor clock speeds. It is reasonable to observe an
advantage in the runtime performance of the Core i7, which is
due to the improved processor technology such as precaching
algorithms, as it was introduced to the market significantly
later than the used Atom processor.
Finally, Figure 3 provides the results of runtime measurements conducted using an AMD Geode processor (see also
Table II).

runtime in ns

1e+06
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Sec.1w
Sec.2
Sec.3

In summary, it has been shown that regarding runtime and
memory consumption, binary encoding outperforms all other
studied encoding schemes running on all platforms. Regarding
ASN.1, it can only achieve a shorter encoding length than
binary encoding in the case of security profile number 1
without certificate. However, for the security envelope case
EXI encoding, especially the optimized variant, outperforms
all other serialization schemes in regard to message length.
It is worth to note that, the default timing interval for
including a certificate in the security envelope of a CAM
is equal to the default sending interval of CAMs (see [14]
[7]). The latter means that normally CAMs are sent with a
certificate included in the envelope. Therefore, the results show
that the newer standard [15] defining the security envelope
using ASN.1 significantly deteriorates the performance of its
encoding compared to the preceding standard [14], which uses
a binary encoding scheme. Furthermore, as ASN.1 does not
provide a forward compatibility functionality, like e.g., protobuf would do, there is almost no reason why one should prefer
ASN.1 over binary encoding. Instead, one should consider EXI
encoding to benefit of a shortening in encoded size of the
security envelope of about 9.39%.
The conducted performance study also shows that protobuf
cannot be seen as a real alternative to ASN.1 for ETSI ITS
data encoding. Protobuf is outperformed by ASN.1 on almost
all of the selected important performance criteria on any of
the platforms used and for all kinds of data types considered.
Protobuf was found to be somewhat smaller compared to the
respective ASN.1 counterpart only on the memory footprint
parameter for some kinds of data types. Nevertheless, also in
those particular cases, protobuf is not able to outperform the
binary encoding scheme of the security envelope.
2) Data Decoding: In the following, the results for data decoding (i.e., deserialization) are provided. These mechanisms
are required at the receiver side of a message exchange. As the
number of other ITS-Ss is typically quite high in a VANET
and the majority of messages is broadcast traffic (e.g., CAMs
and DENMs), message decoding happens much more often
than message encoding. Thus, poor computational performance
of a data representation scheme leads to significantly higher
penalty at the receiver’s side compared to the sender’s side.
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From the comparison of results shown in Figure 3 to
the results given in Figures 1 and 2, one can see that the
overall outcome of the performance study does not change by
switching from a modern high speed processor (like the Core
i7) to a quite old and low speed processor, like the AMD
Geode.
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Figure 3. Encoding runtime performance of ETSI ITS CAM, DENM and
security envelope encoding on an AMD Geode processor.

Table VIII provides an overview of the memory consumption regarding stack and heap usage of the different
deserialization mechanisms for CAM and DENM data types.
The obtained results clearly show, that protobuf uses the
least amount of memory (cumulative stack and heap) and EXI
performs worst in regard to this criteria. Like for encoding
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M EMORY RELATED DECODING PERFORMANCE RESULTS
FOR CAM S AND DENM S .

CAM: heap / stack
DENM: heap / stack

protobuf
242 / 1800
126 / 1624

ASN.1
370 / 2968
816 / 2872

EXI
3850 / 210
3630 / 135

results (see Tables IV and V), the EXI decoder uses the
majority of its memory on the heap in contrast to both protobuf
and ASN.1, which take the majority of their memory from the
stack.

runtime in ns

TABLE VIII.

CAM
DENM
Sec.1w/o
Sec.1w
Sec.2
Sec.3

10000

Table IX summarizes the results for memory usage of the
different deserialization schemes for the security envelope.
D ECODING PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE SECURITY
ENVELOPE .
enc. type
binary

protobuf

ASN.1

EXI

profile
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3
1 no cert.
1 cert.
2
3

heap/stack
872 / 15480
1709 / 19208
1773 / 19208
1717 / 19208
1916 / 19992
3665 / 20632
3869 / 20632
3711 / 20632
1296 / 13016
4255 / 14040
4327 / 14040
4311 / 14040
13375 / 1080
14131 / 1100
14195 / 1140
14198 / 1136

In contrast to results for CAM and DEMN deserialization,
for decoding of the security envelope ASN.1 uses less memory
than protobuf, which showed the best performance for CAM
as well as DENM. Furthermore, EXI exhibits the smallest
memory footprint for all security profiles, significantly outperforming binary and ASN.1 decoding schemes. This clearly
shows the dependence of a data (de-)serialization scheme on
the used structure of the message.
Memory usage of EXI decoding is much smaller compared
to encoding (see also Table VI). This is because the chosen
decoder design does not try to build a full message tree in
memory before returning the decoded message to the user.
Instead, the approach is more like the one for simple binary
decoding. The data packet is parsed element by element and
for each primitive data type found (e.g., an integer) an a-priori
registered callback function (provided by the user) is called.
This usage of a-priori information clearly reduces memory
consumption inside the decoding method significantly.
Runtime measurements of the different message decoding
mechanisms on the three regarded hardware platforms are
discussed in the following.
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Figure 4. Decoding runtime performance of ETSI ITS CAM, DENM and
security envelope encoding on an Intel Core i7 processor.

for CAM and DENM is much bigger than for the security
envelope. What is more, protobuf performs poorly for the
case of CAM and DENM. EXI shows the worst decoding
runtime performance for the security envelope. Furthermore,
for protobuf and EXI, decoding of CAM and DENM takes
longer than decoding of a security envelope with profile one
with certificate. This is a quite unexpected result, as the
envelope is significantly longer than a CAM or DENM (see
also Tables IV, V, and VI).
Comparison of the decoding results from Figure 4 with
encoding results from Figure 1 shows that for all data representation mechanisms decoding is faster than encoding. This
is clearly a beneficial property for VANETs, as the number
of received (i.e., decoded) messages will typically greatly
outnumber the number of sent (i.e., encoded) messages.
Figure 5 gives the runtime measurement results for the
Intel Atom platform.
1e+06
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TABLE IX.
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Figure 4 provides the results of runtime measurements on
the Core i7 platform.
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As one can see from Figure 4, binary encoding significantly
outperforms its counterparts for all variants of the security
envelope. However, for decoding the gap between binary and
ASN.1 is smaller than for encoding (see also Figure 1).

Figure 5. Decoding runtime performance of ETSI ITS CAM, DENM and
security envelope encoding on an Intel Atom processor.

Additionally, ASN.1 performs best for both CAM and
DENM decoding. An interesting finding is that the performance gap between ASN.1 and protobuf as well as EXI

While the overall amount of required runtime increases
in comparison to the results for the Core i7 platform, no

ary

.1
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significant change in the relationship between the different
deserialization methods can be obtained.
Finally, Figure 6 provides runtime measurement results for
the AMD Geode platform.
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Figure 6. Decoding runtime performance of ETSI ITS CAM, DENM and
security envelope encoding on an AMD Geode processor.

As before, it can be seen that the overall processing
time scales again when compared to the Atom and Core i7
platforms, but in general the relation between deserialization
mechanisms is the same as with the other platforms. Thus,
it can be concluded that the obtained results for the relation
between processing speeds of the different data representation
schemes is the same on all regarded platforms.
In summary, the obtained performance measurement results
for data deserialization are in line with the results of data
serialization provided in Section V-C1.
An overall conclusion about the achieved results in this
work is to be found in the following Section VI.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Efficient data encoding schemes are required for future
bandwidth-limited C2X communication. In this work, we have
addressed three main performance metrics in C2X communications, which are encoded data length, runtime and memory
footprint. A study on these metrics for the ASN.1, Google
Protocol Buffers (protobuf) and the Efficient XML Interchange
format (EXI) encoding schemes has been performed using
ETSI ITS CAM and DENM messages as well as for their
security envelopes. On the latter, we have further evaluated
these metrics for the case of binary encoding, too. To make
the study as independent on the hardware as possible, the evaluation was done using three different processor technologies.
Our work also presents the used methodology for obtaining
the mentioned performance metrics.
The results presented show that the outlined measurement
methodology is able to provide the required performance
characteristics in a reliable way. Additionally, it was found
that the performance of the different encoding technologies is
independent of the used processor technology.

From the presented results, it is clear that the performance
of protobuf and EXI schemes are almost always outperformed
by ASN.1 encoding w.r.t. the required encoding delay or
runtime. Only in a minor amount of the studied cases, protobuf
outperformed ASN.1 encoding with regard to its memory
footprint. EXI showed to be the most expensive scheme
in terms of memory footprint. In terms of encoding length
for the cases of CAM and DENM ASN.1 UPER encoding
performs better compared to EXI and protobuf. For these cases,
the differences in length between the serialized information
generated by EXI schemes and ASN.1 were considerable but
small. In contrast, protobuf serialized message lengths are so
large that this scheme cannot be used in C2X communication.
An important result of the conducted performance study is
that binary encoding greatly outperforms ASN.1 encoding in
the clear majority of cases for the security envelope. ASN.1
actually outperformed its binary counterpart with respect to
encoded data length only in one of the studied cases (security
envelope for CAMs without certificate). Regarding runtime,
binary encoding performs significantly better in all studied
cases. The latter implies that the recent shift from binary
towards ASN.1 encoding (from [14] to [15]) is not justified
at least by the mentioned performance metrics.
In case a more compact representation of the security
envelope is required than binary encoding can provide, one
should consider to move to EXI data representation instead
of its ASN.1 counterpart. The EXI variant always provides a
smaller serialization size in average and current performance
burdens are likely to be overcome with an implementation
being more targeted to the specific ETSI ITS use case.
Therefore, the authors propose to conduct additional studies
involving either extensive simulations or field tests using both
technologies before finalizing the corresponding standard in
order to determine which encoding scheme should be used for
mass rollout of the future ETSI ITS system.
Directions on future work may include an extension of
the provided performance study regarding new upcoming
platform independent encoding schemes like Apache Avro
[17]. Such systems may provide more flexibility regarding
how to organize the encoded data. However, future research
has to show whether these improvements have to be paid
for by a performance degradation limiting practical usability.
Additionally, more runtime efficient implementations of the
used Efficient XML Interchange format can be studied to
enhance practical usability of this data representation scheme.
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Abstract—This paper describes the considerable role of Quality
of Service (QoS) for Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC)
clients connected with an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)-based
IP Television (IPTV) infrastructure. To raise the quality of
experience for IPTV customers, the article focuses on the merging
of the technical capabilities arising from both the IMS-based
telecommunication networks including IPTV specific components
and the WebRTC clients. The ongoing WebRTC standardization
process as well as the state of the art WebRTC-QoS trends are
considered. To enrich typical IPTV services with appropriate
network QoS characteristics a scheme has been developed. The
author’s concept presents a proposal of an architecture featuring
an integrated QoS functionality for WebRTC in conjunction with
IPTV services. With our new approach, a WebRTC user inside
a 4G mobile network can benefit from the integrated end-toend quality for real-time IPTV services like Live TV. Composed
of several open-source-based testbed solutions, a first prototype
has been developed illustrating the QoS initiation procedures
primarily.
Keywords-QoS; WebRTC; IMS-based IPTV; EPS;

I. I NTRODUCTION
In times of ever-growing bandwidth needs by Internet
users, applications and tightened network resources on side
of the network infrastructure providers the importance of
QoS mechanics rises heavily. Technologies enabling QoS
needs to get deployed more and more corresponding to the
communication context (e.g., for conversational voice: delay
sensitive, for file transfer: packet loss sensitive). This especially
embraces those applications that are not affected by QoS
reservations a network provider manages thus far, the so
called Over The Top (OTT) services. This includes all the
currently established WebRTC services. If the WebRTC client
requests for QoS ensured network resources while starting a
new communication session, the telecommunications network
can provide adequate resources. The advantages are obvious:
both end-users and network providers can benefit from such
an approach. For the end-users it is possible to experience a
high quality even in OTT applications like WebRTC services

and for the network provider new business cases are revealed
when it is possible to sell the QoS features (inherited from
Evolved Packet System (EPS) and fixed line Next Generation
Network (NGN) networks) to OTT applications and end-users.
The provisioning of bandwidth many times over the needful
proportion (the so called ”‘overprovisioning”’) is going to
get increasingly unsuitable. This applies to all kinds of IPTV
services, especially if they deliver their content with High
Definition (HD) or Ultra-High-Definition resolutions. The
realisation of live TV with 4K display resolution would increase
the end-to-end data rate enormously. Taking those trends into
account, it seems reasonable for network infrastructure operators
to provide the bandwidth in a more effective manner by using
network QoS techniques.
This journal paper discusses the QoS as an important
characteristic for real-time-based telecommunication services in
general and for the particular field of IMS-based IPTV services.
On the basis of the various QoS requirements for different
IPTV services (like Live TV, Audio or Video on Demand) a
new QoS resource class mapping is developed by the authors.
Based on [1], we propose an architectural concept to enrich
an established WebRTC session accessing an IMS-based IPTV
network infrastructure with QoS features. Particularly, for an
WebRTC end-user, which has access to a 4G mobile network, a
new end-to-end QoS control mechanism has been developed and
verified. Consuming real-time TV services like Live TV using a
Web browser on a mobile device, the user benefits from a QoS
concept that combines the well established QoS technology
from the 4G mobile network with our new WebRTC QoS
enrichment. While the authors paper [1] proposed the principle
combination of WebRTC with IMS-based IP-TV services, this
journal contribution is focussed on the enrichment of QoS
for an WebRTC client consuming TV services with real-time
characteristic. In contrast to this, our other publication [2]
is aimed to establish QoS only for an conversational voice
call. The authors’ QoS extension principle is new and neither
proposed by established international standardization bodies
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nor solved in a practical manner up to now. To verify our
proposal, a first testbed has been implemented. Particularly, the
QoS activation procedures have been tested.
The present journal paper is structured as follows: Specifying the used terminology like RTC and QoS, Section II
offers a survey of the current status of QoS in context of
WebRTC, of real-time communication in fixed and mobile
telecommunication networks and of IPTV services. Based on an
IPTV-QoS parameter mapping approach, Section III describes
the authors new concept to integrate QoS dynamically in the
WebRTC client accessing IMS-based IPTV architecture. (4G
mobile network). The new architecture and their specifics
are considered and the proof of concept incorporating an
4G mobile network is presented. In Section IV, a conclusion
summarises the achieved results of this contribution and gives
an perspective.
II. S TATUS Q UO
A. Real Time Communication and QoS
Real Time Communication (RTC) is generally characterised
by the so called ”Real-Time” condition. That implies that the
value of the communication depends significantly upon the
time at which the data is arriving at the data sink [3]. The
throughput time of the data (flow rate) across the network delays
the delivery of the data packets to the recipient. The tolerable
delay time or latency depends on the type of the desired
communication (e.g., conversational audio and video or realtime gaming). Besides the delay time, two other characteristic
performance aspects can significantly influence the quality
of the real-time communication. First, the circumstance that
the transmitted data packets are routed through the network
passing an unequal number of network elements, which results
in variable arrival times at the recipients side. In packet-based
networks, the varying delay of the transferred data is called
packet delay variation or simply Delay Variation (DV) [4].
Sometimes, the different packet delivery times are also named
as jitter [5]. Furthermore, if data packets reach the incoming
data buffer on the receiver side too late, they will be discarded
and consequently counted as lost packets.
Basically, QoS encompasses both the service categorization
and the overall performance of the network communication for
each service category. The International Telecommunication
Union - Telecommunication Sector (ITU-T) describes QoS as
the unity of all characteristics of a telecommunication service
which are necessary to satisfy the service user. This includes
the defined and the implied requirements for the complete
customer satisfaction. Mean Opinion Score (MOS) methods are
often used to indicate the measured or detected service quality.
Initially developed for a subjective quality evaluation, the MOS
method with it’s rating score from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent) is
more and more used for objective QoS measurement methods.
Appropriate QoS characteristics like End-to-End-Delay of
the transmitted packets, the Packet Delay Variation and the
size of the tolerable Packet Loss are required to satisfy the
telecommunication customer’s expectations. The end-to-end
quality of any telecommunication service depends on the
performance of all involved components; the technical end-user
system as well as each relevant network entity (see Figure 1).
Hence, the QoS one-way-delay parameter is influenced by all
components. For speech transmission, an one-way-delay (also
known as ’mouth-to-ear-delay’) of 150 ms is experienced as

End-to-End QoS

User

UE

Access
Network

Core
Network

Access
Network

UE

User

Figure 1: Schematic contributions to end-to-end QoS [7].

very good and all delays above 400 ms are considered to be
unacceptable for the consumer [6].
Focusing especially on IP-based networks, several QoS
requirements are reasonably for a successful and effective
operation of RTC. Therefore, the ITU-T also presents a generic
QoS classification for public IP-based networks and the related
network performance parameters IP Transfer Delay (IPTD),
IP Delay Variation (IPDV), IP Packet Loss Ratio (IPLR)
and IP Packet Error Ratio (IPER) (see also table 1 and
table 3 of [8]). From a network topology point of view, this
recommendation addresses all relevant network parts (Access
Network; Aggregation Networks, Core Networks) but not
the end-user or home-network side. Table I illustrates the
eight defined IP network QoS classes and their corresponding
QoS network parameters. Note that the parameter IPER is
contributing insignificantly to the overall packet loss and
therefore is not shown in the Table I. The value ’U’ stands for
’unspecified’.
Furthermore, a guidance on usage of those eight QoS classes
is given as follows, outlining corresponding communication
examples:
• QoS class 0, for real-time, jitter sensitive and high
interactive applications like Voice over IP (VoIP) and
Video conferences;
• QoS class 1, for real-time, jitter sensitive and high
interactive applications like VoIP and Video conferences,
but with less constrained delay requirements;
• QoS class 2, for transaction data, highly interactive
(signaling traffic);
• QoS class 3, for transaction data, interactive;
• QoS class 4, for low loss only applications like short
transactions, bulk data, non real-time buffered video
streaming;
• QoS class 5, for all other traditional applications of default
IP network without any QoS demands
• QoS classes 6 and 7 have a provisional character and are
designed for applications similar to applications in QoS
class 0 or 1, but with more strictly demands for the packet
loss rate.
B. QoS in IMS-based Telecommunication Networks
IMS, as an architectural framework for supporting IP multimedia services, was originally designed by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) for mobile core networks and
successive expanded for fixed-line-based core networks [9]. It
addresses multiple IP multimedia applications like speech and
video communication, shared online whiteboards, telepresence
conferences and multicast services. To provide these in a flexible
and appropriate manner, telecommunication network operators
differentiate their services for the customer regarding to the
QoS characteristics [9]. Basically, QoS should be negotiable for
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TABLE I: IP network QoS class definitions and network performance parameters by ITU-T Rec. Y.1541.
Network Performance
Parameter
IP Transfer Delay
IP Delay Variation (Jitter)
IP Packet Loss Rate

QoS Classes
Class 0
100 ms
50 ms
0,1 %

Class 1
400 ms
50 ms
0,1%

Class 2
100 ms
U
0,1%

IP multimedia sessions and their individual media components
(like audio or video) both at the time before establishing a
connection as well as during the established connection. QoS
related concepts (QoS signaling, QoS resource reservation and
allocation, etc.) belongs to this framework inherently due to the
fact that IMS describes one technological concept to realise a
NGN. Next to other capabilities like mobility of packet-based
telecommunication networks, the QoS is a key feature in a
NGN as defined by the ITU-T [10].
Mobile networks
QoS has always been considered in the standardization
process of mobile networks. Therefore, in Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) networks (3G) four QoS
classes has been introduced. They are named as follows:
• Conversational Class,
• Streaming Class,
• Interactive Class, and
• Background Class [11].
These classes are also entitling the possible use cases for
each of the four types. Conversational is used for real-time
audio and video communication. Streaming can be used to
stream audio or video data towards the User Equipment (UE)
by having a small buffer and non-critical real-time constraints.
Interactive is used for general user data transfer such as web
browsing and application information exchanges. The last and
lowest prioritised class is background. It is used for non timecritical applications, like email polling.
With the specification of EPS and fourth generation (4G)
mobile networks, the 3GPP has developed a new, only packetbased core network domain (also known as Evolved Packet Core
(EPC)) for both conversational voice/video communication as
well as other packet or IP-based applications like public Internet
communication. For this modern all-IP network, the 3GPP also
defines a new QoS concept involving all relevant EPS network
components like the UE, the Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (E-UTRAN) and the EPC. For enabling QoS
inside the EPS a so called EPS Bearer is used to fulfill all
requirements of the media delivery. Figure 2, depicts this EPS
Bearer, which is correlated with the overall Bearer-based Endto-End (E2E) QoS concept of the 3GPP network infrastructure.
The detailed description can be found in [12]. QoS classes
are composed of a subset of standardized characteristics, they
describe the packet forwarding treatment in 4G networks. For
the QoS class determination the so called QoS Class Identifier
(QCI) was introduced. Based on typically applications, various
QoS groups separated in nine QCI values are defined in [13].
Since the 3GPP standardization institution provides their
own QoS treatments, a mapping is always required. Therefore,
Table II shows different QoS classes originated in 3GPP Release
99 networks (UMTS-3G) and EPS-based 4G networks, in
relation to the main relevant QoS parameters Delay and Packet
Loss. It should be clarified that in Table II with ”Prio” the

Class 3
400 ms
U
0,1%

Class 4
1s
U
0,1%

Class 5
U
U
U

Class 6
100 ms
50 ms
0,001%

Class 7
400 ms
50 ms
0,001%

E-UTRAN

IP-Packet
Data Networks

EPC
E2E Service
EPS Bearer

E-RAB
Radio Bearer

UE

IMS-based
NGN, Public
Internet, etc.

S5/S8 Bearer

S1 Bearer

Serving
GW

eNB
Radio

External Bearer

S1

PDN
GW
S5/S8

SGi

Figure 2: 3GPP overall QoS concept, based on [12].

packet scheduling priority is meant and Packet Error Loss
Rate (PELR) stands for an upper bound for the rate of noncongestion-related packet loss. While for the first four QoS
classes (QCI 1 to 4) a Guaranteed Bitrate (GBR) is allocated,
the following classes (QCI 5 to 9) are supported with Non-GBR
characteristics. It is obvious, that real-time applications like
audio and video conversation demands more strict packet delay
requirements than traditional Internet traffic like file sharing,
which is more critical regarding the packet loss characteristic.
While for telecommunication carriers the guaranteed delivery
of IMS Signaling is relatively important, the customer needs
the stricter QoS resources for voice, video and interactive realtime gaming (see also QCI value 3 or 7). It is noticeable that
for video streaming services (both live streaming and buffered
streaming) exists several QoS relevant QCI values. Thus, live
streaming services are typified by QCI value 2 and 7 with
similar QoS characteristics (packet delay and packet error loss
rate), but with different priority and bitrate guaranties. To handle
QoS for buffered streaming services, a couple of QoS classes
(QCI values 4, 6, 8 and 9) is specified. The assigned QoS
relevant parameters packet delay and packet error loss rate
are identical once again meanwhile the priority and the bitrate
guarantee differs. Note that QCI value 9 is typically used for
the default bearer of a UE for non privileged subscribers.
Fixed line networks
QoS in fixed-line-based IMS networks differs relating to
the used IP Connectivity Access Network (IP-CAN). While the
3GGP-based mobile networks use their typical access networks
like UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) or
E-UTRAN, the fixed-line-based IMS networks provide the
telecommunication services to the residential customer via
any Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL) technique. Besides the
fact that the access transmission technology differs, the
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TABLE II: QoS class mapping between 3G and 4G mobile networks, based on [13].
UMTS Traffic
Class (3G)
Conversational
Conversational
Conversational
Streaming
Interactive

QCI
(4G)
1
2
3
4
5

Prio

Bitrate Guarantee

Packet Delay Budget

2
4
3
5
1

GBR
GBR
GBR
GBR
Non-GBR

100 ms
150 ms
50 ms
300 ms
100 ms

Packet Error
Loss Rate
1%
0,1 %
0,1 %
0,0001 %
0,0001 %

Interactive
Interactive

6

6

Non-GBR

300 ms

0,0001 %

7

7

Non-GBR

100 ms

0,1 %

Interactive

8

8

Non-GBR

300 ms

0,0001 %

Backround

9

9

Non-GBR

300 ms

0,0001 %

Customer-Premises Equipment (CPE) (any terminal and associated equipment located at a subscriber’s premises and
connected with a carrier’s telecommunication channel) is
distinct from the connected network infrastructure. Therefore,
mobile network customers are utilizing mobile devices like
cellulars, smartphones or tablet PCs. In contrast to this, in fixed
line networks the residential customer uses a home-network
where various end devices are connected to each other and
accessed on the CPE, which can be build by an Integrated
Access Device (IAD) for IMS-based NGNs.
In fixed access line NGNs, the QoS management functions
are supported by a Resource Admission Control Subsystem
(RACS), which is responsible for elements of the policing
control including resource reservation and admission control in
the access and aggregation networks [14]. Any multimedia services like VoIP or IPTV can request particular QoS parameters,
such as data throughput, latency, jitter and packet loss from
the transport network side. Then, the RACS is responsible to
manage this QoS requests by evaluating this in the context
of predefined policy rules, and performing the reservation
and allocation of adequate QoS resources through all affected
transport network elements.
To ensure QoS aware NGN service delivery in fixed access
networks, the RACS specification distinguishes between two
abstract QoS architecture principles [14]:
• guaranteed QoS: traffic delivery service with absolute
demand on some or all of the QoS parameters, such as
throughput, latency, jitter and packet loss, and
• relative QoS: traffic delivery service without absolute
demand on some or all of the QoS parameters.
In contrast to this, the support of QoS unaware (”Best
Effort”) networks as well as the support of networks that have
statically provisioned QoS differentiation does not require any
RACS functionality. To determine the various QoS classes the
DiffServ classification is applicable [15].
Sometimes, for statically QoS support, the QoS marking
inside the IAD-based Home-Network on CPE side is carried
out by utilizing the Differentiated Services Code Points (DSCP)
classification mechanism for each media flow.
C. QoS in IMS-based IPTV services
In principle, Video Quality is defined as the indicator, which
evaluates the quality of the video stream delivered to the user
[16]. This indicator describes the perception of the end-user in
term of the video quality. Typically, objective perceptual video
quality measurements models are utilizing a reference-based
approach, like the ITU-T recommendation J.247 [17] describes

Example Services
Conversational Voice
Conversational Video (Live Streaming)
Real Time Gaming
Non-Conversational Video (Buffered Streaming)
IMS Signaling
Video (Buffered Streaming),
TCP-based (e.g., www, chat, ftp, p2p file sharing, progressive video)
Voice, Video (Live Streaming), Interactive Gaming
Video (Buffered Streaming),
TCP-based (e.g., www, chat, ftp, p2p file sharing, progressive video)
Video (Buffered Streaming),
TCP-based (e.g., www, chat, ftp, p2p file sharing, progressive video)

it. Taking the end-user context by consuming Live TV or
Video on Demand (VoD) into account, is it not applicable
to operate with a video quality assessment method, which is
functional with a full reference. The current issue is that there
is no standardized approach for an objective video quality
measurement model that does not need any reference signals.
Therefore, in context of end-user quality survey of IPTV
services the following indicators are proposed to characterize
the quality of IPTV services [16]:
• Channel Availability (indicates the availability of Live
TV/VoD channels proportional to the attempted channels),
• ”Black Screen” Occurrences (e.g., effected by a major
loss of video packets during a long period of time),
• Blockiness Occurrences (produced by a low-quality video
compression when too few bits are present; it is perceptible
by the contrast of color),
• Frozen Picture Occurrences (some picture appearing as
stopped/frozen from time to time),
• Lip Desynchronization Occurrences (the synchronization
of audio and video stream is not well),
• Zapping Delay (time, which is needed to be switch from
one TV/VoD channel to another),
• Transmission Delay (indicates the delay to transmit the
audio/video signal from the delivery point to the enduser’s TV device; important for some cases like football
matches),
• and others.
While reference [16] is focused on the context of end-user
quality characterization and their indicators, it is obvious that
the network-based QoS parameter Transfer Delay (TD), DV
and Packet Loss Rate (PLR) have also high relevance.
As already introduced in [1], IMS-based IPTV services
can be differed among each other regarding their kind of
service or feature, based on [18]. For instance, linear live
Television (TV) or real-time VoD will demand other network
performance characteristics then the Electronic Program Guide
(EPG) feature. While the linear live TV service demands more
stringent QoS performance characteristics like low transfer
delay, low packet delay variation and minimal packet loss, the
IPTV content control feature EPG accepts less tightened QoS
performance. The specification [18] also describes a general
approach for dynamic QoS resource modification between
Standard Definition (SD)-TV and HD-TV.
To fulfill an adequate QoS support for all typical IPTV
services, a high-level guideline for the use of traffic management
is given by [19]. Therein, a potential ITU-T Y.1541 performance
class mapping for typical IPTV service applications is provided
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and visible in Table III. In general, the IPTV service category
Streaming demands most of the QoS resources, because it
is ”live”-communication with strict real-time prerequisites.
Besides, the rubric Download includes video content consuming
service like near VoD. It becomes also known as progressive
video download principle using by consuming Youtube-Videos.

Webserver

HTTP/WebSocket

IPTVservice

Service applications
5

Streaming

Download
Upload
Message
exchange
Middleware/
application

Live TVcontent
Video content
Audio content
Content control
Live speech
Live low- resolution
video content
Video content
Data
Video content
Interactive
Non- interactive
Portal
Payment transactions

4

ITU-T Y.1541 QoS class
3
2
1
0
7
x
x
x
x
x
x

6
x

Other
Browser
Functions

Legend
HTTP
SRTP
STUN
Not defined

Web application
(Javascript/HTML/CSS)
Other APIs

TABLE III: Potential mapping of IPTV services to ITU-T
Y.1541 QoS classes [19].

Signaling Path

RTC APIs
Browser RTC
Function (Voice/
Video/Transport
Engine)

STUN connection
Media Path

Browser
WebRTC Client

Figure 3: WebRTC client based on [27].

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

D. WebRTC and QoS
WebRTC introduction
A main focus of the upcoming WebRTC technology
is to integrate real-time communication into standard web
browsers without the need of any additional browser plug-in or
software. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines an
Application Programming Interface (API) for web developers
[20]. It empowers the browser to capture video and audio inputs
of the client’s device. While the W3C is responsible for the
web developer API, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
standardizes all corresponding protocols in an active working
group named ”‘Real-Time Communication in WEB-browsers RTCweb” [21].
WebRTC has been specified to use secure transport of the
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) packets with Secure RealTime Transport Protocol (SRTP) [22] including the mandatory
Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) encryption protocol
[23] used for key negotiation [24]. For solving Network Address
Translation (NAT) problems, WebRTC also provides Session
Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) [25], Traversal Using
Relays around NAT (TURN) and Interactive Connectivity
Establishment (ICE) [26] capabilities. WebRTC requires
Session Description Protocol (SDP) for the negotiation of the
session properties and uses the whole SDP’s Offer/AnswerModel.
The generic architecture of a WebRTC client is described
by [27] and illustrated in Figure 3. The components can be
described as follows:
• Webserver, which provides the web application to load
and includes a server with which the client connects to
handle all signaling;
• Browser, a generic web browser;
• Web application, application source code executed by the
web browser;
• Browser RTC Function, WebRTC component in the web
browser with voice, video and transport engines;
• Signaling Path, which is not specified but is needed to

transfer the SDP information between the WebRTC Client
and any other signaling endpoint (alternative bypassing
the Webserver);
• Media Path, which transports the payload;
• STUN Connection, which is a component to bypass NAT
restrictions.
For a WebRTC client to successfully run, it is necessary to
use a capable web browser. That means the browser has to
implement the Browser RTC Function. Currently, web browsers
like Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and Opera provide this
component by default. Therefore, all devices that are able to
run one of these browsers have the ability to use web-based
real-time communication. This includes all, desktop and tablet
computers, laptops and smartphones. At the moment, there
are restrictions in some operation systems like Apple’s iOS or
Microsoft’s Windows Phone.
In this subsection, we intend to find out if QoS is a topic for
the developing WebRTC technology and their standardization
bodies. Typical use cases for WebRTC and their requirements
are described in [28]. Based on a simple video communication
service, some use cases are presented, involving voice or video
or data communication respectively combinations of those. For
instance, to realize a ”Multiparty on-line game with voice
communication” quick updates of the game state are required,
and they have higher priority than the voice [28]. Generally, the
browsers should be able to render good audio and video quality
for an adequate and acceptable jitter and packet loss values and
must support a time synchronized audio and video playback
function. If a WebRTC Client is accessed behind a residential
router that supports any kind of data traffic prioritization, the
user should be able to take advantage of this QoS support,
provided by the network side. Summarizing, from an application
layer point of view the WebRTC use cases do not define some
exact and comparable values for the network related QoS
parameter like delay, jitter or packet loss.
DSCP-Marking
An IETF-Draft proposes a QoS mechanism at the WebRTC
client side using DSCP [29]. This document provides DSCP
values for browsers to use for various classes of traffic. It
proposes how WebRTC applications can mark data packets for
a packet prioritization. It assumes that residential or wireless
networks support traffic preferential treatment, based on DSCP.
For all other cases including cellular mobile-based network
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access, this suggestion is not appropriate. However, if the
real-time packet is transmitted towards a QoS capable core
network domain, a QoS class mapping is needed. Besides, client
side marking of IP packets is also a topic for the admission
control processes. The issue is, if the marking is allowed and
the network enforces the requested QoS parameters, other
(unwanted) applications may also request prioritized forwarding.
This situation may lead to overall high prioritized traffic with
no benefit for the actual intended application. Therefore, the
authorization of client-side requested QoS needs to be clarified.
This draft does not cover any mapping processes for QoS
management inside an 3GPP-based mobile network Release 8
or inside a fixed-line-based network, which does not use DSCP
marking mechanism.
QoS concepts for WebRTC accessed to a mobile EPS network
Currently, few concepts exist which propose the enrichment
of QoS for an WebRTC Client accessing a mobile EPS network.
The 3GPP specification (Section Annex U of [9]) proposes a
new architecture for including WebRTC Clients into an IMSbased EPC network. Hence, it describes only, that QoS support
can be provided. However, any definite method or mechanism
for this is missing. To fill this gap, an authors proposal for a
QoS support method for WebRTC users, which are connected
to an EPS-based IMS network infrastructure is documented in
[2]. To fulfill this QoS support, the 3GPP-based architecture
(taken from Section Annex U of [9]) became enhanced with
the following entities named
• WebRTC Client with QoS Awareness,
• WebRTC QoS Signaling Function (WQSF), and
• eP-CSCF*, which is a modified eP-CSCF.
This proposed WebRTC QoS Architecture is depicted in Figure
4. The concept and its added entities will be described briefly.
Provided in reference [2], the WebRTC communication is
enriched with the capabilities to request QoS resources via
signaling all used RTC data flows to the WQSF, which adapts
the information and starts a signaling session with the Policy
and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) of the underlying core
access network. This concept reuses the standardized EPS
architecture as well as the new proposed integration of WebRTC
clients into the IMS network [9]. The WebRTC Client acts as
an UE that provides QoS awareness. It allows requesting QoS
characteristics during the active conversation phase. With the
help of periodical and event-based transmissions of the QoS
relevant information (used media type like audio or video, and
IP flow information like IP addresses and port numbers) of
each established media stream, it is possible to use the EPS
related QoS mechanisms dynamically. This means that the web
application can start with one media type (e.g., audio) and add
another media type (e.g., video) during the conversation phase.
All involved components (e.g., end device, network entities)
have to support such a dynamic mechanism to enforce the
changed QoS resources.
For further understanding of the QoS control mechanisms
in the described architecture, Figure 5 depicts the general QoS
initiation procedure between the WebRTC Client and the EPSbased network architecture.
The Web Application starts with the QoS control sending
relevant application layer QoS requirements, such as flow and
media type information, towards the Application Function (AF).
After a possible negotiation and session information signaling,
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Figure 4: WebRTC QoS architecture for an EPS network [2].
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Figure 5: Principle of QoS initation.

the AF is aware of all QoS request parameters and will start the
Policy and Charging Control (PCC) procedures by sending the
mapped parameters into Diameter Attribute-Value-Pairs (AVP)s
via the Rx interface towards the PCRF. The application can
rely on the AFs endpoint to request QoS for its application
flows. The PCRF will authorize the request and will start the
resource allocation via the Gx interface to the Policy Control
Enforcement Function (PCEF).
More details including the used QoS signaling and enforcement procedures, the evolved protocols and interfaces
respectively message sequence charts are presented in [2].
E. Summary of Status Quo
As we have illustrated in this section, the role of QoS
in telecommunication networks is heterogeneous. Depending
on the specific scope of the standardization bodies 3GPP and
ITU-T, the QoS relevant metrics and parameters differ among
themselves. For instance, utilizing the network performance
parameters IPTD, IPDV (Jitter) and IPLR the ITU-T recommendation Y.1541 [8] is clearly focused on the IP network layer
(Open System Interconnection/International Organization for
Standardization (ISO/OSI)-Layer 3 [30]). Regarding the area of
applicability of the affected network segments all involved core
networks and access networks are intended, but not the UE.
Otherwise, the 3GPP defines in their Technical Specification
TS 23.203 [13] a QoS parameter called QCI, which is closely
associated with packet forwarding treatment characteristics
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like guaranty of bitrate, packet scheduling priority, packet
delay budget and packet error loss rate. The scope of this
standardized QoS parameter QCI is focused on the EPS Bearer
lever (ISO/OSI Layer 2) between the mobile UE side, the
mobile access network, the mobile core network (e.g., EPC),
but not the IP backbone network, which is located behind the
mobile core network. Concluding this, it means that a QoS
mapping between heterogeneous telecommunication network
ecosystems, which are supporting RTC like conversational voice
or live TV is not simple. The challenge is to realize end-to-end
QoS over such various networks transparently and perceivable
for the end-user. From this perspective, QoS should be focused
on a horizontal QoS level (see also Figure 1). Otherwise, the
QoS metrics differ, depending on the functional layer (e.g., the
ISO/OSI protocol layers). It is obvious that the overall QoS
result depends on close interworking of all involved protocol
layers. For instance, in an UE the QoS E2E service can not
be realized successful, if all lower QoS layers (EPS Bearer,
E-UTRAN Radio Access Bearer (E-RAB) and Radio Bearer)
are not assuring their own QoS support (see also Figure 2).
This QoS perspective is also called vertical QoS level. An
overall QoS concept needs to be comply both, the horizontal
and the vertical QoS level.
Independent of the above described QoS taxonomy and
metrics, from the end-users perspective the expectations on a
communication application are highly relevant. The perceived
QoS by the users strongly depends on the performance of the
network. However, it is measured by the opinion of the users.
A typical subjective metric to measure this QoS performance
by the consumers is commonly known as a MOS method.
Though various users are consuming the same content (e.g.,
a Youtube Video) it will result in subjective and different
perception and quality ratings. As an example, one user may
rate the perceived quality as good, while another user will rate
the same communication application as not acceptable.
Regarding IPTV, the standardization bodies define different
IPTV Services and for each they assign different objective
network QoS classes (see also Table III). For that, in Section
III we propose an IPTV Service mapping into the relevant
network QoS classification.
III.C ONCEPT
A. QoS Enrichment for IMS-based IPTV
The authors concept of the enrichment of QoS for typical
IPTV services is based on specifications provided by the standardization bodies ITU-T and European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [19] [18]. The most common services
and features described are Live/Linear TV or Video, respectively
Audio on Demand as streaming application and also Download
applications like near video on demand (e.g., Youtube video
downloading) or the feature EPG as type of data download.
Various IPTV services with its particular real-time communication characteristics demand different QoS resources. Therein,
the IPTV services are related to network QoS classes, defined
by 3GPP and ITU-T [13] [8].
We propose an assignment mechanism, which can be used
for IPTV services to correlated to their appropriate network
QoS classes. This mapping approach is depicted in Table IV.
In this table, a mapping is performed between the IPTV
Service Applications, taken from ITU-T Y.1920 with the
category ’Example Services’ of EPS QoS classes in 4G networks

(see also Table II).
As already described in the summary of Section II, the differences between the two network QoS class approaches (3GPP
versus ITU-T) were indicated. Therefore, those consolidation
make sense.
As a result on the basis of the correlated IPTV services
(see also Table IV), a correlation of concrete services/features
to the adequate network QoS classes given by 3GPP and ITUT is shown. Accordingly, and for instance, the Live/Linear
TV service is associated with the EPS QoS class parameter
QCI value 2, priority value 3 and GBR, as well as the ITU-T
Y.1541 classes 0 or 6. This also encompasses the linked network
QoS parameter delay, packet loss and delay variation. Taking
into account that the EPS QoS classes and their corresponding
parameters Delay Budget and PELR are focused on the network
segments UE - Access Network - EPC, on the ISO/OSI protocol
layer 2. In contrast to this, the ITU-T QoS classes are aimed at
IP core and IP access network parts of the IP layer. Therefore,
both the vertical as well as the horizontal QoS levels differ.
As depicted in Table III, the preferred ITU-T QoS classes for
video content are class 1 and class 7. Based on this information
the mapping to the QCI classes leads to QCI class 4, 6 or
8. Each of these QCI classes share the same values for the
technical parameters delay and packet loss. The QCI class 4 is
used as favourite, because it has a higher priority as the other
two classes and it uses a GBR. For audio content the ITU-T
class 1 should be used. The mapping to the QCI approach is
similar to video content. As result the QCI class 4 is used for
audio content, too.
Another IPTV service, described in [1], is the content
control. For this service, the Table III gives information about
the use of ITU-T class 2. The mapping of the technical
parameters lead to the QCI class 5. Otherwise, compared to
real-time audio or video, the content control has not such high
demand for the bit rate. But the content control should not be
affected by congestion, so a higher priority is more preferable.
Therefore, the QCI class 5 is a valid approach.
B. Consolidating EPS and IMS-based IPTV Architectures for
QoS support
The proposed architecture is based on the presented IMSbased IPTV architecture from [1], depicted in Figure 6, and
the analyzed concept for WebRTC accessing to an mobile EPS
network [2]. The principal components are marginally accommodated. The innovation in this approach is the enrichment of
QoS for the IMS-based IPTV environment with WebRTC. The
consolidated architecture of the proposed concept is depicted
in Figure 7. Components and interfaces of the architectures are
described in the following section.
Components and interfaces, which result from the approach
from [1], are:
• Components:
◦ Webserver
◦ WebRTC client
◦ Signaling GW (SGW)
◦ Core IMS
◦ SDF
◦ SSF
◦ SCF
◦ MCF
◦ MDF (modified for WebRTC)
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TABLE IV: Mapping of IPTV services towards 3GPP/ITU-T QoS classes.
IPTV Service Application
(ITU-T Y.1920)

IMS-based IPTV Services
(ETSI TS 182027)
QCI

Live TV content
Streaming

Download
Upload

Linear / Broadcast TV
VoD, Network PVR,
Time-Shift TV
AoD
Content control
Push VoD, Near VoD
EPG
Interactive TV

Video content
Audio content
Content control
Video content
Data
Video content

5

GBR

1; 7

4
5
6; 8; 9
9
6; 8; 9

5
1
6; 8; 9
9
6; 8; 9

GBR
Non-GBR
Non-GBR
Non-GBR
Non-GBR

1
2
4
5
4

SCF
ISC

SDF

SIP/SDP
SRTP
RTSP
HTTP
STUN...
Not defined

ISC

Core IMS

W1

W2

0; 6

4

Xa

Webserver

QoS Classes
(ITU-T Y.1541)

Legend

Ss

SSF

WebRTC

2

EPS QoS Classes
(3GPP TS.23.203)
GBR /
Priority
Non-GBR
3
GBR

Signaling

MCF

Xp

Gm

GW

y2

Xc

Client
e*
Xd‘

MDF

Figure 6: Architecture for WebRTC clients connected with an IMS-based IPTV ecosystem [1].

• Interfaces:
◦ W1
◦ W2
◦ e*
◦ Xp
◦ Xd (modified to Xd’)
◦ Gm
◦ Xa
◦ Ss
◦ ISC
◦ y2
The web server is needed to provide the WebRTC application
sources. The WebRTC application is executed in a WebRTC
capable browser. The architecture of a WebRTC client is
depicted in Figure 3. The application provides signaling
functions for the communication with the core network via the
inserted Signaling Gateway (SGW). Therefore, to make IMSbased IPTV services accessible to WebRTC clients, Generic
IPTV Capabilities described in [18] are supported. As described
in [1], the SGW implements some of these generic capabilities.
This gateway function converts session control messages
coming from the WebRTC client side into Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) messages for the IMS core network side and vice
versa. The SGW generates and forwards SIP messages towards
the IMS core network and acts in place of the WebRTC client
as a SIP capable signaling endpoint. As shown in Figure 6
the SGW also converts the session control messages from the

WebRTC client into Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and
Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP).
The core IMS is formed by the components, which are
specified in [9]. This bulk of components in the core IMS
implement several services, such as registration, provisioning,
routing, accounting, billing, etc.. For more details of the
components and their interworking and special function see
[9].
The architecture includes also several IPTV functional
components, which are standardized in [18]. The Service
Discovery Function (SDF) in Figure 7 provides information
about available services and related SSFs. The Service Selection
Function (SSF) provides information that contains the metadata
of the available content. The Service Control Function (SCF), is
a SIP Application Server (AS) and the reference point for IMS
UEs to start and control the IPTV sessions. The Media Control
Function (MCF) controls the media transport of the MDF and
receives instructions of the SCF and the UE. Also the selection
of the right MDF is part of the MCF. The selection is made
by several information, for example on codec information or
geographical location. After a successful selection, the MCF
transmits important session description information to the MDF.
The Media Delivery Function (MDF) contains the media data
and transmits them to the UE. In the architecture, the MDF is
a modified MDF for WebRTC clients, which is proposed in [1].
It provides all necessary functions to establish a session with
a WebRTC client. It supports STUN, ICE, DTLS and SRTP
functionality. Also, a streaming engine with WebRTC capable
codecs are implemented. These components are described more
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Figure 7: Consolidated architecture for IMS-based IPTV for QoS support.

in detail in [1].
The interfaces, shown in Figure 6, differ from the standardized architecture. The interfaces for the service interconnection
are relocated from the user side to the SGW, which resides
in the Telco’s network infrastructure. The functionality and
the used protocols of the Gm, Xc and Xa interfaces, located
between the added SGW and the service or the core functions,
are still conform to their specification [31]. The Ss, ISC
and y2 interfaces remain unaffected. In addition to these
interfaces above, some are modified or added and differ from
the specification. These are described in more detail below.
The formerly undefined Xp interface between the MCF and
the MDF is extended in the range of functions, respectively
through the extension of the MDF.
The W1 interface is a reference point between the WebRTC
client and the Webserver. It is used to download the application’s
source file using HTTP. Via this interface, the user receives
the latest WebRTC web application.
The W2 interface is located between the WebRTC client
and the SGW. The used protocol for this reference point is
not defined and could be design by the developer. Therefore,
the developer can choose from several state-of-the-art clientserver protocols. The meaning of protocol messages regarding
this interface must cover the sense of the transfered protocol
messages from the interfaces Gm, Xa and Xc.
The Xd’ interface between the WebRTC client and the MDF
is responsible for media delivery using SRTP [32]. The original
Xd interface only supports RTP/RTCP or HTTP for media
delivery, so the modified interface for WebRTC interconnection
is named Xd’. This modification results from the mandatory
use of a secure connection in WebRTC [22].
The e* interface is a second reference point between the
WebRTC client and the MDF. This interface is added in the
concept of [1]. It is used for STUN connectivity checks between
the WebRTC client side and the MDF. STUN is a mandatory
to implement feature of WebRTC because the most WebRTC
clients are behind NAT firewalls.
To enrich the whole environment with QoS, some components and interfaces have been added or modified. The resulting
architecture is depicted in Figure 7 and its components and

interface are described as follows:
• Components:
◦ WWSF (added)
◦ WebRTC client with QoS Awareness (modified)
◦ IPTV Application Server combining SCF with WQSF
(added)
◦ EPC (added)
• Interfaces:
◦ W2 (modified)
◦ Rx (added)
In contrast to Figure 6, the WebRTC Web Server Function
(WWSF) is depicted and represents the Webserver of the
original architecture. The WWSF provides the actual WebRTC
web application sources. This function may also be used for
web-based authentication and authorization.
The WebRTC application is modified to support QoS.
Therefore, to make QoS accessible to the WebRTC client,
a special QoS awareness function is integrated. This integrated
awareness function retrieves periodical and event-based flow
information of the established and used media channels.
The IPTV Application Server acts as SIP AS combining
the SCF with the WQSF, both functions are acting together as
a single endpoint against the core IMS. The SCF part handles
the IPTV specific messages and provides functions to control
the session in a way which is described in [18]. The internal
WQSF processes the WebRTC related flow information into
Diameter-based QoS request messages and hence acts as an
AF against the EPS network. More details of this WQSF are
described in Figure 4 and in [2].
As access and control network we considered the EPC
connected with the E-UTRAN. Together, they both build the
overall EPS. To achieve QoS for the customers, the PCC
concept, involving the PCRF and PCEF (as well as other internal
components), is fully integrated into the EPS infrastructure.
The interface W2 is extended with specific QoS information
messages. The functionality to support messages from the Gm,
Xa and Xc remains unaffected.
A newly added interface is the Rx interface. This reference
point is located between the IPTV AS, here the AF of the
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Figure 8: QoS Enforcement on the User Data Plane.

WQSF part of the AS, and a PCRF of the access network. The
utilized protocol at this reference point is Diameter and it is
used to transmit QoS related messages. The specific Diameter
messages are described in [2] in more detail.
Figure 8 depicts the E2E chain for QoS enforcement
between the UE and the MDF. In this chain two QoS
classification schemes are applied, which exploits the mapping
as proposed in Table IV. On the mobile network side, the
user traffic treatment is categorized through the EPS QCI. To
fulfill the QCI requirements, the user traffic is treated in an
adequate EPS Bearer. On the IPTV Backend side, the user traffic
treatment is categorized based on the recommendation of ITU-T
Y.1541. For this, multiple QoS enforcement mechanisms can
be used (e.g., DSCP, IntServ, MPLS). To achieve the expected
quality on the consumer side, a mapping of the different QoS
mechanisms is also necessary.
C. Proof of Concept (EPS and QoS with IMS IPTV over
WebRTC)
Testbed components
To verify the functionality and the usability of the proposed
concept, a testbed is prepared. With this testbed, the QoS
initiation procedures for the content on demand use case (audio
and video) is implemented and tested. However the actual
enforcement of the QoS parameters on the user data plane is
still outstanding.
For testing the concept the Google Chrome browser in
version 38, which supports WebRTC, is used. The basis of
this testbed is formed by an open-source IMS core network
implementation originating from Fraunhofer FOKUS institute
and now available on reference [33].
E-UTRAN functionality is provided by a LTE Femto Cell
prototype with integrated eNodeB functionality by the company
ip.access [34]. As mobile core network, an OpenEPC Rel. 3
testbed, initially developed from Fraunhofer FOKUS institute,
is used [35].
The WWSF is an Apache HTTP Web Server, which provides
the web application. The WebRTC client is implemented by
using HTML5 and JavaScript. Based on this the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) of the client is a responsive web site design
using the jQuery mobile framework. This framework makes

web sites accessible to all smart phone, tablet and desktop
devices. The clients source code, based on JavaScript, utilizes
the WebRTC API.
The SGW is written in C# and designed to handle several
WebRTC Client sessions simultaneously. The prototyped SGW
provides the main functionality for the interaction with the Gm
and the Xa interface. The SGW firstly appears in [1] and is
more sophisticated to cover the QoS support. Based on the
sipsorcery project, an enhanced SIP protocol stack supporting
IMS specific extensions is implemented [36].
Also, the IMS-based IPTV components are prototyped and
inherited from [1]. All prototyped IPTV components, written
in Java, are based on the technical specification [18]. The
IPTV AS, containing the SCF and the WQSF, accepts the
SIP requests via the JAIN-SIP stack. The SCF part handles
all relevant SIP IPTV messages. The WQSF adapts the SIP
requests containing the QoS relevant information into Diameter
requests, based on JavaDiameterPeer library included in the
OpenIMSCore project. The implementation of the MDF parses
the session information, passed by the MCF. Within the MDF,
the information are distributed to different engine functionalities.
Open-source frameworks are used for
• The ICE agent with the STUN functionalities (icedjava)
[37]
• The DTLS key exchange (BouncyCastle) [38],
• The SRTP implementation (srtplight) [39],
• And the streaming server (FFmpeg) [40].
Message Sequence
A sequence for Video on Demand over WebRTC with
additional QoS reservation is depicted in Figure 9. The
sequences can be described as follows:
Sequence 1) depicts the service discovery whereas the
WebRTC client maps the service discovery messages into
feasible messages to the Signaling Gateway via W2 and vice
versa and whereas the Signaling Gateway maps the service
discovery messages into feasible messages to the SDF via Gm
and ISC and vice versa.
Sequence 2) depicts the service selection whereas the
WebRTC client maps the service selection messages into
feasible messages to the Signaling Gateway via W2 and vice
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Figure 9: Sequence chart for WebRTC-based VoD with QoS resource reservation.

versa and whereas the Signaling Gateway maps the service
selection messages into feasible messages to the SSF and via
Xa vice versa. In the messages from the SSF, the client receives
the service identifier to start the service.
Sequence 3) depicts the service control whereas the
WebRTC client maps the service control messages into feasible
messages containing the service identifier to the Signaling
Gateway via W2 and vice versa and whereas the Signaling
Gateway maps the service control messages into feasible
messages to the IMS core via Gm and vice versa. With smart
SIP routing the core transmits the messages to the SCF via IMS
Service Control (ISC) by triggering on the service identifier. The
SCF initiate the service delivery with session control messages
via y2. Following session control message are transmitted from
the user side to the SCF and vice versa.
Sequence 4a) depicts the media control whereas the
WebRTC client maps the media control messages into feasible
messages to the Signaling Gateway via W2 and vice versa
and whereas the Signaling Gateway maps the media control
messages into feasible messages to the MCF 16 via Xc and
vice versa. Sequence 4a) further depicts the media control
whereas the MCF maps the media control messages into feasible
messages to the MDF via Xp and vice versa. The concurrent
running sequence 4b) depicts the ICE/STUN procedures to
establish a real-time path between the WebRTC Client and the
MDF via e*.
Sequence 5) depicts the secured real-time streaming of
audio/video between the WebRTC client and the MDF via Xd.
Sequence 6) depicts the QoS control process with signaling
of QoS relevant information from the WebRTC client towards
the targeted WQSF. The QoS relevant information is then used

to request QoS related resources on the EPS network. This
Sequence 6 is further described in the following subsection.
Triggering of QoS Resource Reservation
For triggering the QoS resource reservation, Figure 10
depicts a detailed message flow chart where the QoS relevant
information is forwarded from the WebRTC client towards the
QoS related network entities.
The UE’s running WebRTC application retrieves all relevant information from the browser’s internal Browser RTC
function of the active WebRTC PeerConnection and extracts
all connectivity pairs in which the user data is transmitted,
received, or both. The application stores this connectivity
information (including local and remote IP addresses as well
as their transported media type) and prepares it into an overall
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) document, displayed in
Listing 1. For each media flow, an array element will be
added into the JSON document. As an overall QoS parameter,
the document contains a field named serviceType, which
incorporates the name of the used IPTV service. With that, all
involved network entities can adapt the specific characteristics
taken from Table IV for the IPTV application flow handling.
In the example, the serviceType is set to streaming video vod.
Analogue to this, it is also possible to use other IPTV services
based on Table IV.
The presented JSON document (see Listing 1) will be
relayed from the WebRTC client side into the SIP-based IMS
environment. The Signaling Gateway enforces the conversion
of the QoS relevant information received from the WebRTC
proprietary signaling channel into standardized SIP messages
(including the JSON document as SIP body).
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Figure 10: Sequence for QoS activation during a WebRTC session.

Listing 1: JSON document including QoS relevant information,
provided by the WebRTC client.
{
"cmd": "statisticInformationrequest",
"attributes": {
"sessionId": "406abf0d12174....",
"localIdentity": "alice@domain.test",
"messageType": "update",
"remoteIdentity": "tvservice@domain.test",
"serviceType": "streaming_video_vod"
"flows": [
{
"remoteAddress": "192.168.7.4:34961",
"localAddress": "192.168.13.63:56878",
"mediaType": "audio"
},
{
"remoteAddress": "192.168.7.4:40546",
"localAddress": "192.168.13.63:56878",
"mediaType": "video"
}
]
}
}

The WQSF performs the processing of the incoming
JSON document. According to the content of the objects in
the JSON document the WQSF generates related Diameterbased AVPs, as shown in Listing 2. For instance, the AFApplication-Identifier contains the intended serviceType: streaming video vod. Furthermore, the request also comprises the
Flow-Description for the given video media flow.
Listing 2: Mapping of VoD with media type video into a
Diameter Request.
Command Code: 265 AA-R (Request)
ApplicationId: 3GPP Rx (16777236)
...
AVP: Subscription-Id(443)
AVP: Subscription-Id-Type(450)
val=END_USER_SIP_URI (2)
AVP: Subscription-Id-Data(444)
val=sip:alice@domain.test
AVP: Media-Component-Description(517) vnd=TGPP
AVP: Media-Type(520) vnd=TGPP val=VIDEO (1)
AVP: Media-Sub-Component(519) vnd=TGPP
AVP: Flow-Number(509) val=1
AVP: Flow-Description(507) val=
PERMIT OUT udp from 192.168.13.63 56878
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to 192.168.7.4 40546
AVP: Flow-Description(507) val=
PERMIT IN udp from 192.168.7.4 40546
to 192.168.13.63 56878
...
AVP: AF-Application-Identifier(504) vnd=TGPP
val=73747265616d696e675f766964656f5f766f64
// Hex ASCII for: "streaming_video_vod"

Sequence 1 in Figure 10 shows the WebRTC session
establishment phase. All procedures for this establishment such
as the exchange of security keys, candidates for addressing
issues etc. are covered in here but will not be described further.
The first sequence is finished at this point. The establishment
of the QoS characteristics will be processed in Sequence 2.
The second sequence depicts the actual QoS resource
reservation interaction of the WebRTC session as well as
the information sending process towards the WQSF. The
WebRTC QoS Awareness Function processes QoS relevant
session information of each media channel and forwards this
as a JSON document towards the SGW. The SGW performs
a conversion of the WebSocket message into a SIP request
including the JSON document. This request will be forwarded
through the core components towards the WQSF which maps
this QoS relevant information into adequate Diameter requests.
For each flow and media type (audio and video), described in
the flows-array, the WQSF generates respective Re-Auth- or
Authorise-Authenticate-Request (RAR/AAR) messages based
on the JSON document [41]. The PCRF receives the Diameter
messages and executes an resource reservation signaling based
on the EPS QoS Class principles [13]. The proposed mapping is
based on Table IV. Based on the given AF-Application-Identifier
and the described Media-Type (audio and video), the QCI-based
establishment and enforcement with Dedicated Bearers towards
the PCEF inside the EPS core network. After processing
the incoming Diameter Requests, the PCRF responses with
Diameter-Answers towards the WQSF respectively. Inside the
WQSF, the answers are stored and aggregated, related to that
base JSON document. If all requests are answered successfully,
the WQSF replies with a successful message (i.e., SIP Response
200 OK) along the initial way through the core network
components. Finally, the SGW performs a conversion of the
SIP response into WebSocket message.
The third sequence depicts the session closing procedures
and has an analogue behavior. Initiated by the WebRTC client
side, the session closing and QoS deactivation process follows
same pattern as Sequence 2.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The authors showed how QoS management could work for
a WebRTC client which is connected to a mobile 4G network.
In particular, we proposed a novel concept, which includes the
following:
• An adequate QoS class mapping (see also Table IV), which
can be implemented into all involved network elements
(4G mobile and IPTV core network);
• An aggregated network architecture (see also Figure 7);
• A detailed QoS control concept, which is already prototyped and tested in practice (see also Figure 10);
• A concept for E2E QoS enforcement on the user data
plane.

Considering an use case for live TV, respectively VoD,
it is pointed out how WebRTC clients could benefit from a
resource reservation rather than having no QoS allocation. For
IPTV services like Near VoD (e.g., YouTube watching) a QoS
support as proposed in Table IV should be helpful for mobile 4G
end-users. We see a high potential to combine our WebRTCbased QoS concept with the VoD services utilizing recent
HTML5 technologies. The technical details for a successful
consolidation are for further study.
The following aspects are relevant within this journal
contribution and are still outstanding at the moment:
• Implementation of the QoS relevant enforcement components in the User Plane and their performance testing;
• Analyzing the subjective end user expectations correlating
to the different IPTV services;
• Involving other IPTV quality assessment methods (instrumental and perceptual).
The authors are positive about the increasing relevance of
end-to-end QoS in heterogeneous networks in the near future.
Furthermore, several fifth generation (5G) white-papers
forecast the heavily growing need for QoS resources for the
next years [42]. With the identified new upcoming technologies
therein, such as 3D audio, 3D video and ultra-high-definition
formats and codecs, the demand for lower latencies and higher
per-user data rates will increase tremendously. In that process,
it is important to detect the necessary QoS demands for each
contexts individually. Not until then, it is possible to deal fairly
on the finite network resources and serve all users with the
best experience for their individual real-time applications.
QoS should be made accessible, not only statical by network
providers pre-configured parameters but also dynamically allocatable through the users applications regarding his current state
of communication. The author’s proposed concept, providing
an interface for the user applications to request for a QoS
reservation, could be a solution for the future.
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Abstract— In this paper, Non-Binary Rate-Compatible
Punctured Low Density Parity Check (NB RCP LDPC) code is
designed over the extended Galois Field. The designed NB
RCP LDPC code is applied to the type II Hybrid Automatic
Repeat reQuest (HARQ) with Decode and Forward (DF) relay
on Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) channel and MIMO
Single
Carrier-Frequency
Division
Multiple
Access
(SC-FDMA) channel. The designed code enables us to decrease
the coding rate with incremental redundancy for each
retransmission in HARQ. The retransmission is done from the
DF relay after the successful decoding in the relay. We have
verified through computer simulations that the proposed type
II HARQ scheme with DF relay greatly improves the
throughput and average retransmission characteristics
compared with the scheme without DF relay. Multiple relay
cases are also considered.
Keywords-NB RCP LDPC code; Hybrid-ARQ; Decode and
Forward Relay; MIMO; OFDM; SC-FDMA; Symbol-LLR.

I. INTRODUCTION
An LDPC code that suits the flexible coding rate design
and has the high error correcting capability through iterative
decoding can be constructed on arbitrary extended Galois
Field (GF). The Non-Binary (NB) LDPC code constructed
on extended GF [1],[2] generally exhibits the better Bit
Error Rate (BER) performance than the binary LDPC codes
[3],[4]. There also exist RCP LDPC codes with variable
coding rate obtained by properly puncturing the mother
LDPC code [5]. The RCP LDPC codes enable us to use the
same decoder as the mother code and suit the ARQ error
correcting schemes [6],[7] with the incremental redundancy.
By combining the NB LDPC codes with the RCP codes, the
NB RCP LDPC codes were designed and the designed NB
RCP LDPC codes were applied to the type II HARQ [8],[9].
When comparing the HARQ using NB RCP LDPC codes
with the existing RCPT (Rate Compatible Punctured Turbo)
HARQ using binary Turbo codes [10], the HARQ with NB
RCP LDPC codes can cope with flexible coding rates, code
word lengths and NB symbol LLR [11] additions without
using inter-leavers for burst errors on the channel. On the
other hand, the Decode and Forward (DF) relay schemes
[12],[13] are useful for HARQ schemes. By using the DF
relay, the source node can be replaced by the relay, once the
relay correctly decodes the packet from the source. This
replacement from the source to the relay effectively reduces

the number of retransmissions and improves the throughput.
In [9], NB LDPC coding with NB repletion codes is applied
to multiple relay case for flat fading channel. The NB RCP
LDPC coded type II HARQ with DF relay is applied to the
MIMO-OFDM modulation in [2]. The incremental
redundancy in HARQ with DF relay is also suited to the
up-link transmission like in Long Term Evolution (LTE) or
4G. Due to the necessities of low PAPR and the high power
efficiency in the amplification, MIMO SC-FDMA [14] is
usually adopted to the up-links in cellular networks. Among
SC-FDMA, interleaved SC-FDMA is especially useful
because of its very low PAPR nature and excellent
frequency diversity effect [14]. The application of NB RCP
LDPC codes to MIMO interleaved SC-FDMA with
multiple DF relays was reported in [1].
In this paper, we have examined in detail the
performance of NB RCP LDPC coded type II HARQ with
DF relays on MIMO OFDM channel and MIMO
interleaved SC-FDMA channel with completely new
simulations. Although some parts in this paper are identical
to [1] and [2], the contents of [1] and [2] are verified and
some new simulations and results are added. We have
confirmed that the proposed HARQ scheme with DF relay
greatly improves the throughput and the average number of
retransmission characteristics compared with the case of no
DF relay. Moreover, we have investigated the multiple relay
cases.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, RCP
LDPC code is introduced. In Section III, NB LDPC coded
Type II HARQ scheme is described. In Section IV, we
introduce the DF relaying scheme. In Section V, we briefly
illustrate the MIMO OFDM and MIMO interleaved
SC-FDMA modulation. In Section VI, computer simulation
results are shown. The paper concludes with Section VII.
II. RCP LDPC CODE
The encoding and decoding procedure of RCP LDPC
code is as follows. We call the code before puncture and the
code after puncture as the mother code and the efficient
code, respectively. In RCP LDPC code, the encoder and
decoder of mother code can also be applied to the efficient
code. When the parity check matrix of mother code is given
by H M (nM  nN ) and the generator matrix by GM (nN  nK )
with nK  (nN  nM ) , the coding rate of mother code
becomes RM  (1  nM / nN )  nK / nN . The coding rate after
the puncture of nP symbols from the mother code is given
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by RE  nK ∕  nN  nP  . We denote the message vector as
m  (m1, m2 ,, mn ) , the code word of mother code as
CM  (cM 1, cM 2 ,, cMn ) , the index of position to be punctured
as P  ( p1, p2 ,, pn ) and the code word of punctured code
as CP  (cP1, cP2 ,, cPn ) . The encoding procedure is first to
generate the mother code by C M  mGM which is
systematic, and next, to puncture the position using P to
obtain C P . The decoding procedure is to produce the
symbol LLR (Log Likelihood Ratio) [11] from the receive
signal and it is fed to the mother code decoder as the initial
value for the sum-product algorithm. The symbol LLR for
the position P is initially set to 0, because there is no
available symbol LLR corresponding to the position P .

1.00E+00

Uncoded
theory

1.00E-01

Uncoded
Rate=4/4

K

N
P

III. NB RCP LDPC CODED TYPE II HARQ SCHEME
In Figure 1, we show the transmitter and receiver block
diagram of NB RCP LDPC coded Type II HARQ. At the
transmitter, the data bits are firstly encoded by the Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC)-16 error detecting code and
secondly encoded by the NB LDPC code on GF(4) or
GF(16). The encoded LDPC code word is divided into the
transmission packets and they are modulated by Quaternary
Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) or 16 Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (16QAM) depending on GF(4) or GF(16),
respectively. Matching GF(Q) to the modulation level Q
is preferable in calculating the symbol LLR and reduces the
complexity compared with the use of bit LLR calculation.
After the interpolation filtering and the up-conversion to
carrier frequency, the Radio Frequency (RF) signal is
transmitted from the antenna.
At the receiver side, the received signal is demodulated
and the symbol LLR is calculated. The symbol LLR is then
fed to the NB LDPC decoder. Using Sum-Product
Algorithm (SPA), the LDPC code word is decoded and the
hard decision is made to obtain the data bits. The data bits
Receiver

Transmitter

CRC check

NB LDPC decoder

Sym. LLR calculation

QPSK or QAM demod.

QPSK or QAM mod.

Allocation to transmit
packet

NB LDPC encoder

CRC enccoder

Input
data

ACK or NACK

Output
data

Figure 1. Transmitter and receiver structure of NB RCP LDPC coded type
II HARQ scheme
TABLE I.

SIMULATION CONDITIONS OF RCP LDPC CODE

Channel
Modulation
Size of Galois field
Size of parity
check matrix
Mother
Average weight
code
Coding rate
Information bit
length
Efficient
code
Coding rate
Max SPA iteration

AWGN
QPSK
GF(4)
(256,512)

16QAM
GF(16)
(128,256)

(2.66,5.32)
4/8

(2.41,4.82)
2/4
512

4/8,4/7,4/6,4/5,
4/4

2/4,2/3,2/2
20

Efficient
code
Rate=4/5
Efficient
code
Rate=4/6
Efficient
code
Rate=4/7
Mother code
Rate=4/8

BER

1.00E-02

1.00E-03

1.00E-04

1.00E-05
0

2

4

6

8

Average Eb/N0 [dB]

Figure 2. BER characteristics of NB RCP-LDPC code on AWGN channel
(QPSK, Uncoded theory and uncoded rate 4/4 are overlapped.)
1.00E+00

Uncoded
theory

1.00E-01

Uncoded
Rate=2/2
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Efficient
code
Rate=2/3
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BER
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1.00E-03
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Figure 3. BER characteristics of NB RCP-LDPC code on AWGN channel
(16QAM, Uncoded theory and uncoded rate 2/2 are overlapped.)

are then CRC-checked and Negative ACKnowledgement
(NACK) or ACKnowledgement (ACK) is returned to the
transmitter corresponding to the error or no error detection.
The BER characteristics of RCP LDPC code on Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel are examined
when the rate 1/2 mother code on GF(4) or GF(16) is
punctured to change the coding rate. The simulation
condition is listed in Table I and the simulation results are
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. C++ language is utilized
for programming. From the simulation results, we know
that the efficient codes on GF(4) or GF(16) with different
coding rates are obtained from a mother code and the error
correction capability corresponding to each coding rate is
achieved.
In type II HARQ, like in Figure 4, at the first
transmission, only uncoded information symbols are
transmitted, and at the second transmission and after, the
parity check symbols are retransmitted at the incremental
redundancy policy. Accordingly, when the channel
condition is good, the first uncoded transmission is
successful and it achieves high throughput. On the other
hand, when the channel condition is bad, by decreasing the
coding rate at each retransmission, the error correction
capability increases gradually. The generation of NB RCP
LDPC code is done only once at the transmitter and there is
no need of regeneration of code word when the coding rate
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1 LDPC Block length (Rate=1/2)

Data Bits

Parity Check Bits
Division into packets

Antenna1
Antenna2
1st
transmission

2nd
3rd
transmission transmission

Figure 4. Division of NB LDPC code word into transmission packets when
2 spatial multiplex streams are employed

is decreased. Therefore, there is no increase of complexity
of NB RCP LDPC code compared with the fixed rate NB
LDPC code. Also at the receiver side, the complexity of NB
RCP LDPC decoder does not increase compared with the
fixed rate NB LDPC decoder, because the same and only
one NB LDPC decoder can be used for various coding rates
of NB RCP LDPC code.
IV. DECODE AND FORWARD RELAYING SCHEME
The Decode and Forward relay model is shown in
Figure 5. We consider the relay arrangement where the
relay locates at the middle point between the source
(transmitter) and the destination (receiver).

and destination. At this point, if destination returns NACK
but relay does ACK, then the relay sends the parity check
packet hereafter instead of the source, i.e., the source is
replaced by the relay which locates closer to destination.
The transmission from relay to destination is more
successful than source to destination due to the near
distance between relay and destination. Also, as the source
and relay do not simultaneously retransmit the parity check
packet, the total transmission power is the same between
with and without relay. This saves the total transmit energy
in the case when the same transmit power as source is
allocated to the relay.
Next, we consider the two relay cases where two relays
are allocated in parallel or serial manner as shown in Figure
6(b) or (c), respectively. Figure 6 (a) is the arrangement of
single relay already discussed. In Figure 6 (b), two relays
are allocated in the middle point between source and
destination in parallel. In Figure 6(c), relay 1 and relay 2 are
allocated serially with equal distance interval between
source and destination. When the power attenuation
exponent is given by  and the distance between source
and destination is normalized as 1, the relay at the middle
point between source and destination in Figure 6 (a) and (b)
receives 2 times more power than the direct link between
source and destination. Similarly, the relay 1 and relay 2 in
Figure 6 (c) receives 3 times more power than the direct
link.

Source

Relay

(a) Single relay

When error is detected at both destination and relay:

Source
node

Destination
node

Relay
node

Relay1
Source

Destination
Relay2

(b) Parallel arrangement of 2 relays

When error is detected at destination but not relay

Source
node

Destination

Destination
node

Relay
node

Source

Relay1

Relay2

Destination

(c) Serial arrangement of 2 relays

Figure 6. DF relay arrangement in case of multiple relays
Transmit
node

Receive node

Figure 5. DF (Decode and Forward) relaying model

At the first transmission, the source broadcasts the
uncoded information packet to the relay and destination
simultaneously. The relay and destination independently
detect the transmission errors using CRC-16 code. The
relay and destination independently return (broadcast) ACK
or NACK to the source. This ACK or NACK is shared
among source, relay and destination. If the destination
returns ACK, the transmission finishes at the first
transmission and this condition is equivalent to no relay.
Otherwise, retransmission is made. The source sends parity
check packets with incremental redundancy. The relay and
destination receive the parity check packet and combine it
with already received packet. The LDPC decoding and
CRC error detection is done both at relay and destination.
ACK or NACK is returned and shared among source, relay

V. MIMO OFDM AND MIMO SC-FDMA MODULATION
SHEME
In Figure 7, we show the block diagram of NB RCP
LDPC coded Type II HARQ scheme using MIMO-OFDM
modulation. At the transmitter, the data bits are firstly
encoded by the CRC-16 error detecting code and secondly
encoded by the NB LDPC code on GF(4) or GF(16). The
encoded NB alphabets are mapped to QPSK signal points
for GF(4) or 16QAM for GF(16). These signal points are
then modulated by OFDM with guard interval insertion for
making a packet for each transmission. The OFDM signal is
then transmitted to the frequency selective channel from
each transmit antenna. At the receiver, for each antenna, the
guard interval is first removed and then OFDM
demodulation is made using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
By demodulating each subcarrier QPSK modulated or
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the
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In (1), P  x  a r r  denotes the probability that the
transmit symbol x equals a when the receive signal
point r falls in the small area r r centered at r .
p  r sa  is the transition probability density function from
sa  r and is expressed as
 r  hsa 2 
1
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2 2
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where  2 is the variance of receive noise. Accordingly,
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16QAM modulated, the symbol LLR is calculated.
We show how the symbol LLR is calculated for each
demodulated subcarrier of OFDM with QPSK signaling.
When the transmit signal, receive signal, signal points of
QPSK and the subcarrier channel fading value are denoted
as x , r , s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 and h , respectively, the symbol
LLR for the alphabets a  0,1, 2,3 on GF(4) is defined as
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Figure 8. Transmitter and receiver configuration of NB RCP LDPC coded
type II HARQ scheme using MIMO interleaved SC-FDMA
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The symbol LLR values are then fed to the LDPC
decoder and the iterative decoding using sum-product
algorithm is done. The decoded information bits are
error-detected by the CRC-16 code. If error is not detected,
the data bits are fed to the data sink and the ACK is returned
to the transmitter to finish the transmission. But if errors are
detected, the NACK is returned and the retransmission is
requested. As the type II HARQ scheme is employed, at the
first transmission, only the data symbols without encoding
are sent to the receiver. After the 2nd transmission, as
shown in Figure 4, the parity symbols are sent several times
with the incremental redundancy depending on the error
detection status at the receiver. When the channel quality is
good, the uncoded data packet for the first transmission
succeeds with high probability leading to the high
throughput performance. On the other hand, when the
channel quality is bad, the parity packets are retransmitted
several times till the LDPC code rate reaches the lowest one
Transmitter

M
Total number of subcarriers

Output
data

Figure 7. Transmitter and receiver configuration of NB RCP LDPC coded
type II HARQ scheme using MIMO OFDM

half resulting in enough error correction capability.
In Figure 8, we show the transmitter and receiver block
diagram of NB RCP LDPC coded Type II HARQ using
MIMO SC-FDMA. At the transmitter, the data bits are
firstly encoded by the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)-16
error detecting code and secondly encoded by the NB
LDPC code on GF(4) or GF(16). The encoded LDPC code
word is divided into the transmission packets and they are
modulated by QPSK or 16QAM depending on GF(4) or
GF(16), respectively. The modulated QAM symbols are
then N-point FFT transformed at each antenna stream and
the subcarrier mapping is done to make the interleaved
SC-FDMA spectrum as shown in Figure 9. The interleaved
spectrum is then M-point Inverse FFT (IFFT) transformed,
where M  U  N and U is the number of users ( U  4
in Figure 9). Cyclic Prefix (CP) is added to the time domain
complex samples of an IFFT block. After the interpolation
filtering and the up-conversion to carrier frequency, the RF
signal is transmitted from each antenna. At the base station,
after the down-conversion to baseband and the sampling,
CP is removed and the M-point FFT is done to obtain the
frequency domain signal. The frequency domain signal is
then subcarrier-de-mapped to aggregate the interleaved
spectrum of each user back to the N sample spectrum again.
The Frequency Domain Equalization (FDE) is made to
compensate the channel frequency response and separate
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the multiple spatial streams of each user. After the FDE,
N-point IFFT is made to obtain the time domain signal of
each stream. The subsequent symbol LLR calculation, NB
LDPC decoding, CRC-16 error detection and the HARQ
protocol follow the same manner as the MIMO OFDM
above.
VI. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS
The throughput performance and the average number of
retransmission characteristic for 2  2 MIMO-OFDM NB
RCP LDPC coded Type II Hybrid-ARQ with GF(4) and
QPSK or with GF(16) and 16QAM are investigated. We
compared the performance between with and without relay.
The simulation condition is listed in Table II. The
simulation results for throughput characteristic are shown in
Figure 10 – Figure 13. The simulation results for average
number of retransmission are shown in Figure 14 - Figure
17. We have also shown the simulation results for the
parallel two relay case of Figure 6 (b) and the serial two
relay case of Figure 6 (c) in Figures 18 and 19, respectively.
For QPSK, an LDPC code word on GF(4) is divided
into 16 OFDM symbols. As the coding rate of mother
LDPC code is 1/2, the former 8 OFDM symbols are the
information data symbols and the latter 8 OFDM symbols
are the parity check symbols. For the 1st transmission, 8
OFDM symbols made from information data are
transmitted from 2 transmit antennas simultaneously using
4 OFDM symbol durations. For the 2nd transmission and
thereafter, i.e., retransmission, 4 OFDM symbols made
from the parity check symbols are transmitted from 2
transmit antennas simultaneously. In each retransmission, 1
parity check OFDM symbol is transmitted from each
antenna using 1 OFDM duration. The coding rate is
decreased gradually from 4/5, 4/6, 4/7 to 4/8 for each
retransmission. For 16QAM, the coding rate is decreased
from 2/2, 2/3 to 2/4. After all the parity check OFDM
symbols are transmitted and the coding rate reaches 4/8=1/2,
if the errors are still detected at the destination, the whole
transmission of the same RCP LDPC code word in the same
manner is repeated up to 15 times, which is enough large
number to measure the throughput and the average number
of retransmission. We call this procedure of decreasing the
coding rate from 1 to 1/2 as the one set as shown in Table II.
The symbol LLR addition is used at the destination for the
repeated reception of the same RCP LDPC code word.
For the comparative scheme, we considered the type I
HARQ with the fixed coding rate LDPC code and set the
maximum number of retransmissions also to be 15 times.
We compare the throughput performance of type II
HARQ with type I HARQ in Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13. As
the coding rate of type I HARQ increases, the throughput
also increases in the high average Eb / N0 region. On the
other hand, the throughput of type II HARQ approaches to
4 (bps/Hz) and 8 (bps/Hz) in case of QPSK and 16QAM,
respectively, in the high Eb / N0 region. This is because
type II HARQ can change the coding rate adaptively and it
can use the coding rate of 1 for high Signal to Noise Ratio

TABLE II.
SIMULATION CONDITIONS OF NB GF(4) AND GF(16) RCP
LDPC CODED TYPE II HYBRID ARQ SCHEME WITH 2  2 MIMO-OFDM
NB
LDPC
mother
code
Punctured
code
(efficient
code)

Size of Galois field
Size of parity check
matrix
Average weight
Coding rate
Information bit length
Coding rate

Max SPA iteration
Transmit and receive antennas
Modulation
Number of OFDM subcarriers

GF(4)

GF(16)

(512,1024)

(256,512)

(2.66,5.32)
(2.41,4.82)
4/8
2/4
1024
4/4,4/5,4/6,
4/7,4/8

2/2,2/3,2/4
20

2

2

QPSK

16QAM
N=64

CP length ( Ts :QAM symbol length)

Ts / 4

Channel model between each
transmit and receive antenna

Quasi-static Rayleigh fading
with 16 delay paths having
equal average power

Interval of delay paths
Channel State Information
Error detecting code
Power attenuation exponent
Number of retransmission in Type I
Number of retransmission in Type II

Ts / 64
Known at receiver
CRC-16
=3
15 times
15 sets
15 sets

(SNR) region. The slight decrease of throughput in type II
HARQ from 4 (bps/Hz) and 8 (bps/Hz) is due to the use of
CRC-16 error detection code. In type II HARQ, however,
the parity check packet is sequentially retransmitted in
responding to the NACK, so the number of retransmission
becomes large compared with the type I HARQ. Also in
type II HARQ, the iterative decoding of LDPC code is done
for each retransmission of parity check packet, thus the
decoding time tends to increase.
Next, we compare the cases with and without relay.
When the average receive Eb / N0 is high, the throughputs
with and without relay are almost equal, but when the
average receive Eb / N0 is low, the throughput with relay is
higher than without relay. This is because for the high
average receive Eb / N0 region, the destination can receive
the packet correctly without retransmission. Accordingly,
the relay is not used for this high Eb / N0 region, so there
is no difference between with and without relay. On the
other hand, for the region where the average receive
Eb / N 0 is low, the transmission from source to destination
often fails, but the transmission from relay to destination
succeeds with high probability, thus the retransmission is
switched from the source to the relay for this low Eb / N0
region. For the type I HARQ schemes with a relay in Figure
11, Figure 13, Figure 15, and Figure 17, we know that the
throughput with a relay is largely improved compared with
the one without relay for the region where the average
number of retransmission is 1. For this region the
throughput of type I HARQ is almost one half of the
throughput for high Eb / N0 region. This means that for
this region the transmission is switched from the source to
relay and the retransmission from the relay to destination is
almost successful. This observation proves that the use of
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Figure 14. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(4) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , QPSK)
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Figure 11. Throughput characteristics of NB GF(4) RCP LDPC coded type
II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I HARQ with
fixed coding rate (with a relay, 2  2 , QPSK)

Figure 15. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(4) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (with a relay, 2  2 , QPSK)
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Figure 10. Throughput characteristics of NB GF(4) RCP LDPC coded type
II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I HARQ with
fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , QPSK)
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Figure 12. Throughput characteristics of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC coded
type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I HARQ
with fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , 16QAM)

Figure 16. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , 16QAM)
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Figure 13. Throughput characteristics of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC coded
type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I HARQ
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Figure 17. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (with a relay, 2  2 , 16QAM)
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Figure 19. Comparison of average number of retransmissions of NB GF(4)
RCP LDPC coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy for
three relay arrangements ( 2  2 , QPSK, One relay d=1/2 and two relays
parallel d=1/2, 1/2 are overlapped.)

relay is quite effective in HARQ.
As for the proposed type II HARQ, the throughput is
larger than all the type I HARQ schemes and is optimum
for all average receive Eb / N0 values. However, the
average number of retransmission becomes larger than the
type I ARQ schemes because of the incremental redundancy
retransmissions.
As for the relay arrangements in Figure 6, from Figure
18 and Figure 19, we see that the throughput and the
average number of retransmission characteristics for the
serial arrangement in Figure 6 (c) show the best. The
parallel arrangement in Figure 6 (b) exhibits almost the
same performance as the one relay case in Figure 6 (a). This
observation comes from the fact that the receive power at
relay or destination in the serial arrangement becomes
larger than the parallel arrangement.
Next, from Figure 20 - Figure 29, we show the
throughput and the average number of retransmission
characteristics of NB RCP LDPC coded type II HARQ on
2×2 MIMO interleaved SC-FDMA. The simulation
conditions are listed in Table III. The simulation results for
throughput characteristic are shown in Figure 20, Figure 21,
Figure 22, and Figure 23. The simulation results for average
number of retransmission are shown Figure 24, Figure 25,
Figure 26, and Figure 27. We have shown the simulation
results for the parallel two relay case and the serial two
relay case in Figures 28 and 29.
When QPSK modulation is employed, one GF(4)

LDPC mother code word is divided into 8 packets. As the
coding rate of mother LDPC code is 1/2, the former 4
packets contain only information symbols and the latter 4
packets consist of parity check symbols. For the 1st
transmission, 4 information packets are transmitted from
two antennas. For the 2nd retransmission and after, 1 parity
check packets are retransmitted at each retransmission
resulting in lowering the coding rate at receiver from 4/5 to
4/6, 4/7, 4/8. After all the parity check packets are
retransmitted and the coding rate at destination reaches 1/2,
if error is still detected at destination, the same RCP LDPC
code transmission is repeated 15 times and each time the
symbol LLR’s are summed up at destination by symbol
LLR addition. We call this procedure of decreasing the
coding rate from 1 to 1/2 as the one set. Thus, the total 15
sets of RCP LDPC code word transmission are done before
the final discard of RCP LDPC code in case of failure of
error correction at destination. As a comparative scheme,
we also considered the LDPC coded type I HARQ scheme
where the coding rate is fixed for each retransmission. The
maximum number of retransmissions is limited to 15 and
the symbol LLR addition is employed at the destination.
When 16QAM modulation is employed, one GF(16)
LDPC mother code word is divided into 4 packets. The
former 2 packets contain only information symbols and the
latter 2 packets consist of parity check symbols. The coding
rate decreases from 2/3 to 2/4 at each retransmission. After
all the packets are retransmitted and the coding rate at
destination reaches 1/2, if error is still detected at
destination, the same RCP LDPC transmission is repeated
15 times in total, which is the same as the case of QPSK
TABLE III.
SIMULATION CONDITIONS OF NB RCP LDPC CODED TYPE
II HARQ WITH DF RELAY ON 2×2 MIMO INTERLEAVED SC-FDMA
NB
LDPC
mother
code
Punctured
code
(efficient
code)

Size of Galois field
Size of parity check
matrix
Average weight
Coding rate
Information bit length
Coding rate

Max SPA iteration
Number of users U
Transmit and receive antennas
Modulation
Number of subcarriers / user
Number of total subcarriers

GF(4)

GF(16)

(512,1024)

(256,512)

(2.66,5.32)
(2.41,4.82)
4/8
2/4
1024
4/4,4/5,4/6,
4/7,4/8

2/2,2/3,2/4
20
4

2

2

QPSK

16QAM
N =64
M =256

CP length ( Ts :QAM symbol length)

16  (Ts / 4)  4Ts

Channel model between each
transmit and receive antenna

Quasi-static Rayleigh fading
with 16 delay paths having
equal average power

Interval of delay paths
Channel State Information
Error detecting code
Power attenuation exponent
Number of retransmission in Type I
Number of retransmission in Type II

Ts / 4
Known at receiver
CRC-16
=3
15 times
15 sets
15 sets
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Figure 24. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(4) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , QPSK)
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Figure 25. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(4) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (with a relay, 2  2 , QPSK)
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Figure 20. Throughput characteristics of NB GF(4) RCP LDPC coded type
II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I HARQ with
fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , QPSK)
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Figure 26. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , 16QAM)
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Figure 22. Throughput characteristics of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC coded
type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I HARQ
with fixed coding rate (without relay, 2  2 , 16QAM)
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Figure 23. Throughput characteristics of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC coded
type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I HARQ
with fixed coding rate (with a relay, 2  2 , 16QAM)
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Figure 27. Average number of retransmissions of NB GF(16) RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ scheme with incremental redundancy and type I
HARQ with fixed coding rate (with a relay, 2  2 , 16QAM)
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modulation as mentioned in the above. As for the number of
users U , we employed U  4 , but any number of users
U is available depending on how much subcarriers
assigned to each user, i.e., N  M / U . Less number of
subcarriers will lead to less frequency diversity effect.
For the two parallel relays or two serial relays, we also
show the throughput and the average number of
retransmission characteristics in Figure 28, and Figure 29,
respectively.
Regarding the simulation results, we first compare the
type I HARQ with the type II HARQ in case of no relay.
The throughput characteristic of type I HARQ saturates in
the high average Eb / N0 region, because the coding rate is
fixed. As the coding rate of type I HARQ increases, the
throughput also increases in the high average Eb / N0
region. On the other hand, the throughput of type II HARQ
approaches to 4 (bps/Hz) and 8 (bps/Hz) in case of QPSK
and 16QAM, respectively, in the high Eb / N0 region. This
is because type II HARQ can change the coding rate
adaptively and it can use the coding rate of 1 for high SNR
region. The slight decrease of throughput in type II HARQ
is due to the use of CRC-16 error detection code. We also
observe that for entire Eb / N0 region, the throughput of
type II HARQ is optimized and is superior to type I HARQ.
However, the average number of retransmission of type II
HARQ is worse than type I HARQ. This is because parity
check packets are sent sequentially with several time slots
in type II HARQ, while the parity check packet is sent at a

time in type I HARQ.
Next, we compare the case with a relay and without
relay. When the average Eb / N0 is high, the throughput
with a relay is the same as without relay. This is because,
both in the case with a relay and without relay, the average
number of retransmission is almost 0 for the high average
Eb / N 0 region, and there makes no difference between the
two. On the other hand, when the average Eb / N0 is low,
we see that the throughput and the average number of
retransmission characteristics with a relay are much better
than the ones without relay. This is because for low average
Eb / N 0 region, although the destination frequently fails to
decode the code word correctly, the relay succeeds in
decoding with high probability. Accordingly, as the
retransmission is executed from the relay to the destination
instead of the source to the destination, the probability of
successful decoding at destination is increased. We also
observe that when the number of average retransmission is
greater than 0, i.e., the retransmission is done and the total
number of transmission is more than 2, the throughput with
a relay is largely improved compared with the one without
relay.
This
improvement
is
observed
below
Eb / N0  20 (dB) for GF(4) and QPSK in Figures 20, 21, 24,
and 25, and below Eb / N0  25 (dB) for GF(16) and
16QAM in Figures 22, 23, 26, and 27.
On the relay arrangements in Figure 6, from Figure 28,
and Figure 29, we observe that the throughput and the
average number of retransmission characteristics for the
serial arrangement in Figure 6 (c) show the best
performance. The parallel arrangement in Figure 6 (b)
exhibits almost the same performance as the one relay case
in Figure 6 (a). This observation can be understood from the
fact that the receive power at relay or destination in the
serial arrangement becomes larger than the parallel
arrangement as previously stated in MIMO OFDM.
Finally, we make the comparison between
MIMO-OFDM and MIMO SC-FDMA with NB RCP LDPC
coded type II HARQ. Almost the same observations we see
between the two modulations. On the performance
difference between the two modulations, we observe in
Figure 10, Figure 14, Figure 20, and Figure 24 that the
throughput performance and the average number of
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retransmission of MIMO interleaved SC-FDMA are better
than the MIMO OFDM above Eb / N 0  20 (dB). This
seems to be caused from the difference of BER
performance between the two modulations. We show the
BER characteristics of uncoded MIMO OFDM and
uncoded MIMO interleaved SC-FDMA in Figure 30
simulated under the same simulation conditions of Table II
and Table III. From Figure 30, we know the BER of MIMO
interleaved SC-FDMA is better than the MIMO OFDM
above Eb / N 0  20 (dB). Accordingly, the throughput and
the average number of retransmission of MIMO interleaved
SC-FDMA are superior to the MIMO OFDM.
In all the simulations in the above figures, a
quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel with 16 delay paths
having equal average power is considered and it is basically
a static channel and time-invariant. If the mobile
time-variant channel is considered and employed for the
proposed schemes, further degradation of throughput and
average number of retransmission is expected due to the
channel estimation error caused by rapid time-varying
channel. For future studies, the throughput and the average
number of retransmission should be measured in real
mobile environment using real test beds.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the throughput and
the average number of retransmission characteristics of the
proposed NB RCP LDPC coded type II HARQ with DF
relays using MIMO-OFDM and MIMO interleaved
SC-FDMA. We have verified the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme through computer simulation. In the
proposed scheme, for the first transmission, only uncoded
information packet is transmitted to both for relay and
destination. If error is detected at destination, parity check
packets are retransmitted for the 2nd and the subsequent
retransmissions. The error correction decoding is done both
at relay and destination. When the destination fails in
decoding, but the relay succeeds, the relay replaces the
source hereafter. The relay retransmits the remaining parity
check packets with incremental redundancy instead of
source. The destination receives the parity check packets till
the coding rate reaches 1/2. We made clear that by using DF
relays the throughput and the average number of
retransmission characteristics are improved especially for
low receive SNR region.
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Abstract—Co-existence between legacy wireless infrastructure
and a cognitive radio network has been attracting the research
community. However, many challenges arise due to several
difficulties, such as how to leverage current deployment for a
secondary network but guarantee no interference to the primary
network. This work illustrates a specific coexistence deployment
in which a primary coverage reception overlaps with a cognitive
transmitter’s reception zone. We show that typically, a large
overlap zone causes high interference; however, the interference
level is lower when the node density is minor. Fuzzy logic is
used to combine observed factors of the wireless environment
(e.g., area overlapping and primary receiver density) to estimate
interference level to primary receivers. The computed results
reflect the precise impact that may occur when a cognitive radio
communication is operating nearby. Interference level is retrieved
by the routing engine and becomes a routing metric alternative
to the hopcount metric for our routing proposal, which leverages
Dynamic MANET On Demand for cognitive radio networks. In
this paper, we detail the proposed routing idea, which promotes
a cross-layered routing design for cognitive radio networks and
incorporates observed environment information to prevent severe
interference with primary networks.
Keywords–Cognitive radio; overlap region; prediction model;
fuzzy logic; interference avoidance.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to define a routing strategy
which avoids interference in cognitive radio networks (CRNs).
This strategy is essentially based on our previous work [1].
To make the readers easy to follow, we present the reason
why CRNs were introduced. Due to the limitation of fixed
broadband and frequency range allocation, there is a huge
need for enhancing radio resource usage using cognitive radio technologies, especially for the rural areas. The federal
communications commission (FCC) has been conducting data
collection and evaluating the communication needs of rural
communities since 2008 in the US [2]–[4]. Expanding broadband deployment for rural areas is critical, however their full
impact has not been yet realized and it would be interesting
to measure this impact.
As illustrated in Figure 1 [5], CRN infrastructure can
coexist with an existing primary system including the primary
transmitter base station and its primary receivers. Again,
evaluating the impact with this co-existing scheme should be
studied since it has not been realized thoroughly. To do so, we
are interested in studying the reception overlap between the
secondary transmitter and primary transmitter and observing
its impact on the primary receivers.
Eliminating interruptions during an operation is one of the
key properties of reliable applications or services. In CRNs,

Figure 1. Cognitive radio networks reference architecture

interruptions obviously happen when the transmission of a
primary radio (PR) forces cognitive radios (CRs) to vacate on
the selected band. On the other hand, when an overlap exists
in the coverage area between the CR and PR transmitters, the
undesired interference generated by the secondary transmitters
on PR communications becomes difficult to control. For this
reason, it is necessary to accurately characterize this overlap
and its effect on every available channel for better spectrum
selection.
We define an overlap region as an area where a PR emitter’s
signal meets a CR emitter’s signal. In case of coexistence,
this area is vulnerable to the operating primary receivers
within the region. When it comes to protecting PR receivers’
communication, avoiding this vulnerable area is one of the
options. However, since these receivers are not always operating continuously on this area, the spare spectrum within this
area can be exploited and used by CR nodes. Considering the
line-of-sight propagation model in rural areas, we define an
overlap in CRN context as being a geometrical overlapping
area between two circles that were formed by the signal
of the PR and CR transmitters. As illustrated in Figure 2,
the PR transmitter overlaps with two other CRs that creates
two overlap regions, overlap region 1 and overlap region 2
respectively.
We rely on the position of the transmitters and their
transmission ranges to identify the encountered overlap situations. Different overlapping cases have different effects on
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Figure 3. General fuzzy logic system
Figure 2. Overlap in cognitive radio networks definition

the primary receivers. Therefore, characterizing all these cases
provides better vision on designing an interference-free CR
communication scheme. For instance in a rural area, a CRN
overlaps with TV transmission signals; the overlap area size
could be variable. Assuming that a smaller overlap region leads
to less impact on possible TV receivers, this CRN can operate
on the area that has small overlapping area. As long as the
impact on the receivers is observed, the interference can be
avoided.
In a CRN, a CR node makes decisions based on its own
observed information even though this knowledge may be
incomplete. Fuzzy logic, however, can yield useful outputs
with incomplete, approximate or vague information (e.g., low
or high interference, sufficient or insufficient available radio
resources). Furthermore, fuzzy logic does not require too
complicated computation since the calculation is mostly based
on if-then-else rules. Hence, we can use fuzzy logic in realtime cognitive radio applications for which the response time
is crucial to the system performance [6]. Due to its simplicity,
flexibility, and if-then-else rules composition, processing time
for fuzzy logic is minor.
Fuzzy logic introduces a logic theory that was developed
to generalise ‘true’ and ‘false’ values to any value between 0
and 1 [7]. It also presents the approximate knowledge, which
may be difficult to express by conventional crisp methods (i.e.,
bivalent set theory). A fuzzy logic system with two inputs and
one output is described in Figure 3. The fuzzy sets are sets of
unsharp boundaries in which membership is a matter of degree
(in range of 0 to 1). For instance, a fuzzy set of weekend
may contain half of Friday, Saturday and Sunday and a set of
weekdays may contain from Monday to the first half of Friday.
So, Friday can exist in both sets with distinctive degrees. To
identify the degree of these variables, a membership function
is used to imply the related information. The membership
function assigns a value in the interval [0, 1] to a fuzzy variable,
denoted by µ(weekend(day)), where weekend is a fuzzy set,
and day is a fuzzy variable.
Input crisp values are fuzzified to produce appropriate
linguistic values according to defined membership functions.
Then, the inference engine will extract the associated outputs
based on the defined rules. These outputs are fuzzified based
on output membership functions. Finally, fuzzified outputs are
aggregated into a single crisp value by the defuzzifier.
The output can be used to investigate how the routing layer
reacts and makes the right decisions to maximise spectrum resources while avoiding interference with the primary receivers.

For instance, a CR can operate within an area which has high
overlap size but low number of operating primary receivers.
We apply fuzzy logic to determine the overlap size and the
probability of operating primary receivers (e.g., low or high).
In the literature, we did not find any explicit solution or
proposal that is sufficient to protect the PR when coexistence
happens. There is always a trade-off between the coexistence
and interference. In our previous works [8], [9], we graphically
observed and estimated how the PRs get impacted when
overlap happens along with a proposal of using the stochastic
model Grey and Kalman filter to predict the potential PRs that
may be impacted. From these observations, we proposed a
method to combine these two factors using fuzzy logic, which
was detailed in [1]. We explain this again in this article so that
the readers understand the proposed routing framework.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A literature
review of routing solutions in CRN is provided in Section II.
Then we briefly present the overlap calculation and the node
density estimation method in Section III. The method to
compose these two factors into an interference level, in which
we estimate this level using fuzzy logic and a routing proposal,
is in Section IV and V. Overall, we conclude our work in
Section VI.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Network layer plays an important role in computer network
communication, essentially, routing protocol to establish a path
between a sender and a receiver. Routing in a wireless network
is always an interesting topic in the research community. In
CRNs, the routing problem imposes a great challenge due to
the dynamic spectrum access nature. If two neighboring nodes
do not have a common accessible channel, or they have a
common channel but do not tune to the same frequency, the
communication in this case is infeasible and no route can ever
be established. In CRNs, topology construction includes spectrum detection, neighbor discovery, and topology management.
In some circumstances, a routing decision also depends on the
required Quality of Service (QoS) from upper layer and also
from the control information from the lower layers (PHY and
MAC).
Due to the unique function of a CRN, intermittent link is
the first challenge that any routing solution needs to tackle.
To be specific, routing challenges in CRNs include spectrum
awareness, quality route discovery process, and route maintenance/reparation mechanism [10]. Researchers hence have to
keep in mind the fact that they will not have any pre-allocation
spectrum access for the routing module, so the routing algorithm has to accommodate the change of the environment.
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However, the algorithm also has to satisfy the basic network
performance [11]. Nevertheless, an inter-dependence solution
between route selection and spectrum management could be an
appropriate approach to resolve the spectrum awareness issue
[12].
Routing over the open spectrum environment is a fundamental issue, especially in dealing with multi-hop CRNs.
Several routing solutions were proposed but no general routing
solution exists [13]. Again, the challenge is how to ensure
radio resources for cognitive transmission while guaranteeing
the service for all on-going PR communications over the
exploited channels on the whole path. Regarding service-wise
perspective, the question is how many possible services can be
provided to the end users in the secondary networks. Overall,
any routing solution in CRNs should always be aware of
the potentially available spectrum that may be provided by
the sensing function locally or globally. Research by Cesana,
Cuomo, and Ekici [10] classified two main classes of routing algorithm, full spectrum knowledge and local spectrum
knowledge, which consider global and local spectrum information among CRs as the main criteria for routing algorithm
classification.
Cheng et al. [14] proposed a spectrum-aware routing solution that selects a route according to the switching delay
among channels and backoff delay within a channel based
on the spectrum information provided. Also, research by Liu,
Cai, and Shen [15], another spectrum-aware routing solution,
suggested coupling spectrum sensing and spectrum sharing
in multichannel for multi-hop routing. Based on the location
information and channel statistic, a CR selects the relay
hop and adapts its own transmission to dynamic spectrum
access opportunities in its neighbor. The authors proposed a
routing metric that encountered the throughput called cognitive
transport throughput as the main metric for the protocol. This
metric was used to capture the dynamic change from sensing
information and evaluate potential gain of each relay hop. In
term of spectrum-aware solutions, Zhu, Akyildiz, and Kuo
[16] also built a spectrum tree based as on-demand routing
solution for Cognitive Radio Ad-Hoc Networks (CRAHNs).
The global sensing and sharing information were utilized to
build a tree with distinguished levels of available spectrum
on each band. They suggested cooperating this information
from the spectrum decision and routing selection process to
produce a metric and adapt an on-demand routing protocol
for CRAHNs. Other on-demand routing adaptations for CRNs
were also introduced in [17], [18].
Some other works that also take into account the cooperation between spectrum sensing and the routing module were
introduced in [19], [20]. Xin, Xie, and Shen [19] proposed
a graph-based solution that associated spectrum sensing decisions with the radio interfaces of each node in the network to assign specific spectrum opportunities to the radio
interfaces, while Krishnamurthy et al. [20] modified MAC
layer configurations to determine a common set of channels to
facilitate communication among the nodes. The topology so is
formed according to this common set of discovered channels.
This solution indeed used the global spectrum knowledge to
accommodate the routing algorithm. Additionally, the physical
location of each node was also disclosed among the node to
provide the global view of the network topology.

Once the knowledge of the surroundings is partially
learned, Guan et al. [21] proposed a prediction-based middleware between the network layer and lower layers. The authors
studied topology control and routing issues in Cognitive Radio
MANETs (CR-MANETs) and built a middleware-like crosslayer module to provision cognition capacity to do routing
for CR-MANETs. The work aimed to capture the dynamic
change of topology and potentially construct an efficient and
reliable topology. Indeed, the solution is the inter-dependence
component as mentioned between MAC layer and routing
layer, and this component incorporates sensing statistics to
predict and provide information on the available duration of
link to routing components. Other solutions that deal with
opportunistic networks include an opportunistic access routing
solution in [13], where routing metric was rendered based
on demanded QoS in cooperation with the channels’ access
opportunities.
Location awareness is another aspect of concern in CRN
routing. A geographic forwarding based Spectrum Aware Routing protocol for Cognitive ad-Hoc networks (SEARCH) is
also a location awareness routing solution in [22] that joined
undertaken paths to completely avoid the PR’s region, while
routing to protect the PR devices within this area. Similarly,
Habak et al. [23] suggested location-aware routing solutions
could provide better protection for PR devices from CRNs’
communication. Also, a routing solution with consideration
about overlapping was proposed in [24]. PR receivers protection was studied in this work as the main purpose. The routing
mechanism ensured a perfect protection for PRs by selecting
routes that avoid any overlap between PR and secondary radio
coverage. However, the resources of the overlap region may
be usable when the PR receivers are inactive or non-existent.
Even though the research community has been spending
considerable resources and effort to resolve routing challenges
for CRNs, there are still no routing standards that could
overcome all the challenges. Routing issues encountered in
CRN design can be varied. Each hop has its own different
expectation of available resources (channels, frequency range,
power level, interference level, etc.) and allocation time. Therefore, most of the existing solutions treat routing designs as a
cross-layered problem with cooperation between a lower layer,
e.g., to acquire sensing information and to render potential
resources, and the routing mechanism on the network layer to
establish a path among nodes.
Another perspective that attracts the research community
is interference analysis in CRNs. The investigation of interference analysis takes a critical role to provide input to design
various network parameters to guarantee certain performance
for the primary users [25]. Many studies have been carried out
in [26]–[30]. Hossain et al. [25] have studied and classified two
types of interference configuration, network with beacon and
network with primary exclusive regions.
Assuming that in a circular network the CRs are uniformly
distributed with a constant density λ, the interference generated
by these CRs depends on their locations and on the random
channel fading, so this type of configuration causes random
interference [31]. In the network with beacons where CRs
capture and detect beacons sent from PRs, the CRs try to avoid
transmitting in the next duration after successfully detecting
these beacons. The PRs’ communication is hence safe from
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being perturbated. However, again the channel fading problem
could make these CRs misdetect the beacons. Therefore, a
beacon detection threshold becomes on a crucial parameter to
design a CRN that limits the impact on the PR’s operation. In
the network with primary exclusive regions, the PR transmitter’s exclusive region is better avoided by any CRs within the
area since PR receivers within this area are passive devices
and they might be affected if any of the nearby CR operates.
Also depending on the locations of CRs and PRs, our
work studies the network environment’s observations from the
CRs point of view to evaluate the impact, which an on-going
CRN may cause to the primary network. Our observations
take into account the inclusive zone between PRs’ and CRs’
networks. This awareness is then incorporated into a metric
called interference level that reflects the importance of the
impact. Our proposed routing solution uses the interference
level as the crucial metric on select the route that minimizes
the impact to the primary networks that is unnecessarily
completely avoided when inactive or non-existing PR receivers
are detected. Our routing proposition is also a cross-layered
approach where the network layer accesses and retrieves
physical information directly from the physical layer via a
management controller (see Section V-B). In the following
sections, we detail the different parts of our work: overlap
observation, impact estimation and routing proposal.
III.

Figure 5. Particular overlapping case between PR Transmitter and a
CR Node

OVERLAP R EGION AND N ODE D ENSITY
O BSERVATIONS

In this section, we present the overlap region observation
and node density estimation approach, which are the essential
piece of information to envisage possible interference on the
PR’s system when CR’s system is operating.
A. Overlap Region Observation
We argue that when the reception area of a CR emitter
and the reception area of a PR emitter overlap, it produces
unavoidable effects on the primary system, especially to the
PR receivers. This observation was mentioned in [8]. However,
we also proved that not only the overlap size but also the
number of existing primary receivers cause the impact [9]. Our
approach takes into account the overlap ratio and node density
probability as two main factors. The ratio of the overlap size
to the overall size of the PR emitter’s disk is named overlap
ratio, while the node density probability is the probability of
possible node density within this PR emitter’s disk.
The realistic overlap case highlighted in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 is obtained when the following condition is satisfied.
We study the possible impact of these general cases.
d < RP + RC and d > RP and d > RC .

(1)

The overlapping region is clearly displayed and by using
classical geometry, we calculate the general overlap region
between the PR and CR for this case in equation (2),
θC 2
θC
2
RC − RC
|cos β| cos
2
2
θP 2
θP
RP − RC |cos β| RP cos
;
+
2
2

Figure 4. General overlap case

AOverlap =

(2)

where θC and θP are the angles formed at OC and OP with
points A and B, respectively, whereas β is an intermediate
variable for our computation given,

2
2
2
+ x2C + yC
− RC
RP
p
sin β =
;
2
2 ∗ RC ∗ x2C + yC
RC
θC
=
sin
∗ |cos β| ;
2
RP
θP
sin
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2
However, the case where d < RC < RP shown in Figure 5
is not included in equation (2). This particular situation is
captured in equation (3).
θP 2
θP
RP − RC RP |cos β| cos
2
2
θC 2
2
+ ΠRC −
RC
2
θP
2
.
+ RC
|cos β| cos
2

AOverlap =

(3)

Following up with the experiments, we present some associated results in this section. Figure 6 shows results for a
scenario where over a single channel network we modify the
overlap size and study its impact on PR receivers. PR receivers
were uniformly deployed around the PR emitter. The x−axis
illustrates the size of the overlap obtained from the location of
the CR sender and calculated based on equations (2) or (3);
the y−axis shows the ratio of impacted primary nodes. Lower
coverage area in Figure 7 produces almost the same observed
results on the single channel experiments.
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Figure 6. Single Channel - Different Overlap regions - Uniform
Distribution

Figure 8. Multi Channel - Different Overlap regions - Uniform
Distribution

deployment of PR receivers. In this test, the primary users
were deployed further from the vulnerable area. For instance,
even when 200 receivers were deployed, the ratio of affected
nodes was lower than the deployment of 80 or 50 receivers
in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. Hence, envisaging
the distribution over the overlap area and applying the proper
prediction model to estimate the density of the receivers could
be a new approach to protecting the primary receivers in
general.

Figure 7. Single Channel - Different Overlap regions, smaller
reception zone - Uniform Distribution

Figure 8 corresponds to the second scenario where two
channels are available with a PR transmitter observing different
overlaps on each channel. In fact, the overlap on channel 1 is
about 120000m2 while on channel 2 the intersection between
transmitter circles is around 500m2 . In Figure 8, we study the
distinctive ratio of affected nodes while modifying the number
of PR receivers on both channels.
Again, the experiment is performed with various numbers
of PR receivers within the PR transmitter’s disks on both
channels. The x-axis shows the number of PR receivers while
the y-axis illustrates the ratio of nodes being affected by the
CR transmitter’s signal. This ratio varies from 10% to almost
15% on channel 2 but from almost 34% to almost 40% on
channel 1 when the receivers are distributed uniformly within
these disks (as in Figure 8).
Though the relationship between overlap sizes and the
impact is shown, we performed another experiment on a single
channel network with different overlap sizes and arbitrary

Figure 9. Single Channel - Big Reception Zone - Arbitrary
Deployment

In summary, the simulation results reflect the relationship
between the overlap area and the impact on the primary
receptions with homogeneous distributions of PR receivers.
However, positions of PRs may be affected by practical considerations such as obstacles, buildings, mountains, etc., which
prevent regions of the coverage area from containing receivers.
Therefore, a prediction model to estimate the location of these
devices is required.
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learning techniques combined with the Grey Model system
for performing a spectral prediction. Although we characterize
the relationship between the overlap area and the effect on
the primary system, the primary receivers’ density within this
vulnerable area is vaguely known. We argue that the Grey
Prediction Model is able to estimate the mobile node position.

Figure 10. Single Channel - Small Reception Zone - Arbitrary
Deployment

B. Node Density Estimation Approach
We now look for a solution for estimating the node density
within a specific area. There are two approaches that are taken
into account in this work the grey model GM(1, 1) and the
Kalman filter. The Grey systems theory [32] is known for the
analysis of problems with incomplete or uncertain information.
This is an uncertain system in which the information is
incomplete and the existing data is partially accurate. Grey
system focuses on the uncertainty problems of known samples
or inadequate information. Many components of Grey system
theory have been built up since the theory was introduced in
[33]. These components consist of systems analysis, evaluation, modeling, prediction, decision-making, etc. Our work
focuses on the Grey prediction in terms of modeling and
predicting on a set of samples.
In the literature, the Grey predictor is robust with respect
to noise and lack of modeling information compared to other
prediction methods [34]. The Grey model definition is quoted
[32]: “Grey models predict the future value of a time series
based only on a set of the most recent data depending on the
window size of the predictor assuming that all the data used
in the models are positive and the sampling frequency of the
time series are fixed.” One of the most efficient Grey models
in real time applications is GM(1, 1). The model GM(1, 1),
pronounced as “Grey Model First Order One Variable”, is the
time series forecasting model in which the model is renewed
when new data become available to the prediction model [34].
In next generation networks, e.g., software-defined radio
networks or so-called CRNs, the resource exploration process on these devices has very limited information about
radio environment. A prediction model that satisfies partial
knowledge can be useful. The density of these devices for
example is one of the important characteristics that a CR
needs to estimate to avoid the maximum perturbation on the
primary system. A proposal on the use of the Grey Model
in [35] defined a function that facilitates the detection of
free-bands by the mobile cognitive radio equipment dedicated
to the real-time patient’s monitoring. This work basically
proposed a predictive strategy, which is based on machine

Firstly, we are interested in predicting the distribution of
the PR receivers within a specific area using the forecasting
model GM(1, 1) and the Kalman filter. Since we are short of
space in this article, we encourage readers to refer to details
of the model GM(1, 1) explained in [9], and [35]. The model
uses least-squares method to adapt the prediction curve to the
original curve. The idea of using the least-squares method is
to find the most closest point to the actual value curve/line
of the data. In the Grey Model, to ensure the accuracy of the
predicted value in the time domain (that reflects the trend of
the series) and prediction control variation (the variance of the
predicted value and the actual value), the least-squares method
is applied to calculate these coefficient factors.
We adapt GM(1, 1) to predict primary receivers on a specific area if a statistical receiver quantity is known. Assuming
we have statistical information of the number of active licensed
mobile devices in a specific area (note that we focus on the
rural area since there are less obstacles in-between). Depending
on the time unit of the statistic, we extract the statistic into
a time series chain of the number of active licensed devices,
which is named “predicted PRs”. This is the input series of the
Grey Model GM(1, 1). In current experiments, the relationship
between transmission power and reception power in free space
can be approximated by [36]:
Pr (d) =

Pt Gt Gr λ2
(4πd)2 L

where Pr and Pt are received and transmitted power, respectively, Gr and Gt denote the antenna gains of receiver and
transmitter, L the system loss factors (a.k.a. filter losses and
antenna losses), d the distance between the transmitter and
the receiver and λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal
in meters. Thus, knowing the PR’s positions based on their
transmitting/received power by the CR node, the system (i.e.,
Cognitive Radio emitter) could estimate the changes in their
position and the number of PR receivers from the overlap
region. According to this information, the CR node could
adapt its transmit parameters (power) to minimize the possible
impact on PR systems.
Another approach that we consider is the Kalman filter.
The Kalman-based estimator provides good results in practice
due to its optimality (it minimizes the mean square error
of the estimated parameters). The Kalman filter recursively
corrects the estimation function associated with the current
measured value, current predicted value and current predicted
measurement value. For example, suppose we have a prediction
function of variable x at time t called, x̂−
t . The current
measured value is zt , the predicted measurement, which is
yielded by the predicted value of x at t is z − t , providing that
z − t = Hx− t with H is the related matrix to the measured
value at time t.
If the actual value of x is denoted by x̂t , the prediction
function is then corrected as follows:
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−
x̂t = x̂−
t + K(zt − H x̂t )

(4)

K is called the Kalman gain associated with the error from
the actual measured value and the prediction measurement
value, zt and z − t , respectively. In (4), the composition after
K is the correction for the predicted function for estimation
of x, denoted by x̂−
t .
We apply the same adaptation and series to perform an experiment with the basic Kalman filter model. The idea behind
comparing these two methods is the data smoothing process
that the Kalman filter provides. We found that the rendered
plots provide similar effects between the original series and
the predicted series. The collected results in Figure 11 and
Figure 12 show the relationship between the received signal
and the distance. The future position is predicted based on
this received signal and the current position. These examples
(Figure 11 and Figure 12) allow us to estimate the different
positions of the PRs in the overlap region and to characterize
the overlap region with PRs mobility. The sensitivity range
for this case has a limit which approaches −100dBm. These
results can also be the basis for adaptive transmission power
selection.

Figure 12. Relation of RSSI and distance with Kalman Filter

the final result for the overlap ratio fuzzy set. For instance,
at the intersection of two functions, an or operator is used
to connect two sets, and the maximum of two membership
functions is evaluated for the antecedent part of the fuzzy rules.

µOverlapRatio (x) = µLow (x) ∨ µHigh (x)
= max[µLow (x), µHigh (x)]

(5)

Detailed explanation and implementation to produce the
interference level was described in our article [1], hence we
only summarize the sample rules table, its inferred statements
and the final results of the aggregation process to produce
the interference level from the overlap ratio and node density
probability.
TABLE I. ENHANCE INTERFERENCE LEVEL RULES TABLE
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6

Figure 11. Relation of RSSI and distance with Grey Model GM(1,
1)

IV.

F UZZY L OGIC - BASED I NTERFERENCE L EVEL
E STIMATION

From the observations presented in the previous section,
we combine overlap ratio and node density probability using
fuzzy logic in this section. These parameters are the fuzzy
inputs of our fuzzy inference system. A proper implication
is applied for each rule listed in the rule table. The result
from the implication rule is then aggregated and defuzzified
to obtain the final result. This is the degree of impact on the
primary system. A CR can consider this degree before using
a frequency range when overlap happens.
To interpret the output of antecedents (i.e., the overlap
ratio), we use the Mamdani Min Implication rules [7] to extract

Overlap Ratio
Low
Low
High
High
Very High
Very High

Density
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
Very High

Interference Level
Low
rather Medium
somewhat High
High
extremely High
extremely very High

For instance, the above rules infer the following.
•

If (Overlap-Ratio is Low) or (Density-Ratio is Low),
then (Interference Level is Low) (1)

•

If (Overlap-Ratio is Low) and (Density-Ratio is
Medium), then (Interference Level isn’t Low or rather
medium) (0.5000)

•

If (Overlap-Ratio is High) or (Density-Ratio is
Medium), then (Interference Level is somewhat High)
(1)

•

If (Overlap-Ratio is High) or (Density-Ratio is High),
then (Interference Level is High) (1)
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•

If (Overlap-Ratio is Very High) and (Density-Ratio is
High), then (Interference Level is extremely High) (1)

•

If (Overlap-Ratio is Very High) or (Density-Ratio is
Very High), then (Interference Level is extremely Very
High) (1)

TABLE II. OVERLAP DEGREE FUZZIFICATION OUTPUT
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6

µ(x) Low
0.29362
0
0
0
0
0

overlap ratio
0.25596
0.57829
0.44402
0.66566
0.53420
0.65453

µ(x) Medium
0.37305
0
0.37322
0
0
0

µ(x)High
0
0.81143
0.29345
0.22894
0.89467
0.30314

µ(x) Very High
0
0
0
0.26264
0
0.21811

TABLE III. DENSITY DEGREE FUZZIFICATION OUTPUT
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6

Density probability
0.08049
0.19908
0.66764
0.81842
0.28182
0.57480

µ(x) Low
1
0.67281
0
0
0.12118
0

µ(x) Medium
0
0
0
0
0.54548
0

µ(x) High
0
0
0.21574
0
0
0.83466

µ(x) Very High
0
0
0.27056
0.87370
0
0

TABLE IV. INTERFERENCE LEVEL FUZZIFICATION DATA

Figure 13. Interference Level membership function

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6

Overlap input
0.25596
0.57829
0.44402
0.66566
0.53163
0.65453

Density input
0.08049
0.19908
0.66764
0.81842
0.74970
0.57480

Interference Level
Low
Medium
High
Very High
Very High
High

Crisp Value
0.14236
0.21464
0.39495
0.47103
0.40053
0.37930

µ(low) at 0.29362 and input of density probability of 0.08049
into µ(low) at 1. This composition matches the first rule in
Table I - If (Overlap-Ratio is Low) or (Density-Ratio is Low),
then (Interference Level is Low).

Figure 14. Interference Level Output as function of Overlap and
Node Density - Rule set of 16

The fuzzy inference engine combines the rules to obtain
the aggregated fuzzy output. The output is the fuzzy set of
the interference level that is defined in Figure 13. The Fuzzy
controller has to defuzzify this output into crisp values using
the centroid method to make the final decisions. Figure 14
shows the system output as a function of 2 variables, overlap
ratio and node density, with the rules set of 16 conditional
statements.
Table II and Table III show the fuzzified data of the inputs
based on their defined membership functions. Table IV shows
the output of the inference system. The aggregated values are
processed according to the interference membership function
in Figure 13. The rules are applied correspondingly in the
defuzzification process to produce the final crisp value of the
interference level.
More precisely, the Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) maps the
fuzzified outputs (a.k.a., the output of each linguistic variable
of overlap ratio and node density probability) of the inputs to
infer the associated consequences. For instance, the inference
engine decomposes an input of overlap ratio of 0.25596 into

Figure 14 shows the system output as a function of 2
variables, overlap ratio and node density, and the output of
interference level. Each of the variables presented in Figure 14
reflects both the linguistic and also the crisp values. For
instance, when the overlap degree and density degree are zeros,
the interference is also almost zero (coded with dark-blue
area). While the overlap ratio is high (over 60% certainty) and
the node density degree is low (below 20%), the interference
level is low with low probability (the blue area). This explains
the fact that the interference level still strongly connects to
the 20% degree of node density that might be affected by the
big overlap ratio. The higher the node density, the higher the
interference level with high probability.
This interference level can be used in routing in CRNs,
which we present in the next section.
V.

ROUTING DESIGN PROPOSITION

To get the picture of current work for routing in mobile
networks, we go through some existing approaches for routing
solutions. There exist three types of routing protocol designs
for mobile networks: proactive, reactive and hybrid. Proactive
routing protocol are protocols that require node establishes a
route to all destinations regardless of the applications’ demand.
In reactive routing protocol, on the other way round, a node
only initiates routing explorations upon applications’ demand.
Hybrid protocols merge the advantages of both proactive and
reactive features.
On Link State Routing (OLSR) is a well-known proactive
routing protocol while Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) are common
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reactive routing protocols. However, which routing protocol
can work efficiently in CRNs and how much adaptation could
be considered? There are some considered facts in cognitive
radio ad-hoc network routing design, as follows. Routing
protocol in CRNs should
•

avoid periodic messages since redundant messages
sometimes cause collision and confusion,

•

avoid acknowledgement over the CR link, so that the
overhead of the protocol is not too big,

•

detect primary users’ existence so that the routing
exploration process does not cause serious impact to
the primary networks.

We first look at some current research that studies the
performance of reactive routing protocols. In literature, much
work has been conducted to verify the efficiency of these
reactive protocols but obtained results are controversial. We
present some of the work in the following.
Johnson and David [37] introduced DSR in 1996 and the
protocol was then standardized in RFC 4728 [38] in 2007.
DSR was designed to quickly adapt to routing changes when
a mobile host moves frequently in an ad-hoc network. A route
establishment process can only initiate on the desire of the
data sender - when a host wants to send a data packet to a
destination.
AODV was introduced in 1999 by C. E. Perkins, E.
Belding-Royer, and E. M. Royer [39] and was standardized
in RFC 3561 [40]. The original design of the protocol has
been vastly used by the research community. Many spin-off of
AODV have been proposed as the routing protocol for different
types of mobile networks.
In principle, AODV is a table-driven routing protocol
while DSR is cache-driven. AODV has route maintenance
features while DSR lacks route maintaining function. DSR
has to re-initiate the routing exploration process when there
is a link breakage. Consequently, data communication may be
interrupted.
AODV’s creator and his co-authors conducted a comparison regarding the performance of these two routing protocols
in ad-hoc modes in [41]. Packet delivery fraction (or ratio
in some of the recent articles), average end-to-end delay and
normalized routing load were the main metrics used to measure
the performance of AODV and DSR. The performance results
show that DSR outperforms AODV in small network topology and lower mobility. However, AODV handles changes
better - i.e., nodes move faster - than DSR does in dynamic
networks thanks to the tracking mechanism. Basically, since
AODV keeps track of actively used routes, multiple actively
used destinations can hence be searched using a single route
discovery flood. This mechanism helps to control routing load
over the medium, so that the overhead of the protocol seems to
be lower than that of DSR. However, the overhead may come
from MAC instead causing the routing load increases.
Recently, Jain et al. redo the comparison of these two
protocols on the basis of propagation path loss models [42]
while Manickam et al. in [43] examine the performance of
these two protocols similarly to the work of Perkins et al. in
[41].

TABLE V. ROUTING PROTOCOL COMPARISON TABLE
Protocol
DSR

Type
Reactive

Metric
Shortest path

Periodic message
Yes

Acknowledgement message
Yes

OLSR
AODV
DYMO

Proactive
Reactive
Hybrid

Shortest path
Hop count
Hop count with
alternative metrics

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Optional

Applicable network
Ad-hoc but less
dynamic than AODV
MANETs
MANETs
VANETs and MANETs

The concluded results suggest similar performance to that
described in [41]. Yet in [42], [43], DSR has lower end-to-end
delay than AODV since the exploring path from source to sink
is attached in every routing request. By reversing the enclosed
path, the sink does not take much time to travel back to the
source, so that the processing delay is reduced. Regarding the
packet delivery fraction, AODV performs consistently better
than DSR does in both [41], [43].
Regarding the performance of a proactive and a reactive
routing protocol, we found a study of Sagar et al. [44] in
which OLSR is compared with Dynamic MANET On-demand
(DYMO) or AODVv2 routing protocol. DYMO was designed
to deal with modern day dynamic ad-hoc network topologies.
It works as a reactive and also a proactive routing protocol.
Initiating discovering routes when it is active or looking up for
a route on demand are two different configurations of DYMO.
In fact, the protocol is intended for use by mobile routers in
wireless, multihop networks. DYMO operates very similarly
to AODV, but requires only the most basic route discovery
and maintenance procedures [45]. DYMO has also been built
with enhancements. Most of the optimizations available in
AODV should be applicable to DYMO as well. Sagar et al.
[44] have evaluated DYMO and OLSR on MANETs and
VANETs. The results suggest that DYMO performs better
than OLSR does especially in VANETs where the mobility
of mobile nodes are dynamic and the surrounding is quickly
changed. Other analyse on the performance of DYMO are also
discussed in [46], [47]. All these works concluded that DYMO
outperformed the existing routing protocols for MANET in
terms of packet delivery, delay and compatible throughput.
However, in [45] the authors suggest that DYMO assumes the
link between mobile nodes are bidirectional. More precisely,
this routing relies on the accuracy of the information provided
from the MAC layer.
Overall, a proactive routing protocol requires that a route
is established and maintained before any data communication
is needed. Therefore, it may not be suitable for CRNs due to
the overhead of the control messages all over the channels.
Consequently, the resources of a cognitive node exploits may
just be used for routing the control message. However, with a
reactive routing protocol, the route exploration process is only
initiated when a node wants to start a data communication,
though route maintenance should be also considered as part of
the design. We want to leverage current design with minimal
customization. Therefore, adopting both reactive and proactive
approaches appears to be reasonable. The DYMO protocol is
a potential candidate for this purpose. We will briefly discuss
the protocol and its essential operations; e.g., route discovery
and route maintenance.
A. DYMO Operation
The Dynamic MANET On-demand DYMO routing protocol has been developed and defined as an IETF specification
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(Internet draft version 4.0) [48]. This is a successor of the
AODV routing protocol, which was proposed by the same
main author. DYMO has AODV’s attributions, which can work
basically in mobile ad-hoc network mode. For instance, route
discovery is only activated when needed. Loop prevention
is done by attaching the sequence number to each routing
message. Supposedly, a node only creates a route when it has
a demand to send data messages to the target node. Therefore,
the intermediate nodes maintain and detect topology changes
while listening to these exchanging data messages. No HELLO
packets are needed to distinguish AODV, so the change is
detected faster and the overhead of sending extra control
messages is lower. However, some requirements of DYMO
should be taken into account to guarantee the best performance
of this protocol. The protocol assumes to work under the
bidirectional link. It hence relies on the reliability of the lower
layer to provide essential environment state information. We
will discuss this relation in later Sections. Firstly, we briefly
describe the main operations of DYMO in MANET.
Route Discovery: When a mobile node wants to establish a
path to communicate to another node in the network, this node
has to discover the path to reach its desired destination. To do
so, this node, called the source, generates a route request and
transmits this request to any of its known neighbors. Each of
these neighbors, including the source and the target node, will
maintain the active discovered link via a routing table, which is
created right after the discovery process finishes. Each entry
contains basic information for routing such as the addresses
of source and sink, sequence number, hop-count, next hop
address, next interface, timestamp of last used, expiration time,
metric type and metric, the route state.
We provide an example in Figure 15 to comprehensively
illustrate the route discovery process of DYMO in MANET.
A path must be established to allow routing data from A
to F. Similar to AODV, routing information is maintained at
A in its own routing table while RREQ is flooded to A’s
neighbors and their other neighbors until the destination is
reached. The sequence number in each RREQ is increased
at each new neighbor before the RREQ is forwarded. At C,
there are redundant RREQs from both directions with the same
sequence number. If the alternative metric was not pre-set, it
does not matter which path will be chosen. In this case, let us
assume that C records the route from B to C. C then carries on
forwarding this RREQ to the next hops, D and F. F is already
the target destination while D is not. F replies the request with
its RREP while D records the route. The RREP from F will
be transferred on the reverse path from F back to C, B and A,
the source. The data transmission will be then followed after
this process has finished.
Upon sending the RREQ, the originator node A has to
wait for a RREQ WAIT TIME for the RREP reception. In
case there is no RREP received, A properly attempts to send
another RREQ with a different sequence number. The waiting
time is set to be 1000 milliseconds by default. Once the
RREP is created and sent back, the flow of traffic of RREP is
unicast. Therefore, it relies heavily on the MAC to ensure the
bidirectional link underneath the network layer.
An example scenario of a CRN without PR is depicted in
Figure 15. Since DYMO allows us to implement an alternative
metric for the route selection process, we can modify the

Figure 15. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink F
without PR’s existence

protocol with a minor change in retrieving MAC information
according to the environment observations explained previously. An example of the application that DYMO can work
in CRN is illustrated in Figure 16, in which we assume that B
is kept in silent as it operates in the area where it overlaps with
a PR transmitter. This is an expected route discovery with a
scenario of a CRN with PR’s existence depicted in Figure 16
using an alternative routing metric interference level.

Figure 16. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink F with
PR’s existence

Route Maintenance: Each node that has received a route
request and a route reply has to maintain the active route
locally by monitoring the communication exchanging along
the path. However, when there is problem in the network
that triggers the path changes, a route error (RRER) may be
generated and issued by these nodes to their neighbors. Two
common problems are broken links on the current active route
and unknown path from a received data packet.
Before using a route to forward a packet, a node must
check the status of the route as follows. If the route is marked
as broken, this node will not use it for forwarding. If the
Current T ime is higher than the Route.ExpirationT ime,
the route has expired and cannot be used for forwarding. If
the route is currently not in use when (Current T ime −
Route.LastU sed) < (M AX SEQN U M LIF ET IM E),
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the route table entry must be expunged. When generating
a RRER, a node creates a list of unreachable destinations
including their addresses with associated sequence number. Its
routing table is also updated according to the broken link.
In the case of undeliverable packets, the RRER may be
multicasting or unicasting to the neighbor from which the data
packet was sent from. For unicast RRER, a special message
type of value (TLV) is mandatorily included. In the case of
broken link, the RRER is sent to all neighbors of the node that
experience a broken link. After the other intermediate nodes
receive the RRER, they verify the information contained in the
RRER to react with the event accordingly. We illustrate this
process in the example in Figure 17. A Route Error RRER is
generated from C and then sent towards all of C’s neighbors
including B, G, and D to prevent future data transmission
towards link C-F. These nodes had already recorded a path
containing F; therefore, the RRER is further sent to A and E.

for alternative metric vaguely describes. The protocol requires
experiments and changes if necessary. In the scope of this
work, we tend to use it to evaluate the efficiency of interference
level in preventing impact on PR networks while the routing
engine is working.
B. CRN-DYMO routing protocol
Generally, our working scope is a conceptual framework
that is illustrated in Figure 18. This framework focuses on
an interference avoidance strategy which co-exists between
the CRN and primary network scenarios, providing that the
Management Controller stores all environments’ observation
parameters such as mobile nodes’ movements and locations.
The Overlap Calculation block then can locally retrieve,
compute and analyse the current situation of the current CR
compared to a PR emitter. Similarly, the Node Density Estimator obtains historical statistics of the node within a specific area
and estimates the probability of current node density. These
blocks produce estimated inputs for the Interference Estimator,
which combines these inputs using fuzzy logic to compute the
interference level.

Figure 18. Working scope
Figure 17. DYMO Route error sent from C when there is a broken
link

The Hop Count is traditionally used as the default metric
to select a route for a target node in exisiting table entries.
However, some applications may require metric information
other than Hop Count and this metric unfortunately sometimes
causes the selection of the worst possible route in many
situations. In CRNs, sometimes the Hop Count metric is not
sufficient to choose a route to a target without interfering with
current operating primary networks. The authors of AODVv2
[48] have been discussing alternative metrics since 2012. It was
introduced in Internet draft version 24 [49]. Each such alternate
metric measures a “cost” of using the associated route, and
there are many different kinds of cost (latency, delay, monetary,
energy, etc.).
The cost of each of the multiple routes is measured by
a different metric. The specification provides the abstract
function to evaluate the cost of each route in term of a function
Cost(R), where R is the route for which the cost is calculated.
The route information for R must always include the type
of metric by which Cost(R) is evaluated. While using this
alternative metric, we should also be careful and guarantee a
loop-free environment while the routing engine is operating.
In other words, given that the Cost(R) is calculated, a loopfree routine should also be invoked. Since DYMO-AODVv2
is still work in progress, specific descriptions for metric type

Essentially, the DYMO routing agent can retrieve its neighbor’s information based on the MAC layer and the interference level from the Interference Level Estimator. Customized
DYMO-CRN the attaches interference level as an alternative
metrics that is used for route selection, as explained in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
In Figure 19, we describe the route discovery, which is
performed at node A to look for a path to node E overlapping
with a PR. We assume that at C, the sequence numbers in the
RREQs are the same for both direction from B to C and from
G to C, but the interference levels from B and D are medium
with non-zero probability. Therefore, in this case, the selected
path to E is the path towards F. Figure 20 has the similar
scenario with Figure 19 with an overlap with PR2 on G’s
and F’s side. Route selection is changed since the interference
levels from B and D are medium with non-zero probability
while the interference levels from G and F are high with nonzero probability, and the interference level from C with PR2
is small with non-zero probability.
C. The routing process of Dymo-CRN routing protocol
We propose an extended Dymo routing protocol for CRN
in this section. The proposed protocol involves route discovery
and route maintenance processes.
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As well as hop count, the new metric and new metric IL
are recalculated as in (6) and (7). As presented, IL is a
impact level computed from the percentage of overlap and
node density degree. The new metric hence takes the average
IL of the current local IL and the received IL. This is the metric
of IL for the path from the orignator to the current node.

new metric IL = (metric IL + last metric IL)/2 (6)
new metric = metric + last hop metric

Figure 19. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink E with
PR’s existence

Figure 20. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink E with 2
PRs’ existence

1) Route discovery: Similarly to Dymo specification, route
discovery of the proposed protocol is performed when a node
must transmit a packet towards a destination for which it
does not have any route. The discovery process initiates and
multicasts a route request message (RREQ) to find a path
toward some target destination. Along the path, each of the
neighbor who receives the request records a route toward the
originator. When the request reaches the target node, this node
also records the path included in the request and generates
a unicast route reply (RREP) to the originator. Again, each
neighbor along the path receiving this reply also records the
path toward the target destination of the previous RREQ.
These intermediate nodes then send the RREP unicast to the
originator. The citeria to evaluate incoming route information
are the hop count and the interference level (IL), which is
the alternative metric. When a RREQ is received, each node
will check, acquire its local interference level on each channel
assuming that the node may have more than one available
accessible channel. A comparison among its local IL is carried
out and the most optimal IL is chosen as the local metric IL.

(7)

The information from a received RREQ is handled by
a routine call routing handling process (RteHandler), as described in Figure 21. By default, DYMO uses hop count as
the routing metric to handle a route request with metric type
3. In the context of this work, we define metric type 4 to be
the metric type of interference level. A metric type message
TLV should hence be built and attached to a route message
accordingly. During the RREQ process, the handler checks
and looks in its routing table for an entry with the extracted
metric type, e.g., metric type 4 for IL. In addition, an optimal
IL is also acquired locally at the current node to recompute the
new metric cost along the path. If the path to the target node
exists, the sequence number of the entry is then compared with
the sequence number in the received RREQ. In the end, the
process will return an existing route entry without any update
if the sequence number of the RREQ is outdated or the metric
in the RREQ does not improve the cost of the path. If the
routing entry needs to be updated (e.g., the sequence number
needs to be refreshed, status of the route and update the new
metric value). The routing table is also updated accordingly.
The merit of enabling the metric IL is that we can guarantee
the optimal IL from each CR to the its surrounding. If the
current path has the minimum IL along the path, the route
from the original CR to the target CR should have the least
impact on any PR receivers.
2) Route maintenance: Route maintenance is performed to
avoid permaturely expunging a route from the current route
table as well as to avoid dropping packets when an active
route breaks. Basically, the maintenance process consists of
two operations, extending the route lifetimes upon successfully
forwarding a packet and notifying the upstream nodes when a
route to a target is broken due to loss of link to neighbors. In
CRNs, breaking link to neighbors could be due to environmental change such as the transmission of PR receivers. However,
thanks to the information obtained from the radio event table,
CR nodes can always look for an alternative route and start
notifying their neighbors about the change. This change would
result in a complete path change (via different channels). The
discovery process may be invoked in the case of one of the
nodes is unreachable. This work can be deferred to future
work.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

Overall, we have presented the entirely of a routing strategy
in CRNs. The article covers everything from the simplest
observation of the surroundings regarding the overlap phenomena and primary node density with associated techniques.
These observations are inputs to produce a routing metric
that could prevent foreseen interference when a CRN coexists
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Figure 21. Routing information process

with a primary network. Essentially, we introduced a medium
access control messages dissemination procedure, in which
CR nodes maintain the knowledge of their neighbors as well
as their resources before they can initiate transmissions. This
establishment supports the routing protocol at the upper layer,
which in this case is the interference level routing protocol.
This is a guideline for developing a cognitive routing protocol
that could prevent potential impact on primary networks when
CRNs operate. Further extension of this work is encouraged
to provide a more elaborate protocol so that it can be applied
in a real CRN platform.
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